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Tourists spent more in Calloway last year
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YERE VAN, U.S.S.R. — Armenia's president accused Soviet
troops today of waging "undeclared war" on his republic and
said 23 people died when a village near neighboring Azerbaijan was razed.

STATE
LEXINGTON — Mining ranked
as the nation's most dangerous
job in 1990, but Kentucky's
farm -related deaths have
eclipsed those in the coalfields
every year for the past-tight.

Tourists spent $2.1 million more in Calloway County last year, a 12.6
percent increase from 1989, according to Ron Gentry, secretary of the
state Tourism Cabinet.
In addition to the added boost to the local economy, tourism -related
jobs-in the county rose to 377 in 1990, making tourism one of the county's largest and fastest-growing employers, Gentry said. Tourism is
already the state's second largest employer.
— Gentry made the announcements Monday at the National Scouting
Museum as part of a week-long tour of the state during National Tourism
Week which began Sunday.
Tourism became a $5 billion industry for the state in 1990 — a 11.9
percent increase — and now supports some 126,000 jobs statewide, Gen44 said
Tourism jobs in western Kentucky—climbed more than 500 last year to
7,494 total jobs, Gentry said.
Tourism, however, has failed to meet its peak in western Kentucky, he
said, where "fantastic natural products" such as the lakes, Land Between
the Lakes recreation area and other attractions abound.
Gentry, however, attributed the growth in the state's tourism to its
...
.
people.
"We have built-in hapiraI ty,"--Gentry-said, -"Thatis something that
there is no way to put a price tag on or to measTireArsltre-people-that-----make Kentucky so unique."
Gentry also praised the state's "administrative insight for a plan of
action" involving tourism promotion and the legislature for making funding available.
with (from left) Murray Tourism ComSecretary of the state Tourism Cabinet Ron Gentry, right, visits
Gentry also announced the presentation Of aImoSt $13,000 from the
Murray State University President Dr.
and
Cooper
mission Director Anne Adams, cabinet assistant Mike
state cabinet to the Murray-Calloway County area in matching funds for
l Scouting Museum.
Nationa
the
at
nce
confere
press
his
Ronald Kurth Monday before
tourism promotion.

SPORTS
Kentucky violated a recruiting
rule by entertaining a potential
transfer player too far off campus. and athletic officials said
the school would report the
infraction to the NCAA.

BUSINESS
T1K stock market moved cautiertisly higher in early trading
today, with traders keeping a
watchful eye on developments
in the bond market. The Dow
Jones average of 30 industrials
rose 4.92 to 2,946.56 in the first
half-hour of trading. Volume on
the Big Board totaled 23.22 million shares as of 10 a.m. on
Wall Street.

FORECAST
Partly cloudy tonight. Lows
around 50. South wind 5 to 10
mph. Partly sunny Wednesday.
Highs in the upper 70s.

LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
359.0, -0.1; below 308.2, -0.7
Barkley Lake
358.6, -0.1; below 316.7, -0.4
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By RHONNDA KERR
Murray Ledger & TIMM Staff Writer

Te site of Murray State University's future Regional Special
Events Center will most likely be
changed, said Ed West, director of
the physical plant.
During its quarterly meeting
Saturday, the Board of Regents

Mayor vows end
to violence after
trouble breaks
out again in D.C.
WASHINGTON (AP) —
More than 50 people were
arrested and 13 police officers
Injured during a second straight
night of rock-throwing, car
burning and looting in parts of
the nation's capital. "Enough is
enough," said Mayor Sharon
Pratt Dixon.
At daybreak, police reported
the area was quiet and the overnight curfew was lifted. But
officials promised it would be
quickly reimposed at the first
sign of trouble.
Police cars equipped with
bullhorns ordered residents off
the streets of a largely Hispanic
neighborhood and Dixon
ordered the overnight curfew
after disturbances began to
spread Monday night.
Thirteen police officers were
injured and 13 police cars
damaged in the melee, authori'ties 'said. Fire Chief Ray Alfred
Jr. was injured when a brick
crashed through the window of
his car and hit him in the head.
He was not seriously hurt.
Police said about 44 people
were arrested for curfew violations, with another seven
charged with disorderly conduct. No statistics were immediately available for arrests
before midnight, officials said.
At least two stores were
burned, and one security guard
was rescued from the basement
of a burning store where he had
taken refuge.
"We need to put an end to it
and we're going to put an end
to it tonight," Dixon said late
Monday as bands of youths
fought hit-and-run skirmishes
with police. Stinging tear gas
lingered over a 12-block area of
the nation's capital just two
miles from the White House.

approved a change in the campus
master plan that will allow MSU
officials to change the location of
the future building.
The $20 million facility was to
be built immediately adjacent to
the Roy Stewart Stadium where
there now exists approximately
1,100 parking spaces.
"In all probability it will be

moved," West said.
"When we first selected the site,
we were talking about building a
basketball arena not a regional special events center," he laid. "It's
simply going to be too big."
West said the dimensions of the
8,000-seat center will be approximately 300 feet by 400 feet for the
footprint of the building alone.

"That's not even taking into consideration any of the parking or
exterior needs at all," he said.
"If we put it in the original location, it will be so large it will take
up the whole parking lot and stick
out into U.S. 641," he said.
West said not much thought was
given to selecting the original site
of the building.

"We upgraded the campus master plan in 1986 when we had just
moved the baseball field down by
the stadium, and we thought it
would be a good idea to locate all
the athletic facilities together," he
said.
"We had to hurry and put the

(Con!'d on page 2)

Bush back at work today; heart rate normal
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush "slept like a log" through the
night and began a full work schedule today with no reoccurrence of the
irregular heartbeat that put him in the hospital over the weekend, the
White House said today.
Presidential spokesman Marlin Fitzwater said that Bush's heart rate was
monitored throughout the night. "It was perfectly normal all night long
and this morning," Fitzwater said.
In addition, Bush had a complete electrocardiogram test this morning
immediately after getting up. The EKG test showed no irregularities, Fitzwater said.
The president, who went to bed at 8:40 p.m. Monday night, was up at
5:20 a.m. today and arrived at the Oval Office for a full day's work at

an said.
7:23 a.m. Fitzwater said. "He looks good," the spokesm
'he slept
morning
this
said
"He slept good and feels rested. Mrs. Bush
like a log," Fitzwater said.
of his
The president's heartbeat registered normal within 25 minutes stay at
night
twoa
from
morning
return to the White House on Monday
Bethesda Naval Hospital brought on by an irregular beat.
It has remained normal ever since.
him at all
Fitzwater said that the president has a monitor strapped to
by
attached
pager,
a
of
size
the
waist
his
on
device
a
wears
times. He
wires to pads on his chest.
s continualIt sends a signal to a viewing monitor "that a nurse monitor
ly" from an adjacent room.

Democrats'
bill will cut
'typical'
family's tax

Wilkinson signs proclamation
urging Stubblefield recognition
Staff Report
Murray Lodger & Times

Those who claim Murray as "the
birthplace of radio" now have a
voice in Frankfort — Gov. Wallace
Wilkinson.
Wilkinson has issued a proclamation that Nathan B. Stubblefield
should be recognized internationally as "the true inventor of radio"
and Murray as its birthplace,
according to a published report.
The proclamation also declares
radio's centennial in 1992 as
"Nathan Beverly Stubblefield
Year," the report said.
Historians generally agree that
Italy's Guglielmo Marconi
invented the wireless telegraph in
1895, but that was three years after
Stubblefield reportedly did it at his
Murray shop in 1892.
Stubbletield later demonstrated
his invention on the Calloway
County courthouse Iiwn, in Philadelphia, New ‘r ork City and
Washington D.C. and received a
patent for it on May 12, 1908.
Wilkinson's proclamation comes
after a request by,WNBS-Radio,
which call letters stand for the
inventor's name, and Stubblefield's
grandson Troy Cory, 47, a California pop singer, according to the
report.
The state, however, relies upon

the persons requesting the proclamation for verification of fact and
does not have the ability to
research claims, according to governor's office spokesman Doug
Alexander in the report,

WASHINGTON (AP) — Senior
Democrats are proposing tax legislation that would save a typical
family with $40,000 income a little
over $900 a year while boosting
taxes on the rich by about $22,000
a year.
The bill sponsored by Sen.
Albert Gore Jr. and Reps. Tom
Downey, D-N.Y.; David Obey, DWis., and George Miller, D-Calif.,
would boost the personal exemption for families with children,
expand the earned-income credit,
create a higher tax bracket for
richer people and impose an
11-percent surtax on the richest.
The legislation won an endorsement in principle from Senate
Majority Leader George J. Mitchell, D-Maine. And, said a spokesman for Rep. Dan Rostenkowski,
who heads the House Ways
and Means Committee, "The concept is certainly one that he could
agree with."
But several key Democrats, Rostenkowski most notably, have said
they prefer that Congress pass no
tax bill this year. They fear that if
Democrats push legislation that
they view as improving the fairness
of th tax system, President Bush
and Republicans will respond by

Joe Pat James of WNBS-Radio,
who made the request during Wilkinson's visit to Murray April 22,
said the proclamation may not
change anything but it will raise
people's curiosity.
"It should mean at least that
debate will now be open and that
Nathan B. Stubblefield will receive
credit for something he should
have received credit for years ago."
James said.
Eventually, James said, Cory's
persistence in the matter should
help change a great deal of people's minds. "He's a very tenacious
person," James said.
Cory's campaign has already
caused a shift with the National
Association of Broadcasters who,
during their convention in Las
Vegas, first closed the issue by crediting Marconi with the invention
but after a Las Vegas television
report about Stubblefield the next
day said the issue may not be
closed, James said.
Stubblefield died of starvation in
a shack outside Murray in 1928
after failing to receive royalties for
his invention.

Nathan B. Stubblefield
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Armenian leader says Soviets waging 'undeclared war'
YEREVAN, U.S.S.R. (AP) —
Armenia's president accused Soviet
troops today of waging "undeclared war" against his republic and
said 23 people died when a village
near neighboring Azerbaijan was
razed.
.
President Levon Ter-Petrosian
said at a news conference that
Soviet and Azerbaijani troops
seized three villages today and
arrested more than 20 people,
mostly Armenian policemen.
'Economist Silaret Berikian, who
also attended the news conference,
said some victims of the latest
ethnic violence in the two southern
republics had suffered atrocities,

.••
7
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have no right to carry out such
actions unless there is a declaration
of martial law. We are dealing with
an act of pure aggression, an act of
undeclared ,war against Armenia."
Ter-Petrosian said 23 people
died when Soviet soldiers and
Interior Ministry troops using helicopters, tanks and heavy artillery
seized the village of Voskepar on
Monday.
The Armenpress news agency
said all homes were destroyed in
the village, located in the Goriskv
region 150 miles southeast of the
Armenian capital, Yerevan.
Three more villages in the region
— Gomidgor, Tekh and Shurrnka

— were seized today, Ter-Petrosian
said. More than 20 people, mostly
Armenian policemen, were arrested
and taken in the direction of the
Azerbaijani border, he said. Some
were reportedly executed, he said,
without elaborating.
Ashot Antinian, head of the
Armenian parliament's press center, said 11 of the 23 dead in Voskepar also were policemen.
There was no immediate Soviet
comment on the reports.
Mainly Christian Armenia and
mostly Muslim Azerbaijan have
been feuding for centuries over
land disputes as well as religious
and cultural differences.

Hundreds have been killed in
sporadic fighting that broke out in
1987 over Nagorno-Karabakh, a
mainly Armenian area that has
been under Azerbaijani rule for
nearly 70 years.
Gorbachev said Monday that
"Nagorno-Karabakh's autonomy
should be fully restored" and that
Azerbaijan should go along to
reduce tensions.
The latest violence flared- April.
29 when Soviet troops based in
Azerbaijan began disarming Armenian extremists and evacuated several hundred residents.
Armenia sent several hundred
police to the border, with inttruc-

to return fire "when we realized that no one in the Soviet army
really had any intention of defending us," Antinian said.
"For three years we did not
answer the shots from Azerbaijan.
People kept dying. We started to
defend ourselves as best we can."
Armenian authorities say 37 people were killed and many others
wounded last week when Azerbaijani Ind SOviet lbws, attacked the
villages of Getashen— and
Martunashen.
Soviet officials said only that
deaths occurred when troops
moved in to disarm Armenian vigi-1
lantes in the villages.
li0f1S

Democrat:s bill will cut 'typical'.
1Cont'd from page 4)
renewing the fight for a cut :n taxes on capital gains.
The U.S. Chamber of-Commerce
'criticized -the Democrats' proposal.
claiming thi tax increase it embodies would slow economic growth
and eliminate some jobs.
The new bill would cut taxes for
134 million people and raise them
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including scalping.
On Monday night, Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbaillfiey pledged
to help settle the conflict between'
Armenians and Azerbaijanis _
But he said that "political measures cannot be implemented when
there are armed baddits" on both
sides and warned that Soviet troops
would continue to go "hamlet to
hamlet" to enforce his order to disarm Armenians.
"Today.. the military operation is
continuing in a larger way," TerPetrosian told reporters in the
republic's parliament.
"From a legal point of view, the
Soviet army and Interior Ministry

with a tax credit of $800 for each The highest rate would hit those charitable contributions and to
forte richest 15 million. Sponsors
child under the age of 18. The whose adjusted gross income is in claim full personal exemptions.
said 9.5 million individuals would
be removed from the - tax rolls exemption, which is expected to be the S130,000-to-S140,000 range.
*Boost the special alternative minialtogether; 2.5 million would be $2,300 per person next year, pro- *Impose an II percent surtax on
mum tax, which aims to ensure that
duces a tax saving of $345 for a those with adjusted gross incomes all high-income people pay some
moved out of poverty.
lower-income family in the 15 per- over $250,000 a year.
A four-member family making
tax regardless of how many legiticent tax bracket but saves S713 for *Overturn a 1990 law and allow
S40,00.0.,and having typical
mate deductions they have. The a top-income earner, who is in the higher-income people to fully rate, now 24 percent, would rise to
expenses would save 13 percent, or
$910 a year. A working couple 31 percent bracket. The credit deduct state and local taxes and 29 percent.
with two children and $20,000 in would save $800 in taxes regardincome would get a 90 percent less of bracket.
re_duction. to $126. The 15 million *Expand the earned-income credit,
individuals whose average which goes only to lower-income
By The Associated Press
S478.000 incomes put them among working parents.
the richest 10 percent would pay *Replace the present three-bracket MALAYSIA
of Lima, said the officials, who spoke on
income tax — 15 percent, 28 per- KUALA LUMPUR — Explosions today condition of anonymity They gave no
S22,000 more. sponsors said.
cent and 31 percent — with a four- destroyed a fireworks factory and started
further details, and port authority officials
The legislation would:
did not release information on the accia fire that spread to six factones and
-*Aid --families with • children by bracket system of 15 percent, 28 _about
dent Monday night.
50 homes, officials said The
replacing the personal' exemption 'percent;'32-percent and 35 percent:— national news agency said 100 people
SOUTH KOREA
were feared killed The news agency,

NEWS OF THE WORLD

Ross Insurance Agency
Auto - Home - Farm
Business-. Life - Health
Compare Our Price & Coverage
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Wont'd from page .1)
-NI-din at our master 'plan to
753-0489
6th & Main
ashow the state we were serious
about building it, so we just picked
•
site and there was no more
• •
LI 0,
p thought given to it than that," he
•
cç
said.
V
Although the size of the building
is -the overriding reason- , the-- site
—must - be-changed,-,-West said other
•
factors alsocontributed to the
With Our Specialty Sauce
decision.
4
Parking is a very important factor, he said.
Oly.r7n53_61c1P491aza
—TO build the building where we
Sun. -Sat. 11 a.m.-9 p.m. 4
A had originally 'planned, we would
have to eliminate parking spaces,
a
II 4 II
•
and that is not within the best interest of the university," he said.
West said another problem with
the original site was the landscape.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Here are Monday's- winning
numbers selected, by the Kentucky Lottery: Pick 3: 6-8-3
(six, eight, three)
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Bernama, said witnesses reported about
150 workers were trapped in the fireworks factory in Sungei Buloh, on Kuala
Lumpur's outskirts, when the building
exploded and burned Scores of army
and civilian firelighters battled the blaze,
which the Village Development and Security Committee said affected a 125-acre
area. At least 300 people, mostly factory
workers, were left homeless

"Because' the ground is flat, the
building -would have -to' be built
straight up on top of the ground,"
he said.
"With 8,000 seats, it would get
pretty high, and people,would have
to climb an awful lot of stairs or
YUGOSLAVIA
ramps to get to the top," he said. BELGRADE — With the army warning it
West-said what the university will restore order if politicians cannot, the
met in emergency ses,...
needs is a hillside to build the-cen- country's leaders
sion today to discuss Serb-Croat clashes
ter into.
that have left at least 20 people dead.
"If you put it on a hillside, you Sources close to the presidency said the
nominally comhave access from two levels, the eight-man body, which
mands the army, will also discuss an
top of the hill and the bottom," he army request for a nationwide state of
said.
-emergency The sources spoke on condiAccess at the bottom of the hill- tion of anonymity. The army on Monday
declared a combat alert and began callside will allow easy entrance for ing up reservists after a soldier became
service vehicles, and access at the the most recent casualty in the worst viotop of the hill will relieve guests lence between the feuding nationalities
World War II Croatian radio and
from climbing so many 'flights of since
witnesses said army units with tanks
stairs, he said.
were seen maneuvering today in regions
West said the site of the future of Croatia and the central republic of
which has mixed Serb, Croat and
center will probably be changed to Bosnia,
Muslim populations. At least 15 people,
the northwest side of the stadium mostly Croatian police, were killed in
where a practice football field now fighting between the police and armed
Serb civilians on Thursday in villages in
exists.
eastern Croatia. close to the border with
"At the northwest side of the sta- Serbia
dium, we will be able to build it
IRELAND
into the natural terrain of the land, NORTHERN
BELFAST — Talks on returning selfand we will have access from two government to Northern Ireland stalled
today on the issue of where the provindifferent levels," he said.
parties will meet the Irish govern"It will probably be a lot easier ce's
ment The tour parties involved in the
to build that _way_loo," he said. talks had been expected to begin pint
"Construction Costs -pill probably meetings today, but they were postponed
because of the dispute Leaders of the
be less."
two unionist parties have ob)ected to
West said two adaitional advan- meeting the Irish government in Dublin,
tags of the potential new northwest fearing that would symbolize acceptance
location are 450 to 500 additional of the Irish constitution's claim to the
whole island
parking spaces and easy access to
the new special events center from PERU
LIMA — At least 50 people were missing
Kentucky 12t: early today after a disabled ferry drifting
University officials will meet on a Jungle river crashed into an empty
with architects and decide whether oil tanker and sank, Civil Defense offior not to move the site within the cials said About 160 people were
and some were taken to a hosnext two or three weeks, he said. rescued,
pital in Iquitos. about 620 miles northeast
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ENGLAND
NORWICH — Two tanker trucks that
apparently fell off a ship washed up on
an east coast beach Monday, and fumes
from the chemicals they were carrying
sickened 40 people, police said More
than 200 residents in the Norkfolk county
villages of Salthouse, Weybourne and
Kelling were told to leave their homes
while fire crews in chemical protection
gear worked to stop the leaks on Monday
night
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JOHANNESBURG — Gunmen fired into
a bus and killed at least six people in a
township Monday, police said, and black
leaders announced nationwide protests
to demand an end to the violence The
shooting at Tembisa, north of Johannesburg, brought the death toll in township
violence to at least 62 since Saturday
Most of the killers are believed members
of the Inkatha Freedom Party or its rival,
the African National Congress
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COLOMBO — A northward military push
into rebel-controlled areas .has left
dozens killed on both sides in fierce battles for control of strategic villages, government officials and guerrillas report
Military officials said four soldiers were
killed Monday and 14 soldiers were missing since a battle on Sunday They
claimed between 60 and 70 Tamil rebels
died in the two days of .fighting
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70 yards ofPremium Quality
Carpet Installed

Full Line Building Materials Center
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COLOMBIA
'BOGOTA— Leftist rebels have accepted
a government offer to hold peace talks in
an effort to end the nation's 30-year-old
civil war, a guerrilla statement said The
guerrillas agreed to meet with government representatives in Cravo Norte,
near the border with Venezuela. according to a rebel communique read over the
did not say when
radio late Monday
negotiations would begin

3

See Myers First
gaF

SEOUL — About 1,000 not police battled
for nine hours today to gain control of a
morgue where protesters guarded the
body of a dissident who died in prison
The clash was part of escalating nationwide unrest over last month's fatal beating of a student by police Opponents of .
the government called for further mass
protests on Thursday .Dissidents claimed
police wanted to seize Park Chang-soo's
body in order to destroy evidence that
might indicate he was killed The govern
ment says he committed suicide.
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Approximately 30 local people
turned out for a political rally at
the courthouse in Murray, Monday
afternoon for Gatewood Galbraith,
a Democratic candidate for
governor.
Galbraith said in a published
report that he feels the key to sol-
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ving Kentucky's problems lies in
the state's farm fields, not the back
pockets of taxpayers.
Consequently, the profitable crop
to which Galbraith is referring is
Marijuana, or hemp.
While most people think of marijuana as an illegal drug for smok-

Mt seeks to seize control of 1992 agenda
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
Southern-dominated Democratic
Leadership Council is trying to
seize control of the Democratic
Party's 1992 agenda with a moderate platform it bills as the "New
American Choice" — and the parCarter Elementary winners of the Safety Belt Awareness Poster Conty's only hope of retaking the
test, coordinated by the Murray Police Department, included (kneelWhite House.
ing, from left) Gretchen Klaus, Tatiana Bartolucci and Sara Hacker,
To Democrats tired of losing
honorable mentions; (standing, from left) MPD officer Melody Jones
presidential elections and fed up
holding the first place winning poster made by Keisha Darnell;
with the party's liberal image, the
Lauren Miller, second place; Nick Abbott, third place; Josh Morris,
DLC's approach is seen as an innohonorable mention; and Tern Dotson, Carter art teacher. Each of the
vative, refreshing effort to bring
winners received gifts donated by Murray businesses including the
working, middle-class Americans
Bank of Murray, Peoples Bank, Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank,
back into the Democratic fold.
Murray Theatres and Pagliais Pizza.
"Those people don't care about
the idle rhetoric that has paralyzed
American politics," Arkansas Gov.
Bill Clinton, the DLC chairman,
told the organization's first major
convention Monday. "They want a
new choice and deserve a new
choice and we ought to give it to
them."
The organization's critics, however, and there are many, are asking the question Walter Mondale
posed to Gary Hart in 1984:
"Where's the beef?"
The DLC's answers in the weeks
ahead could determine the course
of the 1992 campaign, and whether
the organization founded in the
Robertson Elementary winners of the kindergarten classes included
wake of Mondale's defeat succeeds
in its effort to steer the party away
(from left) Michelle Underwood, second place; Sherrie Sexton, honorfrom its traditional views on ecoable mention; Brittney Hooper, honorable mention; Elizabeth Leggett, honorable mention; Katie Smith, first place; James Colson, third
nomic development, taxation, welplace and Christopher Owen, honorable mention. Also pictured are
fare and other issues and toward a
MPD officer Melodic Jones, who awarded the prizes and Jacquie Farmore moderate.pro_-husiness
rell, art teacher, who assisted the children in the projects.
approach.
yeisk
Critics egue that the DLC position leaves little contrast with
Republicans.
"For several years we have
heard these people talk about how
much better they are and how they
are the greatest thing since toast
and sliced bread," said Paul Goldman, chairman of the Virginia
Democratic Party and a top adviser
to Gov. L. Douglas Wilder, a likely
1992 presidential candidate. "I'm
still waiting to see the beef. It's
time for the DLC to put up or shut
up."
Using Hart-like rhetoric, the
leaders said their ideas were
DLC
First and second graders at Robertson Elementary School were also
only hope of reboundparty's
the
rewarded for their efforts in the poster contest. Students pictured
in presidential politics. "We
ing
include (from left) Joseph Hammonds, first place; Lauren Owens, secknow that the path to our left leads
ond place; MPD officer Melodie Jones, holding Brandon Kellie's third
national despair," Virginia Sen.
to
place poster; and Alice Hunt, Annie Hutson, Amy Meloan and David
Robb told the convention_
Charles
Purcell, honorable mention. Also pictured above is their art teacher,
"The new choice for Democrats
Jacquie Farrell.
will mean a new day for America."
Such talk rankles party regulars
who don't necessarily disagree
with the DLC's ideas but distrust
the group because of its efforts to
DEAR DR. GOTT I have cysts on tremely painful and may require sur- work outside the Democratic
National Committee as it tries to
my liver the size of oranges. My doc- gical drainage, removal and repair.
tor says if I don't have problems. I
Mt being a military doctor, I was reshape the party's image.
should leave them alone. Do you. not aware that pilonidal disease is a
"It seems to me that a lot of
agree with this?
cause for rejection by the National common sense, practical DemoDEAR READER! I am not about to Guard. However. I can follow the rea- crats who are interested in winning
second-guess your doctor, so I'll give soning for such a decision: An acute
have been doing a lot
you a general answer. In most in- pilonidal infection could render a ser- elections
stances, liver cysts can be left alone. viceman incapable of performing his over the last two years to change,"
They appear for unknown reasons and duties. Thus, even without causing said DNC Chairman Ron Brown,
do not seem to affect the workings of symptoms, the disorder is a potential who was addressing the DLC conthe liver; they are usually discovered hazard.
vention today. "I've been among
by accident, during tests such as CT
and it's hard to figure out
them
pilonidal
a
remove
The operation to
scans and ultrasound examinations.
straightforward
and
safe
who they're talking
so
is
sometimes
cyst
assoSome types of liver cysts are
son might consider having it
ciated with polycystic disease of the that your
suitability for military serkidneys, which may lead to chronic done; his
then be reconsidered.
might
vice
and
hypertension
urinary infection,
1991 NFWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN
eventual renal failure.
Therefore, while you may choose to
leave your liver cysts alone, I believe
your doctor should check out your kidneys, using either X-ray tests or an ultrasound examination. If you have
polycystic kidney disease, you'll need
close medical supervision and possible treatment for infection or high
Authorities are still searching for
blood pressure.
body of a crane operator
DEAR Dtt. GOTT: My son has nev- the
into the Tennessee River in
thrown
rewas
yet
er had pain or discomfort,
jected by the National Guard because Paducah Monday when his crane
of a pilonidal cyst. Is it possible he collapsed on a dry dock, according
could have one and not suffer any to a published repori
symptoms?
The man, whose name is'being
DEAR READER: A pilonidal sinus
was operating the crane
withheld,
is a small, abnormal opening in the
Inc., 1810 S. 4th
at
Marine
James
conis
It
spine.
the
of
base
skin at the
p.m. when it
10
about
Street,
may
genital (present at birth) and
cause no symptoms unless it becomes tipped over, the report said.
infected. These little pits or dimples
McCracken County Disaster and
may be single or multiple: they may Emergency Services, U.S. Coast
extend deeply into the tissues. Once Guard, state water patrol, Paducah
infected (because hair grows into
firefighters and police and
them or bacteria work their way into
McCracken County Sheriff's deputurn
sinuses
the defects), pilonidal
into abscesses or cysts that are ex- ties are involved in the search.

about with the attack language."
The DLC offered the outline of
its agenda Monday in 3 broad
resolution that accused the Reagan
and Bush administrations of leading the country into economic
bankruptcy, exploiting racial differences for political gain and turning
their backs on the nation's
children.
At the same time, the resolution
criticized the Democrats for clinging to New Deal approaches to
welfare, education and civil rights,
and of being too beholden to special interests.
"The new choice we offer is a
new public philosophy, not a new
set of programs," the DLC resolution said. "It is built on a set of
common beliefs and broad national
purposes, not on promises to disparate interest groups."
A national security resolution
endorsed by the DLC today without
debate or opposition praises President Busfrlor--his leadership in the
Persian Gulf war.

ing, Galbraith said it has many
other potential uses. The report
said selling it to smoke is the least
of his reasons for supporting
legalization.
He said that hemp can be used as
a fiber to make clothing, as a fuel,
as medicine, as food and for the
ecology. In addition, through taxing hemp, funds would be provided
for the state.
Among other goals for Western
Kentucky, in Galbraith's "Western
Kentucky 2000," is to attract a million new tourists. Objectives for his
tourism plan are to expand the state
park system, provide roadside picnic areas, develop incentives for
quality tourist projects, els well as
to advertise nationwide on behalf
of Western Kentucky.
Galbraith has also listed restoring the environment as one of his
priorities through clean-up projects

Auto
Home
Business

and the utilization of of biodegradable products to protect the atmosphere and environmentally
planned hazardous waste.
In addition to his concerns about
the environment, Galbraith also
endorses a world class education to
be available in Kentucky. Through
priority funding for public schools,
his campaign literature states that
recruitment of the best teachers
would be possible. - Upgrading road construction and
transportation is another issue Galbraith will address if elected Governor. Improvements in transportation could be made through coalbased asphalt and upgrading
minority training. Galbraith also
hopes to coordinate planning with
business/tourism investors, and
improve air transportation services
and environmentally planned rail
services, according to campaign
literature.
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South 4th Street Murray, Ky.

Hanging Baskets
Ficus Trees
Floor plants
Table Plants
'Prices Int:Jude planter ttr baskets

753-6575
Mon-Sat.
8 a.m.-6 p.m.

Crane operator
missing after
crane tips over

Eteva,You

You choose the item - we'll take 30% off the regular price!
One item only. Just in time for Mother's Day
clearance items. May not be
(Does not include gift certificates, catalog, styling salon, gift wrap, fragrances, or sale or
coupon.)
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"Where the price and service,
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy
Glandal• at Whttnall
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9-7; Sat. 9.6:30

Office Phone:
759-1400
Catalog Phone:
759-4080
1-800-222-6161

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 10-9
Sun. 12:30-5:30
Salon Hours:
Mon.-Tues.-Wed.. 10-8
Thurs. & Fri. 9-8
Sat. 9-6; Sun, 1-5
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Letters to the editor

Young writers plan 'Murder on Main Street'

Seat belt poster contest
sponsors are thanked
Dear Editor: -_
On behalf of Chief Larry Elkins and the Murray Police Department I
would like to take a moment to thank the people, sponsors and students
who participated in the SEAT BELT BUCKLE-UP poster contest which
was held this past week.
This contest was one of many programs which is being implemented by
the Police Dept. in an attempt to bring awareness to the public regarding
the proper and necessary . use of safety belts.
The "Safety BeJt" poster contest was a program that involved the stuJents from Carter and Robertson elementary schools, grades K-4. The
response this program received from the students as well as the facility
was overwhelming.
-the awards given in each category were donated by local businesses in
Murray. At this time we wish to thank them for their participation. Bank
cl Murray, Peoples Bank, Hopkinsville Federal Savings Bank, Murray.
theaters, and Pagliai's Pizza. Without their donations thia program would
not have been possible.
apprectite _ everyone:s _moll/ern= in. the program.
We
Melodic Jones
Public Information Officer, MPD

Walk For Life, Family
Life Fair set for Saturday

Nine middle schoolers are
scheming and plotting twice a
week, and they expect to go public
with their intrigue some time this
month. The sweet-faced young
girls are unabashed about the deed
they are planning, even gleeful as
they describe how they hatched the
murder idea.
"We decided to write a mystery," explains LaCosta Beane, McNeary, expresses it, "We started
"because we have a wonderful meeting bi-weekly first. That
teacher", Miss Shown, who has a means every other week,' she
wonderful scream. She sounds just added for my benefit. "Then we
like the witch in 'The Wizard of liked the group so much we went
from that to weekly meetings and
Oz.Such a talent may not motivate then twice a week."
AnOther member, Ellen Carpentothers to murder, but Shown's abiler,
mentions that the group's initial
Young
Writers'
ity inspired the
Group at Murray,,Middle School to purpose was to encourage writing
create a play in4which the teacher activities, but that mission
mur- expanded and now the group -does
with the fabulous .scream
dered, and the crime is solved by other things together, like having
her clever 5th grade class. Titled slumber parties and going to plays
"Murder on Main Street," the one- at community theater. :
Hayley Farley talks about how
act play will debut in mid-May,
with the Young Writers' Group in the group .works together on their
writink projects. "We get in groups
starring roles.
CO-sponsored by teacher Holly to do revisions, and we critique
Bloodworth and parent Katie Car- each other's work," she explains,
penter, the Young Writers' Group with the crisp efficiency of a seais in its second year of operation. soned editor. "We- tell people to do
As one of its members, Katie things like add more details, or to

make the story longer."
The Young Writers' Group has
submitted work to the prestigious
children's magazine, Cricket, and
they have read their stories on
morning radio shows.
"It's been a lot of fun," claims
Amy Mangla, and Lindsay McNutt
agrees. "I've made new friends and
I've learned to wrigte better," she
adds.
Heather DeLancey admits that
joining a writing group did not
appeal to her initially. "My mother
made me come," she says. She is
quick to add that she really likes
the group. "It's improved my 'writing, too,' she claims. "And I really
like the teachers."
Descended from a long line of
American writers, Autumn Alcott
looks forward to working with her
cohorts in the Young Writers'
Group. "I have one talent," she
explains, "and it's neat to be able
to work on that here. It makes me,
feel good."
The Young Writers' Group feels
good about their play, "Murder on
Main Street," too. Each girl has a
part in the production, and also has
the opportunity to play a character
she can sink her teeth into.

Beane gets to act like a Valley
girl, more worried aout keeping her
new outfit clean than she is about
solving the mysterious murder of
her teacher. Sabrina, portrayed
swimmingly by Farley, is a blue
ribbon bawler who weeps convincingly through much of the play's
action. Christina, ever observant
and practical as acted by Carpenter,
keeps a cool head about her as she,
takes care of details like enlisting
the help of a pair of dense private
detectives, Dick and Dan DumDum.
The Young Writers' Group is
still putting the finishing touches
on their play, and expects to perform their work for 'therest of
Murray Middle School before the
summer recess begins. They look
forward to the group. continuing
next year, too, and feel they are
spending their spare time in a beneficial manner.
As McNeary puts it: ."If I
weren't here writing and working
with the group, I'd probably he
home Watching TV."
For additional information about
the Young Writers' Group, contact
Murray Middle School, at
753-7747

Dear Editor:
„g . We at the Murray • Life House Crisis Pregnancy Center are becoming
very- excited about the Walk for life and Family Life Fair _tp 'be held
Saturday, May 18. The support from local churches, their Ministerial
staffs, youth groups and women's groups this year has been
overwhelming.
As of May 1, the following churches have committed-to be -represented
in the activities: Murray First Baptist. Murray 'First Christian, Murray
University - Church or -Chnst,-Chnstian Community Church, Murray
won't an interviewer ask these peoOnly those without sin are per- I'm not immune lathe laws of cheChristian Fellowship, New Life Christian Center. Locust Grove Bapust :milted to cast stones, so I will not mistry, or maybe physics,, to the
ple what promise they consider
Church, Cherry Corner Baptist Church. Good Shepherd United Methodist: even be tossing pebbles in the extent that opposites attract."
greater than their marriage vows?
Church, Faith Apostolic Church, Eastwood Chrisuan School, Briensburg___, -direction of Virginia Sen. Charles'
Should we believe thei&. political
Marion Goldin, who interviewed,
Christian Academy, Memorial Baptist Church, Bethel United Methodist
pledges if they won't live up to
Robb for his alleged "peccadil- 'Robb for NBC, seemed to provide
Church; and Murray First Assembly of God.
promises made to their wives?
loes," as he describes allegations of a kind of moral cover for the senaWe are tremendously grateful for the efforts of the good people in these. ifraternalizing with women not his tor when she explained, "He came
By Cal
Character and virtue are in such
'Churches and are looking forward to a WOnderful day of fun and fellowwife and socializing with people to the beach often„and often alone,
Thomas
disrepute -in -persona+ --affitirs- that
stup
them
who used drugs.
to escape the pressures of public
Phil Donahue last week did a show
, But because we havenot been able to contact each of the churches in
What needs to be considered, life."
on
virgins. The subject ad the guest
every
invitation
to
want
to
extend
an
individually,
we
. the Purchase area
however, is the quality and depth
President Bush has greater presing if he were elected President, "I
were treated as freaks. Donahue
:hurch otz.individual to be involved. There is still time for you to register • of his moral reasoning, not only sures than the senator from Virginiwon't be the 'first adulterer in the was amazed that his guest, a single
wiht us from
and,soliit sponsors to walk the 5 kilometerS,(3.1
because the pocess can apply to a, and I'll be that if he gets any White House." Was he saying that man in his 30s, was "still" a virgin
,-0734 a.m. to 12 noon May -18.
his public duties, but also because nude massages they are done by
fidelity and adultery are morally and inquired as to how such a thing
We would gladly make room for your church group to provide a_
as a public man he influences our Barbara Bush.
equivalent. What was his point?
could happen.
carnival-style booth at the Family 'Life Fair which follows the walk at
cultural values. And Robb's attiWhat is sad about this affair, in
Where is the incentive to be
Cutchin Field (adjacent to the MR.' Cun-is Center on Chestnut Street)
tude, along with the attitude of addition to the pain it must be faithful to one's wife when highly
Whether or not Charles Robb did
trom noon-2 p.fn. We provide the tables, yOu create and run the game!)
most journalists, commentators and causing his wife and.daughters, is. visible people appear to be unfaith- what he is alleged to have done, his
And we have room for a few more pastors to join the ten who have. cornpolitical experts, reflects some of that another highly visible public ful, and many commentators and
moral reasoning is considerable
nutted to ride in the First Annual_ Ministerial Staff Tricycle Race which
the cultural disdain held for men man • has further Weakened what journalists dismiss their wanderings flawed. The question is not
will end the Family Life Fair. .
who honor their marriage vows and remains of the glue that is sup- as unimportant and irrelevant to whether he is still good presidential
-U you would like to be involved in this day of celebration', please call
seek to be above reproach in their posed to hold families together.
their official duties? Where are the material or even good senatorial
the Life House at 753-0700.
personal affairs.
Former Sen. Gary Hart set a new
voices of angry women who are material. The question is what role
The Walk for Life and Family Life Fair will be a joyous celebration
Consider Robb's use of the word low standard when he tried to dis- tired of men absolving each other model ought public men be for
you won't want to miss. Mark your calendar now and plan to be-apart!
"peccadillo," defined in the dic- miss his own philandering by say- for their moral failings? And why their families and for ale nation?
Phil Kilby, director
tionary as "a slight offense." Is
Life House, 1506 Chestnut St.. Murray
there a married woman anywhere
who would not regard it as something more than slightly offensive
if, as the allegations against Robb
contend, her husband receives a
massage (tom ii-Tormer Miss •
Virginia-USA while lying nude on
Today is Tuesday. May 7, the 127th day of 1991. There are 238 days
a hotel bed? Would it be more than
left in the year.
&institutional
slightly offensive to have the hus. Today's Highlight in History:
.
Antentanints
band explain that the two did not
On May 7, 1945, Germany signed an unconditional surrender at Gen.
have sex?
Dwight D. Eisenhower's headquarters in Rheims, France, that was to take
In an interview with NBC News,
effect the following day, ending the European stage of World War II.
a portion of which was aired on its
On this date:
"Expose" program a week ago Sunla 1789, the first inaugural ball was held in New York in honor of
Vrorlamation
day night, Robb was anything but
President and Mrs. George. Washington.
forthcoming when he was asked
In 1812, the poet Robert Browning was born in London.
about reports that he once shared a
In 1825. Italian composer Antonio Salieri died 'in Vienna. Austria.
In 1833, composer Johannes Brahms was born in Hamburg, Germany.
hot tub with two prostitutes. In the
transcript of a portion of the interIn 1840, composer Peter Ilyich Tchaikovsky was born in the Ural regview not aired, Robb said he was
ion of .Russia.
"never knowingly in the company
--in 1915, nearly 1,200 people died when a German torpedo sank the
of anyone who had the occupation
British liner Lusitania off the Irish coast.
that you suggest." What does that.
In 1939, Germany and Italy announced a military and political alliance
mean? Was he in the tub with the
known as the Rome-Berlin Axis.
women or not? Does he consider
In 1941, 50 years ago, Glenn Miller and His Orchestra recorded "Chathis only indiscretion his failure to
tanooga Choo Choo' for RCA Victor.
ask for their resumes?
In 1954; the 55-day day Battle of Dien Bien Phuin Vietnam ended with
Asked whether Tai Collins, the
Vietnamese insurgents overrunning French forces.
woman who says she had sex with
In 1963, the United States launched the Telstar II communications
Robb in the New York hotel, was
satellite.
lying about the incident. Robb
In 1975. President Ford formally declared an end to the "Vietnam
could work up no greater indignaera." In Ho Chi Minh City — formerly Saigon — the Viet Cong staged a
In 1991, America celebrates the bicentennial of the Bill of Rights. But millions of
tion than to respond in a courtly
rally to celebrate their takeover.
Americans
do not read well enough to understand what those 10 amendments to the
manner: "I don't like to use quite
Ten years ago: The U.S. House of Representatives passed a S689 bilmean to them.
Constitution
U.S.
harsh
a
that
word..."
lion budget resolution endorsed by President Reagan that called for masHe told The Washington Post
If you know someone who has trouble reading,
sive spending cuts. About 20,000 mourners turned out in Belfast. Norththat Collins was "an attractive
ern Ircland, for the funeral of IRA hunger-striker Bobby Sands.
please cal) your local literacy Council or
young lady where a middle-aged
Five years ago: The Senate Finance Committee approved a plan to
Southern Newspaper Publishers Assocaeon Foundation
1-800-228-8813.
man, when he's out socializing,
m*e the most sweeping changes in the U.S. income tax laws in more
would find her company appealing.
than 40 years(A compromise version was signed by President Reagan the
following October).
One year ago: The White House put aside President Bush's pledge
against new taxes, saying talks to strike al budget deal with Congress
would have "no preconditions."
, Thought for Today: "There are plenty of good five-cent cigars in the
Forty years ago
The Rev. and Mrs. Felix Balenand Mrs. James C. Hart, is salutaTen years ago
country. The trouble is they cost a quarter. What this country really _needs
Animals from farms of Murray
The United States Coast Guard torian, of 1971 graduating class at tine will be married for 50 years on
is a good five-Cent nickel." — Franklin P. Adams, American journalistState College and of Dr. R.M.
May 8.
has cited Dorothy M. Byrn for Out- Murray High School. Third honor
humorist (1881-1960).
Mason won honors at 1951 PurchThirty years ago
standing. Administrative Achieve- student is Mary Winter, daughter
Army Pvt. Tommie D. Hill is ase Parish Jersey Cattle Show held
ment. She has been a member of of Mr. and Mrs. John C. Winter,
Murray Flotilla 27-5 of U.S. Coast and fourth honor student is Suzan- serving with United States Army at at Clinton.
Jean Futrell, freshman from
ne Jones, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Fort Hood, Texas.
Guard Auxiliary since 1971.
Murray,
has been selected by vote
Jones.
Donald
Murray
High
School
Elected
as
Junior
Band
officers
of
newly
APPERSON.
L
Publisher
WALTER
of
student
body at Murray State
won
first
organized Associates of Murray
place trophy in Class D
TED DELANEY, General Manager
State University Libraries were
MARY ANN ORR, Advertising Manager
Patsy Jo Burkeen, student at Division of Strawberry Festival at College to be candidate for MounDAVID STOM, Circulation Manager
Lois Sparks, Rubie Smith and Lau- Kirksey School and daughter of Humboldt, Tenn. Sammy Knight is tain Laurel Festival, Pineville, May
24-26.
ALICE ROUSE, Business Office Manager
ra Smith, Dr. Forrest C. Pogue was Mr. and Mrs. J.B. Burkeen, placed drum major for the band.
The *army lAielseer & Torun CUSPS XII 71:43)
Members of cast of play, "Hillfeatured speaker. Recent births reported at Murray
first in History Test for Eighth
billy
Courtship," presented May 4
aristrnas
Murray High School Mixed Graders, conducted by Captain Hospital include a girl to Mr. and
The Murray Ledger & Times is published every afternoon except Sundays,July 4,
by Senior Class of New Concord
Day, Neu Year's Day and Tlianksg iv ing Day by Murray Newspapers Inc, 1001 Whitnell Dr,
Chorus won first place atg .1981
Mrs. Jamie Washer.
Oury
Chapter
of
the
Wend,ell
Murray, Ky 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky 42071
Opryland American Music Festival Daughters of American Revolution.
Miss Soak Huh, Korean student High School Were Tommy AlexanSUBSCRIP110I9 RATES In areas served by carriers $500 per month, payable in advance
at
at
Murray State University, spoke der, Barbara Moody, Marilyn
Nashville, Tenn. Joan Bowker is Second place went to Tim Philpot,
By nusil in Calloway and to Benton. Hardin, Mayfield. Sedalia and harmingion, Ky , and Phis.
$64 50 per year
director of the group.
Buchman and Puryear, Fri, 557 00 per year By
Murray High School and son of at Mother-Daughter Banquet held Arnold, Betty Hicks, Jean Barnett,
To reach all departments of the newspapa, phone 753-1916
Twenty years ago
Mr. an0 Mrs. Lawrence Philpot, by Woman's Association of Col- C.A. Bucy, Thomas Forrest, Harold
The Murray Ledger & Times is a member of the Ahociated Press, Kentucky PICSS
Anne
Battle,
daughter
of
Dr.
and and third place to Matt Brower, lege Presbyterian Church on May Lassiter, Billy Joe Hosford, Retta
Associaben and Southern Newspaper Publishers Ahmanson
Mrs. Guy Battle, is valedictorian, Lynn Grove School and son of Mr. 3. Mrs. Jesse L. Johnson was Bonner, Sam Bell and Bob
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to news ongsnased by The Murray ledger &
Spiceland.
Times
and Nancy Hart, daughter of Dr. and Mrs. Matt Brower.
toastmistress.

The moral reasoning of Charles Robb
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Today In History
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READING IS A RIGHT.
DEMOCRACY DEPENDS ON IT.
READING IS
YOUR RIGHT

Looking back
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Court rules
against prayers
at graduation
ceremonies
By BOB EGELKO
Associated Press WM*,

Fifth grade students at East Calloway Elementary who
participated in the MSU Regional Science Fair were honored with a party. Twenty-two students participated in the
fair. Pictured front row, from left are Jon Adams, Laura
Jenkins, Robert Taylor, Tracy O'Conner, Jamie Sander,
Ken i Turner, Jacob Falwell, Derek Keel, Richie Edwards,
(middle row, from left) Kim Kimbel, Tera Lewis, Jessica
Birdsong, Ben Binford, Seth Grogan, Josh Herndon, Dennis Brittain, (third row, from left) Amanda Peal, Whitney
Coleman, Becky Rogers, Brandon Sharp, Chris Burkeen
and Jonathan Lee.

"If I
forking
bly be

about
ontac t
o I , at

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative
staffs of the Murray Independent School District and the
Calloway County School District and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school
district is determined by the approximate ratio of students
in each district. Please direct your questions and comments
about area public schools to the Murray City Schools(7534363) or the Calloway County Public Schools (753-2893).

SGT. Whylie Winningham just returned from Saudi
Arabia. He spoke to Linda Hendrick's third gradeliclass at
East Calloway Elementary about some of his experiences
while serving with the 101st from Fort Campbell. He was
honored at a special assembly program. Pictured at right
is Jay Sanders.

These "star" second grade students at North Calloway
Elementary were recognized for following the second
grade rules and for demonstrating superior behavior during a week. Pictured front row, from left, are Ryan
Rogers, Brad Hendricks, Amanda McCuiston, (second
row, from left) Lora Sexton, Lisa Arnold, Tiffany Rogers,
Sarah Johnson,(third row,from left) Matt Thorn, Michael
Eldridge, Dutsy Clark, Richard Burkeen, Jaime Forrester
and Kaci Stark.

Tory Holton was recognized as one of eight state winners
of the National-Council of Teachers of English Promising
Young Writers Contest in Louisville. Tory is the daughter
of Mike and Vickie Holton. Pictured from left are Wilma
Dykeman, author and former director of the Jesse Stuart
workshop and Holton.
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Student's in Ann Haney's class at Southwest Calloway
Elementary spend some time doing cross-age tutoring with
students from Ms. Eydie Combs' first grade class. Here
tutor Ryan Gray is pictured practicing sequential counting
by twos with Jason Linn.

Kevin Suiter, a member of Da Brown's 4th Gifted and
Talented class at NortbiCalloway Elementary, was school
winner in the geography bee. G/T students participated in
the National Geography Bee. Kevin won a book and a
certificate.
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Students in Cindy Lassiter's Tech Prep class at Kentucky
Tech recently completed an automobile maintenance unit.
After each student successfully completed changing a tire
independently, they were treated to a pizza party at Mr.
Gatti's. Pictured above is Kathleen Brown.

Fifth grade students at Southwest Calloway Elementary
present designer sweatshirts to their special teachers as a
thank you for their efforts. Shirts were designed and
painted by Debbie Daron. Each design reflected their area
of stud). Pictured from left are Kay Greer, librarian;
Kathy Newton, physical education instructor: and Kathy
Cleaver, music instructor.

The following sixth grade students attended Murray State
University's Science Fair April 12: (frotit row, from left)
Scott Hoplans,- Jamie Vance, Nicholas Hilton, Scott Kellie,
Kathy Kobraie,(back row, from left) Mark Johnson, Marty Koca, Jason Stallon and Robert Lewis.

Students in Donna Keller's eighth grade class at Murray
Middle School celebrate the 10th birthday of space shuttle
Columbia. The earth science class baked a cake in the
shape of a shuttle as a part of their project. Pictured from
left are Crystal Johnson, Jensen Douglas and Amanda
Haneline.

Students in Jan Seargent's kindergarten class at Robertson Elementary visit the Kyle-Oakley Airport. Johnny
Parker talked to the children about airplanes and let them
walk out on the runway and see the windsock. Pictured
front row, from left Joshua Goff, Chris Wesphal, Brandon
McMullen, Kimberly McClure, Ashley Alexander, Mark
Farmer, Daniel Elliott, (back row) William Holt and Jimmie Colson.

At the end of a unit about Greece, students in Betty
Lyon's seventh grade social studies class at Calloway
County Middle School made posters illustrating different
contributions from the Greeks. Rhea Ann Wright, Kylie Murray Elementary honored Bus 8801 as Best Bus. Curtis
Johnson and Michael are shown looking at some of the Gream, bus driver, is shown with his students.
posters.
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SAN FRANCISCO — A
divided state Supreme Court
ruled that prayers at public high
school graduation ceremonies
violate separation of church and
state.
"When a school district opens
or closes the graduation ceremony with a prayer, it sends a
powerful message that it
approves of the prayer's
religious content," Justice Joyce
Kennard wrote Monday.
The vote was 5-2 to ban the
widespread practice of opening
graduation ceremonies with a
religious invocation and closing
them with a benediction.
Two members of the majority,
Chief Justice Malcolm Lucas
and Justice Armand Arabian,
described their votes as reluctant
and invited the U.S. Supreme
Court to rule differently in a
similar, pending case from
Rhode Island.
In a dissent, Justice Edward
Panelli said graduation prayers
are a valid "accommodation of
religious beliefs" comparable to
the printing of "In God We
Trust" on coins.
. Since the U.S. Supreme Court
ruled in 1962 that statemandated classroom prayer is
unconstitutional, it and other
federal and state courts have
wrestled with the involvement
of government-funded institutions
in-reigous activities..
The th U.S. ifeint-Court öU
Appeals upheld graduation prayers in 1987; the 11th Circuit
barred religious invocations
before high schod football
games in 1989.
U.S. District Courts have
upheld graduation prayers in
Virginia and Pennsylvania and
barred them in Iowa and Rhode
Island. The 1990 ruling from
Rhode Island is before the
nation's high court.
An Oregon appeals court in
1986 ruled against such prayers.
On Monday, three of the five
justices in the majority agreed
that commencement prayers violate both the state and U.S.
constitutions.
Lucas and Arabian said the
prayers violated the U.S. Constitution, but they refused to
decide whether they also conflict with the California
Constitution.
The ruling involved the Morongo Unified School District in
San Bernardino County.
District lawyer Christian Keiner said most districts that allowed such prayers would probably
drop them right away.
"We believe the effect (of
the prayers) was to promote
pomp and circumstance, not
necessarily religion," he said.
The lour high schools in the
district have included prayers in
graduation ceremonies for
decades. The prayers asked
blessings and guidance for the
graduates and included such
phrases as "in the name of our
Lord."
The prayers were upheld in
1989 by a state appeals court,
which said attendance at graduation was voluntary, the prayers
were brief and nonsectarian, and
the purpose was not religious
indoctrination but to add "a
note of dignity and decorum."
But the state Supreme Court
said the prayers, whatever their
purpose, conveyed an impermissible message of state endorsement of religion.
The practice was challenged
by the American Civil Liberties
Union on behalf of two taxpayers in the district. The American Jewish Congress supported
the challenge.

Students in Functional Tech Prep at Kentucky Tech recently completed a unit in routine automobile maintenance.
The students were involved in many different activities
including an oil change activity. Pictured front row, from
left, are Jimmy Duncan, auto technology instructor Ron
Joiner, (back row, from left). Steven Farmer and Kevin
Mitchuson.

41,
Grover W.(Tripp) Tibbetts, a senior at Calloway County
High School, was named Student of the Week on April 26
by Century 21 and WSJP-Radio. Tibbetts, the son of Dr.
G. Walter Tibbetts, Jr. of Rt. 1, Box 320 Almo, is FFA
president, soccer captain and a member of the Beta Club,
Foreign Language Club, Math Team and Encore Music
Group. Tripp was recently notified that he has received an
appointment to the Air Force Academy. Tripp is an outstanding young man and excellent citizen. Pictured from
left are CCHS principal Jerry Ainley, Tibbetts, Nancy
Furches of WSJP-Radio and James Hart of Century 21.

BEFORE
ING
Mar) Ann Orr, advertising manager at the Murray Ledger & Times, (standini), spoke recently to Sherry Shutt's
Art I class at Murray High School on basic ad layout and
design. Pictured seated from left are Vair Booth, Stephanie Fletcher, B.J. Jenkins, Angie Lyons and Sean Malinauskas, Murray Ledger & Times is a school/business partner
with MHS. Students participated in laying out ads for lcal merchants.
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Bellairs-Boardman wedding planned

Miss Stacy Ann Bellairs of 1600
White Cloud Ct.. Winter Springs,
Fla., and Matthew, Reed Boardman
of 595 Spanish Trace Dr., Altamonte Springs, Fla., announce their
engagement and approaching
marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter of
National Scouting Museum/open
Mr. and Mrs. William Bellairs of
9 a.m. to'4:30 p.m.
Winter Springs. Fla.
She .is the granddaughter of yr.
Ladies Guild- -of St_ -Leo Catholic and Mrs. Walt Bellairs and of Mr.
£h/7-pm/Gleason Hall.
and Mrs. Lowell Cannon, all of
Independence, Kan.
Vacation Bible School Clinic of
The groom-elect is the son of
Blood River Baptist Association/7 Mrs. Melvin B. (Rita) Henley of
p.m./Memorial Baptist Church.
Murray and Mark Boardman of
Altamonte Springs, Fla.
Singles will meet at 7 p.m. at UniHe is the grandson of Mr. and
versity Church of Christ.
Mrs. Samuel B. Sheely of Murray
and of Mr. and Mrs. William
Summer .Makeover for teenage
Boardman .of._Orlandft•
glikr -0:n171491i-6u:qiii-ffe-Frarli.
Miss Bellairs is a 1986 graduate
Info/492-8899.
of Oviedo High School and
received a B.S. degree in marketing
Kappa Department of Murray
from the University of Central
Woman's Club/6:30 p.m. at club
Florida, Orlando, in 1990.
house.
Mr. Boardman is a 1985 graduate
of Murray High -School.- He
--r—
Delta Department of Murray. attends Seminole Community ColWoman's Club/salad supper/5
lege and is employed with
p.m./club house.
Shannon-Whittle Constriction of
Orlando, Fla.
'United- Methodist Church'
-TM. couple -will be married
events include Mothers Morning
Saturday. May 25. at 2 p.m. at
Out and UMW Executive
Community Alliance Church, 4815
meeting/9 a.m.; Mother-Daughter
East Lake Dr., Winter Springs, Fla.
potluck/6 p.m.
A reception willfollow the cere-

JO'S DATEBOOK

Tuesday. May 7
Society/7
Organizational
Singles
Commerce
of
Chamber
at
p.m.
building. Info/Pamela, 753-7638,
or Jeanne, 753-0224.

-First Baptist Church events
inelude Mothers' Day Out and general WMLT- meeting/9:30 a.m.:
Exercise Classes/11:30 a.m. and
6:30 p.m.
Groups. or First Baptist Church Women inelude Itorony- Group/
With Eva Morris/I1 a.m.; Kathleen
Jones/with Laurine Andrus/2 p.m.;
Bea Walker/with Lynda Cooper/7
p.m.
Kentucky n' Barkley Bass and
Gals/7 p.m. at Louie's.
Wednesday, May 8
Murray Overeaters AnonYmonst
beginners/5:15 'p.mJregnlar/5:30
p.m./Hits Community Center.
Senior Citizens' Golf League/8:30
Cont'd on page 71

24-liour Program Infarmation
51)2' 753-3314

Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Kiwanis Club of Murray will hold its annual Seniors' Honors'
Banquet on Thursday, May 9, at 6 p.m. at Murray High School. This will
be for the top 10 seniors of Calloway County High School and Murray
High School. Dr. Gary Hunt, dean of the,College of Fine Arts and Com-MtillielltiOnS, Murray Suite University, -Will speak- about 'The Future."

Masonic Widows' event Friday
The annual Widows' Night dinner for Masonic widows by Murray Lodge
No. 105 Free and Accepted Masons will be Friday, May 10, at 6:30 p.m. at
Majestic Royale at Holiday Inn, All Masonic widows are invited to attend.
For reservations or transportation call Dan Rodden, 753-2009.

--,Tennis-play--Thursday
Thursday Ladies' Tennis Group of Murray Country Club will play Thursday, May 9, at 9 a.m. at the club courts. The lineup is as follows: Court 1 Sue Overbey and Peggy Billington; Court If - Rainey Apperson, Nancy Whitmer, Martha Andrus and Lois Keller; Court III - Frances Hulse, Martha
Lawrence,.Shirley Homra and Jeanetta Williams; Court IV - Alice Rouse,
Laura Millar, Judy Mastera and Marion Posey.

Stacy Ann Bellairs and
Matthew Reed Boardman to marry
mony at Wedgewood Tennis Villa
Clubhouse at 1401 Forest Hills Dr.,
Winter Springs, Fla.

All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding and
_ 1
the reception.

Seventh Day Adventists to hear Powell
Evangelist Lin Powell will conduct a four-day/revival series startin& Wednesday, May 8. and continunigthrough-Saturday, May -11, at
7 p.m. at Murray Seventh Day
Adventist Church, 15th and Sycamore Streets.
David Pitt will present music
-throughout the series....
Evangelist Powell and, his wife,
Sandy, were formerly associated
with Evangelist Kenneth Cox
whose video cassette program .has
been circulating amongst households in Murray and the restof the
United States.
Sandy Powell. a.journalist.Wrote
Cox's press releases. Both Lin and
Sandy are of the Jackson Purchase
- _
• The preaching Of "Good News
for You" will be illustrated on
,screen combining an 'midi° and visite' experience.
Nightly topics are: Wednesday,
Good News About the Past; Thursday, Good News for You!: Friday,
Good News-About- the Present;
Saturday, Good News About the
Future.
In as much as the series lasts

only four days, an indepth study
may be obtained by signing up for
a private viewing in your home of
the aforementioned video-cassettes-.
There is no obligation. Each cassette may be borrowed free for one

week and'bc replaced by the next
of tho *series until all have been
reviewed. A_ printed summary of
-also-free.
cacti
For more information call
753-0835.
•

Garfield will be honored
'Roberta Garfield will be honored
for excellence in nursing on Friday,
May 10, at Kentucky Nurse Day
Recognition Ceremony to be held
at Hyatt Regency, Louisville.
Mrs. Garfield was nominated for
this award by District #I3 of Kentucky Nurses' Association for her
outstanding contribution to nursing.
She received her basic education
at SL Benedict's Hospital School
of Nursing in Ogden, Utah. She
went on to complete both the
bachelor's master's degree in nurs-

ing at -Murray State University.
She is a certified nurse practitioner who has been employed by
Student Health Services" at Murray
State since 1977.
During a recent- professional
leave,•she practiced in the office of
Dr. Richard Crouch. She presently
serves as administrator of Student
Heatth. Services at MSU.
She is married to Dr. Gene Garfield, chair of the Department of
Political Science at Murray State.

YOUR HOROSCOPE
by Jeane Dixon

Dyslexia screening Saturday
Shedd Acaemy at Mayfield will offer a screening on Saturday. May.11.to
help parents -identify if their child :'s.experiencing the characteristics of,dysIexia. This is a non-profit program. any.students who seem bright are haying problems learning in a regular assroorn. These students may be just
barely passing, threatened with b ing failed this year, or losing . credits.
Many of these children show a pa ern of difficulties which is often called
dyslexia. These children often have trouble with reading or comprehension
or both; frequently-have-problems-with-handwriting, tevarbirigletters-,--organizing work, finishing assignments, keeping track of homework and paying
attention; often described as being lazy, immature or late-bloomers; some
remember long enough to pass the spelling or history test, but quickley
forget the spelling words or history questions; often have trouble with listening skills, phonics, following directions and,being distracted. The Shedd
Tutorial Program is offering screenings to help parents identify if their children show these patterns. For more information, contact Dr. Paul L.Thompson, Shedd Academy. 346 Central Ave:, Mayfield, Ky. 42066 or call
1-247.8007.

CCHS Class of 1981 plans' reunion
Calloway County High School Class of 1981 will have a10-year reunion
on Saturday, July 20. An informal mixer will be at CCHS Cafeteria at 9:30
a.m. A buffet dinner-dance will be at-6 p.m. at Executive Inn, Paducah. The
registration deadline will be Monday, May 20. For registration information or
questions call Debbie Stubblefield at 753-5500, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday.

CCHS Class of\ 1966 plans reunion
Calloway County High Sawa! Class of 1966 has planned its 25-yearreunion.pn Saturday, July 6. A coffee'10r class members and their families
and faculty members will be from 9 to 11 a.m. at Calloway County High
School. The dinner and dance will start at 6:30 p.m. at Curris Center, Mur;
ray State University. *Silver Threads to Golden Memories' will be the theme"of the reunion's festivities. Each.class member has been mailed a letter with
instructions for. reservations to be made by Friday, May 10. The class had
about 150 members which have all been located except for three who are
William E. Ahart, Jerry Cowen and Ronald Webb. Any one having any information about these three members is asked to contact a member of the
class, according to Jim Kelly, a class member.

Willoughby reunion on May 26

The family of Henry -and Lela Willoughby will have a potluck reunion on
Sunday, May 26,from 12 noon to .5 p.m. at the pavillion in the Old City Park
section on Payne Street between North Eighth and North 10th Streets.
'HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
VIIWO Aug.23-Sept. 22 it Puta Children of Henry and Lela Willoughby include Rafe Waloughby, AJmon
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: secret plan into operation now. A loughby, Howard Willoughby and Clyde Willoughby, all deceased, and Ervie
Short-term investments could prove change of ['testy le will please both Willoughby, Roy Mon Willoughby, Ruby Harris, Eudell Scarbrough and
more rewarding than long-term ones. you and sour Imed ones. Be avail, Pauline Crouse. Other children who died at a young age were Vivian WilTrust your own judgment when able for disOksions with a special loughby, Gardie Willoughby and Thurman Willoughby-. All family and friends
persons bring to the reunion
making career decisions in August. person. .Less talking, and more are invited to the reunion. It is requested thathandwritten
• Buy one roll of selected
and signed, for a
old family photos and a favorite old recipe,
A change of lifestyle in late falt will listening.
in-stock wallpaper —
collection of recipes of family and friends. For further information, call Linda
boost your self-esteem. Opportuni- LIBRA t St!pt. 23-Qct.22): A teenChadwick, 753-1050, evenings.
ties for romance abound in Decem- ager will do ou proud: Indulge an
GET SECOND ROLL FOR
ber. Choose wisely! The ability to urge to coddle your lov ed ones. A
speak a foreign language is a big plus party could have interesting 'reperSummer event for girls ton€9131
in early 1992. •
cussions. Be wise 4.-nough to keep
'Summer Makeover will be theme for a summer event for girls tonight
CELEBRITIES BORN ON your emotions in check. Curb exExterior Paint
(Tuesday)from 7 to 8:30 p.m.at Playhouse in the Park: All teenage girls are
THIS- DATE:. President Harry
travagant gestures.
306 Main St. 759-4979
$3.00 Off
Truman... Author Pew_ Benchley_
PM"S
))))))))))) f)ct..23'.Nos. 21): invited to attend the event designed for them by Murray Christian Women's
comedian Don Rickles. actress Think about way s to save money. Club. Many prizes will be given away and each girl attending will receive a
gift bag. Rhonda Beam,local hairdresser, will speak and Shannan Peery will
Melissa Gilbert.
You can stick ilia budget. New ideas
sing. Tickets are $1 and may be purchased at the door.
ARIES (March 21-April 19): begin to surge through sour mind:jot
Forge ahead before you lose momen- them down. Put yourself in a loved
tum. Big projects are-worth the risk. One's position before passing judgWestside meeting tonight
A partner realizes what a tremendous. ment. •
•
Seven Seas
asset you are. Problems in a relationSAGITTARIUS tNov. 22-Dec.
Baptist Women, Baptist Young Women and Hattie Lee Galloway Group of
Seo,
ship will fade when you -take the 2h: Engage in lively discussions.
Westside Baptist Church will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 7 p.m. at the church,
located on South Johnny Robertson Road. The Rev. Terry Sills, director of
initiative.
but sidestep arguments w liiiy our CoFarm Raised Catfish Sandwich With Slaw
TAURUS(April 20-May 20r The workers. Complete unfinished busi- ;missions for Blood River Baptist Association, will speak about the 'Idaho/
results of a recent miscalculation are ness before:beginning a new project. tUtah Link Up.' All women of the church and other interested persons are
invited to attend
'
best kept under wraps. Next time. Domestic affairs ctmtinue to demand
look
before
you. leap! Steer clear of your_attention.
Check the new everyday low menu prices at
someone who gossips or has a chip
CAPRICORN iDet...22-Jan. 19):
Lutherans plan sale Saturday
Murray's only Mobile Travel Guide Rated (2
on the shoulder. Be discreet. _
Hwy. 641 N.
is counterproductive.
Grumbling
Star) Restaurant.
GEMINI (May 21 -June '20): Settle down at work and do a good
A yard and bake sale will be held at Immanuel Lutheran Church on SaturArrange lunch with a special chum. job. You will need roller skates to do
day, May 11, from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m. The public is urged to attend the sale at
Although funding is available for a everything you want to
the church, located at Main and 15th Streets.
partnership. there could he many today! Sidestep any arguments with
strings attached.Carry out your plans your romarme-rartner.
Mothers' Day Brunch Sunday
• to'make joint projects more profit- AQUARIUS tJan. 20-Feb. I si
On
—Makci-e‘onotnic-sec-tirittop-prit
Murray Country Club Will have a Mothers' Day Brunch on Sunday,. May
-Life -Health -Annuities
CANCER (June 21 -July 221: ity . Your abilities receive long-over12, from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the club house. Members may bring in-town
family guests. Reservations should be made by Friday, May 10, by calling
Everything. should go according to due recognition. A financial giles•Nursing Home -Cancer Policies
et- abe._753451.1.6
plan now. Keep your aims modest_A_tionneedsan immediate
•Medicare Supplements
long-awaited home development extension or credit can he a bargainSteele reunion planned
turns into a reality when funding ing chip.
Dan
suddenly becomes available. A site PISCES(Ftb, 19-March 20): Fill'
The descendants of Daniel Polk Steele and Tennessee Elkins Steele will
cial relationship requires tact.
ploy molt opportunities abound. Your
McNutt, AA1
have a reunion on Sunday, July 7, at T2 noon at the -large pavillion at
LEO(July 23-Auk. 22): Roman- experience w ill help you make it to
Murray-Calloway County Park.'In the event of rain, the reunion will be held
753-4451
407 Maple St.
tic partner may be playing for keeps. the top. Concentrate on making
in the fellowship hall of*Jniversity Church of Christ. For more informIttion
Be honest if not yet ready to settle money. for ourwl1 tor a chance. call Kenneth
))
......•..... „„......
- --down:-A -delicate situatiou'requircs- New investments 1130k-VeTy. omislots of diplomacy. Do more Yourself ing. Forge ahead.
Pinochle Club being organized
rather than asking others to help out.
Area's Newest Restaurant
•
A Pinochle Club is being organized to play each second and fourth WedTODAY'S CHILDREN ate very opinionated and will not hesitate to
nesday of the month at 1 p.m. at Weaks Community Center. This is for all
announce their likes and dislikes! Wise parents will teach these oungsier%
pinochle players and those interested in learning how to play the card game.
•Eiliti Ribs & Chicken •Pund Raised Catfish
the importance of using tact to protect othetpeoplc's feelings. Although these
•Shrimp •Charbroiled Burgers
For more information call Dovie Wdliams, 753-1438. or 753-0929.
Taureans are often hero-worshipers. they eventually ill find theirow n style
OPEN FOR SUNDAY DINNER
DAILY SPECIALS
Point out the drawback of spreading themselves too thin. Tackling too many
BREAKFAST SERVED
projects at one time can backfire.
Tue.:Fri. 6 a.m.-8 pm • Sat.Aam-Apm. • Sun 11am-4pm
Closed Mondays
I You can
ri.permon.alisedd.111, boo,.re Iron, k.m.- 1)oori
innh
(only Xi Cantlii pet mmuse.
Yiln-vss.77s I
Located in Crossland 3 miles West of Hazel, Hwy. 893
"Where your ideas turn to gold."
I mile South of South Pleasant Grove — 492-8248
Toorder
NUJ upd.oleiltiop
kale rh‘on •Iv,' ...riling Moot N esivItto; I.x1.1) and loacs
Hon
Astrology
Can
Help
You
Find
Your
PlAt
r
plus
Si
handling
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(intl
'end
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. Plan.
• 'SW PL.; States From Beautiful Downtown Crossland"'
759-1141
Dixieland Center
Dillon. Andrews and McMeel P
Box 4141
Kan as Col,
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Hospital reports released

CALENDAR
(Cont'd from page
6)

Wednesday, May
a.m./Miller Memorial Golf Course.

Bereavement Support Group/9:30
a.m./Hospice Office,, third floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/Nancy Rose, director.

OK

Stroke Support Group/3:30
p.m./Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Info/762-1137.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and
Twos/9:30 a.m./Story Hours/10:30
a.m. and 3:30 p.m.

OnOrs'
his will
Murray
d CornFuture."

f

- •
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4•••••••••-•

Linda Rogers, right, was presented with Girl of the Year and Perfect
Attendance awards, and Joanna Bailey, left, for Program of the Year
by Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at its Founder's Day
celebration. Nancy Lovett, center, presented the awards.

Lodge
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By CINDY LAWSON
XI Alpha Phi chapiw reporter
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Senior Citizens' activities/Hazel

Chapter has celebration

r Thurs.
our1 1 :y WhitMartha
Rouse,

reunion
at 9:30
ah. The
ation or
1., Mon-

Senior citizens' activities/Weaks
Center/9 a.m.-4 p.m.

...

world.
Throughout the 60 years of their
history, members of Beta Sigma
Phi have had programs for cultural
studies and numerous social events.
'As they enjoyed these opportunities
for personal growth, they came to
devote much of their time and
effort to service.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of Beta
Sigma Phi met at Brass Lantern at
Aurora on Thursday, April 25, in
observance of its Founder's Day
Celebration.
Wanda Barnhill presented the
special message from the International Executive Council of Beta Sigma Phi.
Awards were presented by Nancy Lovett to outstanding chapter
members, recognizing them for
- their-sorority-and-community work,
as follows: Linda Rogers, perfect
attendance and Girl of the Year,
and Joanna Bailey for program of
the year.
At closing, the 1991-92 theme
was announced for the upcoming
years as "A Time For Us."
Other members_present included
Sandy Michael, Linda Fain, June
Vanover, Beverly Galloway, Barbara Lax, Edna Vaughn, Candy
Webb and Cindy Lawson.
Beta Sigma Phis around the
world gathered to celebrate Founder's Day, a traditional celebration
that will this year honor the 60th
year history of the largest women's
social, service and cultural organization in the world, there are now
250,00G members active in chapters in 28 countries throughout the

Memorial Baptist Church events
include Supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
Service/7 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/8
p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open
/9 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

Free blood pressure tests for
senior citizens/I1 a.m.-1
p.m./Hazel Community Center.

Iron Industry/10:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m./LBL.
Oaks Country Club Ladies'
events include golf/9 a.m. and
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club Ladies
will play golf at 9:30 a.m.

St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Murray Food Coop
Delivery/8 a.m.

A _typical year finds the chapters
donating over $3 million directly to
local charities, reflecting over two
million work houses. Early, the
chapters created their own international funds for purposes they
selected. Their Inttrnationat
Endowment Fund has donated over
$2 million to health research
groups, to homes for underprivileged children, and to many other
worthwhile causes. Through Beta
Sigma Phi's International Loan and
Scholarshp Funds, members and
their familiei- receive assistance.
Basic to Beta Sigma Phi, however, arc the socials for its members.
One of the most important is
Founder's Day celebration. Each
year a theme is selected to both
challenge and to exemplify each
member. This past year, the theme
has been "Celebrate the Magic."
The Xi Alpha Phi Chapter will
meet Thursday, May 9, at 7 p.m. at
the home_of Linda Fain. An installation of officers will be conducted.

Bible classes/7 p.m./University
Church of Christ.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church af Christ.
First Christian Church events
include CWF Mother-Daughter
Salad Supper/6 p.m.; Chancel
Choirr1:15 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
Womeni Circles will meet as follows: Wesleyan with Ruth McLemore and Ruth Wilson with Jo
Fielder/7:30 p.m.
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer
Group/10 a.m.; Handbell Choir/4
p.m.; Chancel Choir/7;30 p.m.
UMYF of First United Methodist
Church/6:30 p.m./Mr. Gatti's
Pizza.

Harris named

DEAR
ABBY
by Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: As staff of the Exchange Club Center for the Prevention of Child Abuse of Southern
Minnesota Inc., we would like people
to know that America's national
disgrace and most chilling crime is
turning into an epidemic! A total of
2.4 million reports ofchild abuse and
neglect were recorded by the nation's
child welfare system last year. Child
abuse continues to get worse, and
our response as a nation has not
always been the most effective. According to recent estimates, up to
5,000 children die each year as a
direct result of abuse by a parent or
guardian. More than 50 percent of
the victims are less than a year old!
Abby, please publish this prayer
toshow thatchild abuse is everyone's
problem, and that we need to work
together to break the cycle.
A PRAYER FOR CHILDREN
"We pray for children who put
chocolate fingers everywhere, who
like to be tickled, who stomp in
puddles and ruin their new pants,
who sneak Popsicles before supper,
who erase holes in math workbooks,
who can never find their shoes.
"And we pray for those who stare
at photographersfrom behind barbed
wire, who can't bound in the street in
a new pair ofsneakers, who never go
to the circus, who live in an X-rated
world.
"We pray for children who bring
us sticky kisses and fistfuls of dandelions, who sleep with the dog and
bury the goldfish, who hug us in a
hurry and forget their lunch money,
who cover themselves with BandAids and sing off-key, who squeeze
toothpaste all over the sink, who
slurp their soup.
"And we pray for those who never
get dessert, who have no safe blanket to drag behfind them, who watch
their parents Watch them die, who
can't find any bread to steal, who
don't have any rooms to clean up,
whose pictures aren't on anybody's
dresser, whose monsters are real.
"We pray for children who spend
all their allowance before Tuesday,
who throw tantrums in the grocery
store and pick at their food. Who like
ghost stories, who shove dirty clothes
under the bed and never rinse the

First Baptist Church events
include Bible Study/9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class/11:30 Lm.; Fellowship Supper and Youth Handbells/
5:30 p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.;
Children's Choirs' Awards
Program/6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7:45 p.m.

Center/10 a.m.-2 p.m.

Homemakers Clubs as follows:
Harris Grove/10 a.m./Ellis Center;
South Pleasant Grove/1:30
p.m./home of Beauton Hart;
Pottertown/I0 a.m./Majestic Royale, Holiday Inn.

tub,- who get visits from the tooth
fairy, who don't like to be kissed in
front of the carpool, who squirm in
church and scream in the phone,
whose tears we sometimes laugh at,
and whose smiles can make us cry.
"We pray for those whose nightmares come in the daytime, who will
eat anything, who aren't spoiled by
anybody, who go to bed hungry and
cry themselves to sleep,and who live
and move, but have no being.
"We pray for children who want
to be carried and for those who must,
for those we never give up on and for
those who don't get a second chance. Gina Harris, daughter of Larry
For those we smother ... and for Harris and Sylvia Hopkins of
those who will grab the hand of Murray, has been awarded a
anybody kind enough to offer it."
Gaines Fellowship to study in the
-Ina J. Hughes
humanities at University of KenAbby,-please help us erase this tucky, Lexington, where she is a
national tragedy of child abuse by sophomore. The two-year progurging your readers to get involved
humanities provides each
in their local child abuse prevention ram in
with $2,000 the first
recipient
effort. Help us to help others to see
that a child is too great a gift to year and $3,000 the second year
to study in a special multiabuse.
PATRICIA KNIEFEL, DIRECTOR disciplinary seminar and prepare

a major undergraduate thesis.
Given to only 10 students each
year, the fellowships are awarded
To get Abby's booklet "How to Write
on
the basis of personal interLetters for All Occasions," send a long,
business-size, self-addressed envelope, views and on essays which
plus check or money order for $3.95(9440 describe how the study of
in Canada)to: Dear Abby,Letter Booklet,
P.O. Box 447, Mount Morris, III. 61054. humanities will improve the student's life.
(Postage is included.)
Cs.

Health Express of Murray.
Calloway County Hospital will be
at Henry, Tenn.,/9-11 a.m. and
Puryear, Tenn., Minit Mart/
12:30-2:30 p.m.
Administration of GED Test/8
a.m./Ordway Hall, Murray Sate
University. Info/762-6851.

NOW to hear
Jacquot speak
on Thursday
"Eco-Feminism" will bethe topic of an informal discussion presented by Dr. Ruth Jacquot on
Thursday, May 9, at 7 p.m. at
Pagliai's at a meeting of Jackson
Purchase National Organization for
Women.
Dr. Jacquot is director of the
Center for Environmental Education at Murray State University.
The public is invited and encouraged to attend. Anyone wishing to
eat dinner at the restaurant before
the meeting shoul.d plan to come a
little early.
All members are encouraged to
bring a friend to this in-depth interactive program.
For more information, contact
Sally at 759-9309.

nie and Tamra. At. 2, Box 395-1,
n
baby boy, parents, Tracy
and Carla Jo, At. 1, Box 750, Dexter;
Ferguson baby girl, parents, James
and Deanna, Rt. 1, Box 1032, Benton.
Dismissals
Mrs. Angie McKinney and baby boy,
At. 1, Box 286, Almo; Miss Lisa Renee
Dick and baby girl, Box 119, Hazel;
Wofford baby boy. Rt. 1, Box 30M,
Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Mary K. Hartley and baby girl,
Rt. 8, Box 82a, Murray; Mrs. Tina K.
Sheppard and baby _girl, 03 Allendale,
Benton; Mrs. Amy Robertson, Rt. 1.
Box 169, Puryear, Tenn::
Mrs. Oretha M. Gammon, 1004
South 16th St., Murray; Mrs. Jeanna
Lee Craddock, Box 264, Puryear,
Tenn.; Bobby Walker, Rt. 2, Box
142-A, Murray;
Riay L. Harris, At. 1, Box 150,
Hardin; Lebrado Vasquez, Rt. 5, Box
795, Murray; Miss Sue Givens, 1651
Ryant Murray; Mrs. Mary Bain, Rt. 6,
Box 261 J, Murray;
Earl Martin Wolfe, Rt. 4, Box 134,
Benton; Bill P. Morgan, 505 Meadow
Lane, Murray; Claude 0. Jones, Rt. 5,
Box 257, Benton;

Marl

if.')
if.'

11618
ellt

NOW
*EVERY DAY*
SEAFOOD BUFFET

One newborn admission and dismissals at Murray-Calloway County Hospital on Saturday, May 4,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Baucum baby girl, parents, Randy
and Betty, Rt. 3, Box 53, Paris, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Deanna L. Ferguson and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 1032, Benton, Ms. Mindy B. Parker, 1001 Johnny Robertson
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Marjorie Barnett,
Wes! View Nursing Home, Murray;
Mrs. Jo Nell West, Apt 11, National
Hotel, Murray; Mrs. Linda Moore, Rt.
6, Box 49. Mayfield; Jordan Michael
Williams, Rt. 5, Box 1147, Murray;
Mrs. April Summers and baby girl.
511 Beale St., Murray; Miss Christina
Creason, Rt., 1, Box 51 B, Hickory:
Mrs. Janice F. Humphreys, 209 L.P.
Miller. Murray; .
James W. Mayes, Rt. 4, Box 376,
Mayfield; William W. Mohundro, 730
Fairlaine, Murray; Doris E. Ezell, Rt. 2,
Box 139, Murray; Mrs. Quillie McKinney, Rt. 1, Box 11, Kirksey.

Newborn admissions
Blanchfield baby girl, mother, Kim-

LONG BEACH, Calif. (AP)- berly Blanchfield, Hilldale Apts. *406,
Actress Lee Remick was honored Hardin; .
Jackson baby boy, parents, Tammy
by the International Winston Churchill Society for her portrayal of and Robert, Rt. 5, Box 175, Benton;
Collins baby boy, parents, JeannetChurchill's mother.
te and Daniel, 412 Carroll St., Paris,
Gregory Peck presented__ Miss TerinT;
Remick the Blenheim Award at a
P'Pool baby boy, parents, Shannon
black-tie gala Saturday night on and Ricky, 3485 No. Rocky Ridge Rd.,
board the Queen Mary. The award Cadiz;
Bailey baby boy, parents, Angel and
is named for Blenheim Palace, Newell,
1170 .Cunningham La,, Cadiz.
where the late British statesman
Dismissals
was born.
Mrs. Katherine M. Webb, Rt. 1, Box
Miss Remick was honored for 538, Springville, Tenn.; Mrs. Ruth V.
San-dy,'
_hem perfOrtMcelg the_j_975_t_elevi- Bowlin, At: 1, •Box
Tenn.;
sion movie "Jennie, Lady
Wendel G. Watkins, Rt. 1, Box 194,
Churchill."
Puryear, Tenn.: Mrs. Angela M
The 55-year-old actress, who is Schroader and baby girl, Rt. 1, Box
battling kidney cancer, has played 725, Dexter;
Mrs. Melinda L. Henson, At. 8, Box
other famous women, including a
159, Benton; Mrs. Kimberly R. Bailey
former first lady in "Eleanor - In and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 354-A,
Her Own Words: A Tribute to Calvert City.
Eleanor Roosevelt."

iRC, Sundrop and Diet-Rite
12 Pack Cans

$2.89

s1.09

2 Liter

Hwy. 641 N. at Hardin

PROM '91
Over 150 Styles in stock to choose from.
Select Early!
Also Formal Dresses & Accessories
Register for Wind Surfer to be given away.
jis

1 .frdiI
toeyvei4

II

Men's Wear & Tuxedos
; Southiale Pla/a.
01,mpn Plaaa.
&M.o. SlaNlif lel Plata. ‘11a$11ald

Cab!!rtil's
Jr. & Missle Apparel
F

- p.m..
s•t 4 A m.6 pm sun. I 5 p.m.

Dr. Ruth Jacquot

2 PRICE
Available in
-Chestnut •Cedar
'Wet Sand

NOW IN PROGRESS

.Available in r
'White -Lt. Grey
•Spring Taupe
'Black Patent
-Navy •Peach
'Off White

p
Available in White Leather
W/pold Piping

Available in
•Black Patent

* Monday-Thursday $799
served 5 p.m.-8 p.m.

*Friday & Saturday /$999
served 5 p.m.-9 pin.

u n *etto)

NEED•
1111111MULT
21/i Car Vinyl ONLY
1°4 UM

Ar
Open 4 p.m.
j
Hwy 6417S • 753-4141

$4325

Other SIZAS Available
Free Estimates

CAL

502 674-5530

VILA

"fie

T.N.T. Convenience Store

I

z
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Five newborn admissions and
dismissals_ .at . Murray-Calloway
County Hospital on Sunday, May
5, have been released as follows:

Actress Lee Remick
honored by society

o/Ariraw.w...40tqk

t

Homer G. Holt, Rt. 4, Box 431, Benton; Mrs. Mildred P. Raper, HC BC
209, New Concord; Mrs. Maisie Jane
Rogers. 1639 Farmer Ave., Murray;
Hilmon B. Stewart, Rt. 1, Box 144,
Wing°, James R. Chambers, Rt. 6.
Box 301, Murray; James P. Wood, Rt
1, Box 144, Farmington.

Three newborn admissions and
Wednesday, May
dismissals
at Murray-Calloway
Elm Grove Baptist Church events. County
Hospital
on Friday, May 3,
include Mid-Week Bible Study, have been released
as follows:
business meeting, Acteens, RAs,
Newborn admissions
GAS, Mission Friendsfl p.m.
Sanderson baby girl, parents, Ron-

0
•ao
°the
shoe.
tree

Southside Shopping Center
753-8339
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Lady Lakers advance to Fourth District finals
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times Sports

Calloway County's Ialerie Sheltan tripled in the first inning of CCHS's 5-1 win oser Murray in the
Fourth District softball tournament Monday at the Murray-Callosia) County Park. Looking on is Murray
- ounty in the district title game today at 4 p.m.
catcher Shannon Farley. The tady Lakers face Marshall c

Calloway County meets Marshall
County in the finals of the Fourth
District softball tournament today
—
-41
Both the Lady Lakers and the
Lady Marshals posted victories
over Murray High Monday, forcing
the district final at the MurrayCalloway County Park.
Calloway posted a 5-1 victory
over the Lady Tigers in the first
game, with Kadonna Randolph
pounding out three hits for the
Lady Lakers to pace the attack.
Calloway scored twice in the
first 'inning. With one out, Valerie
Shelton tripled to 'right field and
scored on a single by Krista Stalls.
Shelly Rudolph doubldd home
Stalls and th,e Lady Lakers led 2-0.
Ruth Ferguson led off the Lady
Laker second with a single, followed by a single oft the bat of
Tern Burkeen. Randolph drove in
Ferguson with a single follwed by
an RBI grounder from Christy
Lambert. .
The Lady Tigers, who finished
the season at 0-20, kept the game
close, and with two outs in the top
of the fourth narrowed the lead to
4-1. -Mary Catherine Wooldridge

Sports Writer

singled to right, and Stacey Boyd
singled to left. April Haneline
singled to left, and Renea H
buckle drew a bases-loaded wa
score the Lady
Calloway add an insurance run
in the bouon,6f. the sixth, on a
doubled by Leah Darnell and an
RBI single by Randolph.
In the second game, the Lady
Tigers lost a 12-2 decision to Marshall County, as the Lady Marshals
pounded out 17 hits as they jumped
out to a 12-0 lead. Murray scored
twice in the bottom of the sixth.
Colette Jones and Stacey Boyd
each had two hits for the Lady
Tigers, while Renea Hornbuckle,
Kecia Bennett and Wooldridge all
had safeties.
BASEBALL
The Murray High)/ Tigers
defeated Graves County, t-7 while
the Calloway County Lakers fell
7-4 to the Reidland Greyhounds on
Monday.
The Tigers rallied with four in
the seventh to pull out the win on
the road. With the Eagles leading
7-4, Chad _Puzell struck out but
reached on a wild pitch. Chris Bailey then doubled, and Derrick Plummer stroked a two-run single that
pushed the Tigers to within one.
(Coned on page 9)

UK violated NCAA recruiting rule on Rozier's visit
_ j..

•

•

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Kentucky violated a recruiting tics department could be linked to violations if they were night that he could not conunent on • the matter. He also
declined to interpret the severity of violations of the rules at
rule by entertaining a potential transfer player too far off earn- aware of the recruit's trip to Louisville.
•puS, -and athletic Officials Said the 'School would report the
"As far as we know, he was supposed to stay in Lexing- issue.
Kentucky just completed two years of NCAA sanctions for
-infraction to the NCAA.
ton," Pitino said of the instructions he gave for Rozier's visit.
The university will report the violation today to the SouthBesides Woods. Rozier was accompanied to the party by recruiting violations and academic fraud. The penalties
eastern Conference and the NCAA, Wildcats basketball coach former, Kentucky . plAyer Reggie Hanson and .Hanson's girl- stemmed from one of the longest and most-publicized investiRiVPiiino saicrin a statement reTeased by the university friend, and Charlie Andrews. cousin of former Wildcat player gations in NCAA tigory.
The NCAA placed Kentucky on probation in May 1989.
Monday night.
Paul Andrews.
The
Wildcats were banned from appearing on live TV for the
"We just found out about it and we're turning ourselves in
Party host T.J. Smith, an assistant Jefferson CotintY attorto tne NCAA.- Pitino told The Courier-Journal of Louisville ney with his own private practice, said Ruler attended his 1990 season and from participating in. postseason tournaments
until 1992. The NCAA alsoreduced the number of basketball
Monday night, although he added that he still had to speak to party for about an hour.
-several of the people -involved:
Smith, who received his undergraduate degree from Ken- scholarships for two years and ordered Kentucky to forfeit- its
Former high-school All-American Clifford Rozier and Sean tucky in 1982, said he is "very good friends" with Paul two victories in the 1988 NCAA tournament and return
Woods, a Kentucky player, attended a post-Kentucky Derby Andrews. Smith said Andrews Called- him to ask if Hanson $42-5,000 it earned there.
The NCAA launched its investigation in April 1988 when a
party at a Lduisville home Saturday night, sports information could attend, and Smith said .yes. Smith said he did not know
• director Chris Cameron said. • .
that Woods, Charlie Andrews and Rozier would also attend. Los Angeles newspaper reported that a package that assistant
, "We're- in the process of getting the information together to
Smith said the group @hatted with guests and shot some coach Dwane Casey sent the father of then-Kentucky recruit
file a report to the NCAA," Assistant Sports Information baskets on a goal in Smith's driveway before going to Paul Chris Mills had broken open in transit at Emery Air Freight's
Director Rena Vicini said today.
Andrews' house to "shower and change clothes and go out on Los Angeles terminal.
The school scheduled a late-morning news conference at the town to points unknown."
Several Emery employees said the package contained
Wildcat Lodge to discuss the situation.
Rozier,. Who played as a freshman last year for the Tar $1,000 in cash. Casey denied sending the money,:- and Mills
The • applidable rule states that a school may entertain a
Heels, announced, last month he would transfer to another denied receiving it.
recruit only within a 30-mile radius of the school. Louisville
Another allegation investigated by the NCAA was that
school. ,He averaged 4.9 points and three rebounds per game
is about 75 miles . west of Lexington.
at North Carolina. As a- senior at Bradenton Southeast High player Eric Manual cheated_ on a June 1987 entrance exam.
Rozier, a • 6-foot-10 forward from . Bradenton. Fla., was at
Kentucky cleaned house in its athletics department in the
School, he averaged 34.5 points,. 16 rebounds and six blocked
Kentucky for a 48-hour official visit over the weekend.
shots a game and was ranked among the top recruits in the aftermath of the scandal, hiring athletics director C.M. Newton and Pitino in 1989.
Pitino said Kentucky will suspend efforts to recruit Rozier. country.•
"It's disturbing because the kid (orally) committed to me
Pitino said he doesn't think Kentucky will receive severe
Rozier will have tO sit out a season as a transfer and will
new sanctions for this violation, despite, the recent sanctions
(while on the visit)," Pitino said.
have three years of eligibility remaining.
Pitino, who attended the Derby, rsaid_rweither_ he...nor any. _
addition tra-Kentuclyi--Rozia has-said-he i-consiclerifig--agalPg the programother members of his staff were aware of Rozier's presence in
The NCAA can force a school found guilty of serious violaLouisville, Florida and Tennessee.
Louisville. Members of the Kentucky coaching staff or athleChuck''Smart, NCAA director of enforcement, said Monday (Cont d on page 9)

Bulls defend their home turf with 112-100 win
'..,1We took their punch, held them 76ers went ahead 37-33 to start the and played a better offensive game,
CHICAGO t AP) — The Chicago
off and succeeded," said Horace second' quarter. Bulls defended their turf. Now it's
but we missed too many second
. Grant, who rebounded a Jordan
the Philadelphia 76ers' turn.
The Bulls Then went on a 7-0 run shots. We have to play better
miss and scored after the 76ers had to go ahead to stay, but they were defense if we're going to beat these
The Bulls held off a late surge
by The 76ers Monday night_for a___ cut _a 14-point deficit to 103-98 unable to put it away until the final guys. Specifically, we have to go
with two minutes left. That started two minutes.
112-100 victory and a 2-0 lead in
how and win two games."
the best-of-7 serieuhat now goes a six-point surge that clinched the
After Grant's put-back basket,
The 76ers had better offensive
to Philadelphia for games Friday . outcome.
Scottie Pippen, who finished with balance than in the opener. Hersey
"Their backs are /against the 23 points, scored the next four Hawkins scored 30 points, Armon
night and Sunday.
wall," Grant added.
"We defended our home court
-points to give the Bulls an 11-pojnt Gilliam had 22 and Charles BarkThe 76ers. who never came close lead with 1:02 to play.
as we knew we would have to do.
ley 20.
Now the pressure is on them," said _ in Saturday's 105-92 loss, were in
"Grant's stickback was the big
All five Chicago starters scored
Michael Jordan, who scored 29 it this time. The teams were tied play of the game," said 76ers in double figures. /
, 33-33 after the first quarter and the coach Jim Lynam. "We came out
points to lead
"They came out and made
_ the Bulls.
adjustments and we adjusted to
them," said Pippen. "It was a very
.'.1,4.7441ZA.„
physical game, but we expected
that."
Jordan was pleased that the Bulls
did not falter when the 76ers made
their late run.
"We did not lose our poise, and
that's a sign of a mature and positive team," Jordan said. "We're
doing well right now. We have to
go to Philadelphia focused and
unified."
'11

•

Summer Camps
Register now!
Spring
Specials
Guod It«aough May 31

Engine Tune-Ups
1139.95 & Up

The big surprise was that the
Bulls outrebounded the 76ers
42-27.
"I don't think we played a great
game, but we played a good
enough game," Bulls coach Phil
Jackson said. "Defensively, we got
back on our heels and they had a/
lot of run-outs early in the game.
We did not shoot particularly well.
It was a tremendous effort by Horace Grant on the boards." '
Grant had seven offensive
rebounds, three in the closing
minutes when the game was on the
line.
Overall, the 76ers felt better in
this loss.
"We were in there all the way,"
Barkley said. "The pressure was
really on them in games one and
two here at home. Now we're in
that situation going back home."
Barkley and Lynam both said
centers Bill Cartwright and Will
Perdue were giving the 76ers trouble. Cartwright had 13 points and
five rebounds and Perdue, with
limited time, had eight points and
five rebounds.
"They've gotten greatlay from
their centers," Lynam aid.
"Cartwright and Perdue are definitely hurting us. We have to keep
them off the boards," Barkley
added.
"We had a chance to win," said
Gilliam. "Now we/have to go to
Philly ... and do What we're supposed to do and win two there."

Howard ULMAN
Associated Press
BOSTON (AP) — The season
was on the line, and Larry
bauered body was
sprawled, face down and
motionless, on the court.
It must be his back again.
Hadn't it been killing him most,
of the season? Wasn't it finally
time to carry out the Boston
Celtics' hopes for a 17th NBA
championship on a stretcher? Not so fast. This time it was
his cheekbone. There was no
homecourt advantage for Bird
when it smacked into the parquet floor. He was woozy and
there was no guarantee -he could
finish the game.
Not so fast. This was Larry
Bird.
"I knew he'd be back," Celtics rookie Dee Brown said.
"He's the toughest player I've
ever seen."
When dramatic moments and
great players collide, it takes
more than painful injuries to
keep them apart.
Go all the way back 21 years
to May 8, 1970 when Willis.
Reedlimped on a banged-up
knee onto the court -and- inspired
the New York Knicks to the
NBA title in the seventh game
against the Los Angeles Lakers.
When a great prayer Is
needed to save a season, pain
tolerance can be incredible.
Go back to Sunday when
Isiah Thomas, playing with a surgically repaired wrist that
was swollen and a pulled left
hamstring, led Detroit over
•
Atlanta.
Had the Pistons lost, their
quest for a third straight NBA
title would have ended in failure. Had the Celtics lost that
same day, they would have
sustained their third straight
first-round elimination.
Instead, they will meet in the
next playoff round starting
Tuesday night.
There's little doubt that Bird,
who saved Boston's season, will
play.
"He's probably the ultimate
definition of desire," said Dave
Gavitt, the Celtics senior executive vice president. "He's just
unbelievably focused."
"You don't worry about it
(pain) when you're on the
court," Bird said. "You just go
out there and play as hard as
•_you can."
Being Bird, the fierce competitor, got him in trouble. And
being Bird left little doubt that
he would pull the Celtics out
of it.
Without regard for his aching
back, he hurt himself diving for
a loose ball with 4:23 left in
the first half and Boston leading
Indiana 48-46 Sunday.
His teammates came out for
the second half without him.
But with 6:46 left in the third
period, the same crowd that fell
into a worried silence when
Bird was hurt erupted in a
deafening celebration.
Is that Bird coming through
the runway? It is Bird!
The roar reached into the rafters decorated with 16 greenand-white championship banners.
He went right into the game
and scored 14 points in the
third quarter.
With 7:02 left, Boston led
112-96 and Bird went out of
the game. Indiana came back.
So did Bird.
He re-entered the game with
the score 116-107 and 4:12 left
and hit the game's next basket.
The Celtics held on for a
124-121 win and a
three-games-to-two series victory.
"We knew we didn't have
Larry and we didn't expect him
to come back at all." Boston's
Reggie Lewis said of the halftime mood. "But Larry blocked
out all pain and took his game
to another level and then everyone else did."
Bird's status for the opener
against the Pacers had been
(Coned on page 9)

(MaIntenance Tunas Only)

Automatic Transmission
Tune-Ups

P122,A
$c99

Moot Ford Chrysler and GM Cars

$49.95 & Up
10eardneos Will Bo Higher)

isI 18* $099
Pepperoni geir • Tax Party oir • Tax

Front Disc Brake Special
$39.95 & Up

For more information
telephone 762-2187 from 8 a.m. to 4:30 ,Monday through Friday.
n•
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514 So. 12th St. • 7534368

Contrail C.order Sim es es I amensrs)

Complete Auto Repair
of-Murray, Inc. -

Murray State University is an
upset education and erneloyment institution.
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-- Harry Gant raced the
TALLADEGA, Ala
final 56 laps without • fuel slop 10 capture his
12th NASCAR Winston Cup career victory in
the crash-marred Winston 500 Gary, 51, beat
his own record in becoming !he oldest driver
(NW to capture a Winston Cup event Atter
starting from the outside of the front row, Gant
moved into the lead with II laps remaining
when Ken Schrader went to the pits in his
Chevrolet A massive wreck on the Itst lap
knocked polesittw Ernie Irvan out of contention
and forced officials to halt the race for 33
minutes to clean the track The only serious
injury was to Kyle Petty, whose left leg was brO
ken Darrell Waltrip finished second, followed
by Dale Earnhardt, who had the fastest lap of
the day at 197 362 mph and led for the most
laps, 112 The race, originally scheduled for
Sunday, was delayed a day by ran

tons today Spira s charged in a 10 count
indictment with using the mails and telephone
to make extortion demands and threats The
charges carry maximum penalties upon convic
ton of two to I've years in pnson
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phia Phillies watched their newfound optimism collapse as a late-night car
accident injured outfielder Lenny Dykstra and catcher Darren Daulton.
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"1 don't think there's anyone who then signed a $700,000 contract for ties for allegedly driving while intoxicated.
Lead changes 24 among 11 drivers
STATS
Lap leaders Ernie liven 1, Kyle Petty 2.10 Ricky
throws any better than their right- this year. But he began this season
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ous. I mean big-time dangerous." his back is still sore, but he hasn't (Cont'd from page 8)
Monday extending his hitless streak to 0-for-23
Earnhanft 157-168. Al Waltnp 169-170. Schrader
SWINGS
The Murray High Tigers and the
And if the Mariners are going to let that stop him.
After a sacrifice, Doug Payne
Cal Rioken had twin Nts, including a homer Monday and 171-177, Gant 178-188
Griffey Sr. knows he has to drive scored Plummer-with a single. PayCalloway County Lady Lakers
score runs, the Griffeys have to
in runs when he bats cleanup.
were winners in action Monday,
produce at the plate.
ne stole second, advanced to third
"When I hit fourth, I just try to on a fielders' choice, and scord on
Griffey Jr. had his second consewhile the Cal1oway La,kers fell to
cutive three-hit night, including a hit the ball in the gaps and try to a wild pitch.
Mayfield.
double, and raised his batting aver- drive in some runs," he said. "But
The Tigers defeated Cape GiraAllen Rayburn also had two hits
I'm not thinking about home runs for the Tigers, as he picked up the
753-8355
age to .337.
deau (Mo.) Central, 5-4, thanks to
901 So. SYCAMORE
In Monday's only other Ameri- or anything like that."
save for winner Bart Crum, who four singles wins. Russ Adkins was
The Griffeys helped Erik Hanson took over for starter Chad Bazzell. an 8-5 winner at No. 1, while Josh
can League game, Baltimore
(3-1) get the victory, although Hanblanked California 7-0.
Johnson was an 8-5 winner at No.
The Lakers scored three times in
In the National League Monday, ion needed relief help from Rob the fourth, on doubles by Jason 2. Brent Keller was an 8-6 winner
Montreal beat San Francisco 10-4, Murphy and Bill Swift after strug- Greer, Rob Dennis and Travis Tur- at No. 5, while Joel Johnson was
Pittsburgh defeated Cincinnati 3-1, gling in the eighth inning. Hanson ner and plated one more in the an 8-4 winner at No. 6.
and Chicago edged Houston 4-3. gave up six hits and two runs in 7 seventh on a walk to Turner, a
In doubles play, Adkins and
Griffey Sr. became the sixth 1-3 innings, striking out nine and
ball.
passed
were 8-2 winners at Na 2.
Keller
a
and
second
swipe of
Seattle player to hit in the cleanup walking one.
The Lady Lakers lost the first
"Our consistency is coming
around," Laker coach Eddie Morris four singles matches to Mayfield,
said. "We just need to cut down on
but rallied by winning the final five
the one or two innings that are killmatches to win 5-4.
ing us. We're doing a good job of
Julie Yoo was an 8-3 winner at
fighting back."
ter through example. Their
(Coni'd from page 8)
No. 5, while Leah Baust was an
intensity grows when they see
N. 12t1s St.
uncertain. He missed seven ot
8-5 winner at No. 6. Susan Lax and
Located in University Square
him perform through the pain.
the last eight regular-season
Darra Mitchell teamed up for an
"Absolutely," Gavitt said.
games. But his brilliant
8-1 win at No. 1, while Baust and
hope when he retires,
performance--down the stretch
Anne Paul were 8-5 winners at No.
whenever that is, he can pass it
led Boston to a 127-120
2, and Bonnie Turner and Yoo
(Cont'd from page 8)
on to the next group of young
were 8-2 winners at No 3.
victory.
players."
perfive-year
He spent the night after that
In exhibition doubles play, Kylie
a
within
twice
lions
Bird was determined.
Johnson and Alexia Schempp were
game in traction but played the
iod to suspend playing the sport in
Save G
The fans "were pumped up," which the violations occurred —
9-7 winners.
entire series.
he said. "I wasn't going to let
Going into Sunday's game, he
For the Lakers, Jay Newton was
Kings
the so-called "Death Penalty."
Special Price
down."
Any Style Marlboro
them
had practiced just once in more
an 8-5 winner at No. 1, and teamed
When asked whether such a vioAfter the game, after a series lation could lead to a potential
than a month.
with Chad Gray to win an 8-0 deci144m40,0m9'im• 08mg rucc4n4 100.8 4,9411
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lost the match to Mayfield, 7-2.
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Chuck Person was compelled to
Boston coach Chris Ford said.
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visit the Celtics' locker room. .
"It's amazing to see what he's
"I had to offer a hug and a
accomplished this last month
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without practice."
16 or: N.R.
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.
Larry Bird."
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makes passes that point guards.
missed an off-balance 3-point
dream of, He grabs defensive
Deli, Paper Plates,
shot with 15 seconds left and
rebounds and hurls pinpoint
Indiana lost.
floor-length paesses for easy
Groceries, Ice,
.._B_Pk 16 oz Returnable,
layups.
Bird scored 32 points. He
ChattOal,
won.
He also makes teammates bet-

Tax

st-ladelght
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TRACK AND FIELD

Oar Cistomers. Are Very Important People

9.
i51

Dykstra, Daulton injured
in alcohol-related wreck

TUESDAY', MAY 7, 1991

•

•••
•

5.
i. -re
•
. \ •

RACER
CLUB
MEETING

Annual Business Meeting
Thursday May 9 at 6 p.m.
Sirloin Stockade
*Election of officers, Recruiting Reports,
Spring Practice Report and Regional Special
Events Center Update.

Pepsi, Coke,
and R.C.

990 490
R.C.

Automotive Supplies,
And Much
More!

PET-TRO
Quik Chek Food Mart
641 North of Murray • 753-4986

Lotto and Lottery Tickets

h
`ke7141
-

r

•
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CLASSIFIEDS

•

i90

090

1991 MEDICARE
LNFORMATION
The Mote/ire Cats
atrophic Coverage Act
haa been repealed Your
need has never been
greater for • comprehen
else Medicare Supplement plan Deductibles.
co insurance and 'nonap
proved' charger can
cause your out of pocket
expenses to mount up
The Part A deductible
you; or your-tnaurance,
must pay Ask been increased to 9628 in 1991
Fur more information
call

R&J
Maintenance
Co.
Complete

TRACTOR -TRAILERS
NO E 41PE Nit ISCE
NEEDED

ALLIANCE

RAC108 MAU"PM/COACt.C10.7.
To

ore,...

In ae.•411
•••••••• ••.,••••
*Pc C•••••

624 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.
753-6374

Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
'99' CVS.C3 IT. eq.;red
1145992 $24960
Call Gene at 753-2617
•Piri Tax Toe 1.,ce.se
4111 Mo. Closed End Lam
JO AN S Varieties on the
square is opening a do dad
corner Glass and collect
ables Check it out, you
may find what you want
753-9569

DISCOUNT LUXURY
CRUISE Fla to Bahamas
$21900 Per Couple 5
daystilnights Hotel paid
We overbought, YOU save
supply
Limited
404:926-3751 •
MRS THERESA psychic
reader and adviser -can
help through all problems
Call tor appofritment
502-554 7904

Orr= SPICE

The fa.insly of Lucy
rrguson totsh- -to ex-press their thanks to
:•:seryone for their
kindness during the
death of our love one.

*FON ItENT
=a
.1
.
a1
11111

to COW
on 5th St
$160.00-per month
Call Ted Delaney
753-1916 for more
information

Close

1-800-334-1203

Non-Smoking-Woman
Wll sit for sick
Or elderly. Have
great references

EXPERIENCED painter
2yrs or vocational school
paining Residential and
commercial lobs 753-9382
after 5pm
AVON Representatives
needed $8-$15 kits Door
NANNY NEEDED: Con- to door optional Delayed
nectiout family with 3child- baling for kit Free gift As
ren (7,4,3) seeks bubbly sist Mgr 1 800 866-2243
nanny lo Ian our family
activities of swimming and CHILD Care Needed MW
reading for one year Join F, 10-3. Someone to come
us on our trip to England in to house located in Panor
the spring Cali Kate ama Shores Needed May
13-Aug 16 Experienced
900 829-1737
Please call 436-6099

Persorals

LENDERS say YES to all
type bans_ lo_bad _credit
and to no collateral
305-733-7303

Square

1

FOR SALE

If not home, leave

3 bedroom
house in
country
acres.'28.500.

message. I kire-turn -your can

Call (618)
548-2846

Call 753-2355

or 753-2048

.\..st 1iie-4' Nursing
'!,,rne for their kind•
to Bro
'
,worthy Er '
•
P.
Anderson tor
comforting
•
ord. Also for ToVii,
fitrwers & -giandscras
God bless each one.
Children
Grandchildren
Sisters, Brothers

A Career National Whole
sale Jewelry Co Seeks
rep for local area No direct
sales WHLS only 40 80K
per year 713 782 9868
ACCOUNTS Receivable
Clerk Local firm needs an
experienced, responsible
person to fill an immediate
opening on computerized
system Send resume to
PC Box 1040A Murray,
KY 42071

HeM
Woreed

354-6624

'our 29(k ..r at letYlee.

LEARN TO DRIVE

MATHIS
TRANSMISSION

'CAL FOR FREE EMOTE

McConnell
Insurance Agency
753-4199

AS SEEN ON T V

LOST man's black nylon
wallet Murray & inanity or
LBL Reward 753-2936

* SPECIAL *
Fluid & Filter
Change '24.95

Residential &
Commercial
Lawn & Building
Maintenance

Situation
Wanted

Articles
For Sale

Fans
Equiciriont

WILL babysit days in my
home
References
759-4490

ROUND coffee table 40'
Toro mower 759 4947 at
ter 5pm

1953 GOLDEN Jubilee
tractor Plow, disk, cultivator $3500 492-8399

Lad
And Found

Node*

13 IMMEDIATE OPENINGS. NEED a job? A
GED? Hope for the future/
You may quahty it 'You do
not have your GED or high
school diploma 'You are
between the ages of 16 &
21 We we an E.O.E,This
protect is funded by the
Western Kentucky Private
Industry Counal- J.T P A
Call J TPA Out Of School
7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8 ,
8am.-1130am.

TARN EXTRA INCOME'
Earn $2004500 weekly
mailing 1991 Travel brochures For more information send a stamped_
addressed envelope to A-1
Box
Travel, P 0
430780-B1 South
FL 33143

WILL do house cleaning or
sit with elderly Call after
7pm, 753-1016

YAMAHA 250 Tri Z $900,
200
custom made 3 PW golf
awns
clubs w/bag $115, couch,
coffee table two end tables
&Ammo
$150 antique Singer Sew110 Maging Machine $75 Call Ray- REMINGTON
num, 12 gauge $375'Ann 753 5902. 492 8320
753-4009.

1u1

Wetness
Opportunity
ALTERATION bysirress
Steady chentel Excellent
location in Murray Serious
mums only C4I1 after
6pm, 436-2167, 436-5665

GOLF clubs(mans and wo
mens) Mens Palmer Ax cm irons (sw 3 iron) lyr
old, also women's Power
BLACKSTONE clothes bolt countess irons (PW 3
dryer $25 753-7175 after iron) For MOM information
7pm
call TIM at 753-8355 during
day or 753-5904 at night

ON GOING art supply and
frame business for sale,
near MSU campus Excellent opportunity to establish
your own business for a
small investment and have
little or no competition MLS
2857 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753 1222

210

HAVE opening for childcare any shift . $35. per
PART-TIME help sell week. 1 block from MCCH.
Christmas Around The 7591586.
.
World. No deliveries No
colietteg:Freefut,traklifig, -ANITORtAt
own hours, , weekly pay Commercial, reasonable
rates. Nee estimates Ex
checas_ 753:1087
penence and references
POSITIONS available at (502) 328-8678
Shoney's Inn Must apply in
person Shoney s Inn JUST call 753-4590 if you
need help with elderly or
641 N..Murray. Ky
sick Experience referfor
-THE best sales job avad- ences. Anytime
information
of
all
in
CaWoway
-Oki
County average $500nvk WILL help new mother with
Need only 2 people Prefer newborn, light housekeep
local people because we ing. etc Call Mag an experare a lOcal company Call ienced grandmother
Roy at 753-2740
7.53-9630

C,ontact Video Elite
618-5244388

••

140

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 75a-9433
after 5pm

FORD 501 7 foot mower,
1240 John Deere 4-row drill
with rnonitOr, 8-row trailer
:wheel.faun
_spray ng,(44
aUla1C---cars - and 'trucks
wagons, 2-rOw cultivator,
437-4087
4-row Burch cultivator.
USED and antique furni- 753-2900 or 489-2870 after
5Pm
ture, glass tools. quilts
901 642-6290
GLEANER K combine with
horn, grain head, crop.
USE D'chain link fencing
Need about 50 yards Call sprayer, 4 bottom plow, log
splitter, culti•mulcherF
Ann at 435-4425
759-4947 after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires $7-$12 each. We will
remove 527-293g

--

HOSPITAL bed, walker
breather machine
759-4490
IIINVan
.."
8
ar ;Golf
NPrirts

SHE% ON
TO ME

ALVIN and HONE-,

Met IiVisf..Es
mACIIIIIES.GIVE UR ANO
3001 ADMOCIO
:5TEP CUISS'
sALf-WAY IN
THE AlleOLE...

20001 NOME.
WALK AND
FEED 006.
MOWER. NASH ••
ARO 0R4 MAiR,
REDO CONTACTS.
REDO MAKEUP.
Fare, taoN ANO
PUT MI KICKY,
CASUAL EVENine OMIT_

rrs II' 30,1
cort roi
AUREAC04
IN BED.

THUS
CONCLUDES
THE -FIRST
MO LAST
DAM Of
THE
IWTER-wORK
WORKOUT"
PRO6RAM.

I •

ER or •I3YIY•13:11

3t:1

JON'S LOVE LIFE IS 1")
CERTAINLY IMPROVING

Y0/1 CsONNA PATE FOR A
WHILE,OR MARRY ANI7 START
A FAMILY RIC/HT AWAY?

PANtING WITH A BROOM!

•

..

7.;
•'1(4
.
4

t
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I1
•

'
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CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Moist
5 Leave out
9 Cover
12 Hebrew
month
13 Simple
14 Single
16 Strike out
17 - garde
18 Devoured
19 Sinks in
middle
21 Hinder
23 Produce
27 Note of scale
28 Laughing
29 Employ
31 Posed for
portrait
34 Alternative
word
35 Shreds
38 Father
,
39 Tiny
41 Rodent
42 Room under
2

3

IMP I A WO
P A.L.L.
01R
AN
C
SEWN
S LAP
ESST.1!1 E
v S
S TELLA
.O.R
Sit I
W
SL
TOR E
S P I 1< E S
ES• T • E •A M

DOWN

5

ill

UU

1.
24

23

18

17

16

15

14

iU

13

12SUU

21

20
26

25

rt..
•
• , '.••• _,
.
-4+, -0_0' o"' *4 ....", •,f„ti ':;,,, 1.,..•
..,r
1
e1•.
'`
ktei;
•••C;..qfc,:L4'g'IP,;'4K,4,7i
"
11'
-rit'l,L,1

22

31

32

33

::jig'
,131
ff.. °fr*

NI
id
40

U. 1111011Nill

44

ha

111

38
4'

46 .52111

4-

4c4

4e

42

4

50
53

54

56

5`

57

58

1.
60
64

Clues for feria,'s

24tt PERRY travel trailer,
self-contained, skirted, insulated, underpinned.. Excellent condition, brick patio, privacy fence. See at
Grogans Trailer Court 94E
DOUBLEWIDE Available
June 1st 2br 1 bath $3000
down and take over pay
ments Possible owner financing Days 527-1987, _
•
evenings 354-6335
280
*els
Homes For RentSHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209

4 CAR shop with office Call
753 4509

Want
To Rent
WANT to rent 2 or 3br home
preferrably in the country
436 21 69 home or
767-1359 Ask for Mary
320
Apartments
For Rent

1BR furnished apartment
Close to university and hospital Some utilities paid
Call 753-8756, 753-4012.
D 0 OMED
S A T E .D

measure
23 Develop
24 Ireland
25 Sodium
symbol
26 Japan ending
30 Wipes out
32 Egyptian
sacred bull
33 Diplomacy
isdh cap
Scuoiette
7o
36
3

43 Tellurium
symbol
45 Running
47 River in
France
48 Mast
49 Geraldine
50 Kind of
GF riinegnd r
5564 collar
Ginger
57 Nothing
58 Pigeon pea
61 Spanish
article

I'

l111
63 al

DTv
DIAL-A-WOR
crossword puzzle.

WOODEN storage buildings* 8x16' starts at 11095.
()xi& $1424_50;!!12x24'
$2395. Other sizes available Acree Portable Buildings 502-247-78-31

1BR central H/A, W/D hookup Water and appliances
furnished References required No pets 753-3949

for
p
40 Prepared

230

29

28

ABATE
NAN T,
NT I

16-intractable
person
S rt nrntemr esr
2P
20

ill 10

6

1BR newly decorated, near
University Completely
furnished Call 753-4682

1-900-454-3535
'Extension 8702
0.•••• Mame

•*f ••••••10•10(

1 or 2 bedroom apartment
753-4109
2BR energy efficient duplex New paint, extra
clean Central H/A, appliances Available now
Coleman RE 753-9898
28R large basement apartment W/D hookup, stove/
refrigerator Some furniture Close to shops and
campus $200/mo
753-8248
A BRAND new brick duplex 2br, a/c, gas heat, all
appliances No pets
753-7688 or 759-4703
nights
FURNISHED apartments,
efficiency 182 bedroom
and sleeping rooms Also
renting for May Zimmerman Apts S 16th St
753-6609
Large 2br 2bath W/D boo
kup central WA, appl and
water turn Ref No pets
753-3949
NEW duplex 2br 2 baths
Garage with auto opener,
appliances plus microwave
furnished $450/mo lyr
lease Northwood Dr No
pets 753-2905

•
• •
•

NI
fro
Vs
ut
Ni
7E
ni,

TOP Soil, good rich dirt.
Ideal for yards and plant
beds 759-1828, 753-2446.
Bogard Trucking & Excavating Inc.

2BR apartment in Northwood $265/mo 753-3964

6 Myself
7 Anger
8 Care for
9 Raccoonlike
mammals
10 Poker stake
11 Equal

1 Ghost
2 Fruit drink
3 Bad prefix
4 Gift
5 Greek letter

ill

"Ilftbafilt
$01."141111K"Wilt

Answer to Previous Puzzle

roof
- untto
others
46 Most untidy
48 Backbone
51 Walk
unsteadily
52 Stroke
53 Tantalum
symbol
55 Staten
59 Mature
60 Foretaken
62 Lamb- s pen
name
63 Crimson
64 River in
Africa
65 Secluded
valley

44

orti;
. J:
:l

.

Softball &
Baseball
Batting Cages
Lessons By
Appointment
Jimmy Sullivan PGA Pro
Lynn Sullivan PGA Pro
Velvet Jones
753-1152
MURRAY, KY

SUNTAN booth 753-3488

1111

•-•

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
is expandmgl We now offer
stamps and stamp supplies
along with silv3r dollars,
proof sets. U S and foreign
coins and coin supplies
Coins and stamps are great
hobbies, they also make
wonderful gifts and investments Visit us today at the
Ox Yoke Antique Store
(Hazel), Treasure House
and Book Rack (Murray),
the Mercantile(Aurora)and
the Book Shelf (Paris) We
buy coins and stamps and
appraise estates
502-753-4161

Miniature Golf

••

Fur* SELF IN-0a RACE
CIRCLE
01,
0F6TO WORKOUT
_OUT Of Off
CLOTHES BEFORE
DRIVE A$ FAST HALF 4 MILE
LINES FORM
85 POStil8LE
AWN RuN
FOR ALL 6000
TO GYM
TO &MI &CORE
• frIXIIINES
ALL PARKING I
SPACES ARE I
GONE

•

Lighted
Driving Range

ORDER the spa designed
for you Murray Hot Tubs
115 S 13th St
•

•

Of

NI
Fi
Al
he
9.
7!

Business
Sinless

PINE Bark Mulch or Nuggets 2cu ft bag only $2 59
ea Top soil 40th bag Just
$1 7943a Potting soil 40lb
bag only $1 99 ea Also
lgal size Shrubs or
Azalea's are lust $299 ea
Coast to Coast Hardware
753 8604

Golf Carts

NEW refrerator $800,
38in. stove $75; heater $5,
cabinet $10, miscellaneous
kitchen, clothes, _and
stuffed animals, 25ea
753-0725

TOPSOIL pickup or we
deliver 753-0277 or
759-1090 Welch Sand and
Gravel Hwy 641N Alm9,
Ky

filleciellaneous
PRIVATE Investigator
2 WOODED lots in Sher- D BA Confidential Investiwood Forest 1984 Cutlass gations, Southside ShopMake an offer .759-1084
ping Center, Suite *102
AGREE Carports 12x21 Murray, 753-2641
Reg $1295 on sale for SHARP copiers Author$756..20x21 Fn..$1795 on ized dealer for sales, sersale for $1156. Call May- vice, supplies, parts and
field 247-7831.
rental units. Local comCAR trailer $400 pany Call 1-800-248-4319.
753-793t
270
FAIMILIC•Falbrle•Fabsle.
Mobile
Spring fancies .arriving daily,
Nome* For Sale
Bridal too!! "Country Remnania.11vry 68/641 Draffen- 14x70 3br, 14 bath mobile
vile. Ky. next to Bonanza home. Refrigerator, stove,
Marshall County, 10am-5pm air-Conditioner, W/D hookup, underpinned on rented
Mon-Sat,
lot. Asking $10,200
LANDSCAPE Lava Rock .759-1552
- Icu,fr bag only $1.50 ea.
_Black..rods_501b._bag.$.L50_ _14x76 1987 ASSUMABLE_
ea. We also have sanitized loan of $16,500, or any
play sand 501b. bag Only reasonable offer considMust move
$2 19 and Lawn Lime 40Ib ered
bag only $2 39 ea Coast to 753-1932
Coast Hardware 753-8604
1991 14x50 2br 1 bath.
- --- LARGE storage building for - Total electric, W/D hookup;
rent $150/mo Call after underpinned Located Rivi6pm, 753-2031
era Cts Lot 7 389-0141

Par 3 Golf Course

MENS ring 4mm gold
band Never worn $50
492-8815

PATIO stones 2"x13-x16gray or red 696 ea Also
2-x12'square or hexagonal
patio stones gray or red lust
$1 69ea We have red
octagon square paving
stones for 556 ea and 18'
square bricktaced patio
stones $3 69 Coast to
Coast Hardware 753 8604

250

240

Fans
-Eqetratiarit

LANDSCAPE trees - locally
grown Bradford Pears,
White Dogwood, Purple
Smoke Tree, Cistino
Cherry, Pin* Oaks. Call.'
492-8843
THEN CAN 1
NAVE A CC0KIE7

WOOD for sale 753-9745

SOMA, queen size
waterbed $300 life time
warranty Call 753-2367 after 4pm weekdays

KENWOOD speakers lyr
(2)old. (2). 6'
3-way,(2)eke $100. Video
Games for IBM, A10: Tank
Killer, Vette!, Battlehawks
1942, Thunderblade
$20ea, $15 two or more.
Stephen, 759-4468.

........

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

KITCHEN ;Or dining table
and 4 chairs. Glass top with
solid oak trim Rectangle
3'x5', Excellent condition
$250 753-4477 after 3pm.

Woe
To Buy

Wwhd

Firewood

KINGSIZE waterbed Ex
oellent condition 489 2694
after 5pm

Local sandwich 8 yogurt business. Exc.
business opportunity.

fig0
Situation

•

•
•

1

4
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nes 2-x8"x1669e ea Also
re or hexagonal
gray or red just
We have red
quare paving
5e ea and 18'
ickfaced patio
69 Coast to
are 753 8604
pickup Of we
753-0277 or
elch Sand and
y 641N Almo
good rich dirt
ards and plant
828. 753 2446
clung & Exca
storage build
starts at $1095,
424 50.1112x24'
or sizes avail
Portable Build
47 7831

Investigator
fidential 'Invest
outhside Shop
•r Suite $102
2641
°piers Author
for sales saclies, parts and
Is Local corn
1 800-248-4319

17, bath mobile
igerator, stove
ner, W/D hoo
•inned on rented
ing $10,200
7 ASSUMABLE
16,500,or any
offer consid
ust move

Y travel trailer,
ned. skirted in
erpinned Ex
diton, brick pa
y fence See at
railer Court 94E
IDE Available
br 1 bath $3000
take over pay
sible owner ft
Days 527 1987
354-6335
-

Mobile
For Rentaks - 2 or 3br
gas Walking dm
lege 753-5209

sines*
Rentals
p with office Cali

NICE 1,2.31x apartment
Furnished, near campus
Also 1 3br house 1 4br
house W/D hook up Day
9 5 753-6111, night
753 0606
NICE 3br stove and re
frigerator furnished Cen
tral heatitur Half of the
utilities $450/mo, deposit
No pets 105 N 16th
753-1953 days 753-0870
nights

Your Ad
Could Be
Here
Call 753-1916

AKC chow puppies 3 black
1 cinnamon $100 each
Farmington 502-345-2071

NOW renting extra large
2br Water furnished
$315/mo 753-3530 atter HAVE an obedient, safe
dog for show or home
3Pm
Classes or professionally
TAKING applications for trained Serving Murray for
section 8 rent subsidized over 12yrs 436-2858
apartments 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms Apply Wider° Apts PET Pen 1101 Story Tropi
Hardin, Ky or call cal fish, birds, Iguanas',
Tranutals', Chincillias', dog
502-437-4113 EHO
grooming, bulk feed
UNIVERSITY view condo 759-1322
style apartment 2br, central H/A, appliances, microwave $400/mo 753-8096,
753-2633
BOB HALEY, Real Estate
Sales and Appraisals
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or 489-2266.
KOPPERUD REALTY offers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
wide selection AC-quality
homes, all prices
75 3- 1 222, toll free
AVAILABLE May 4br 2 bath 1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
WA,
central
ap- 711L
brick,
pliances $500/mo, depo
sit Coleman RE 753-9898 PRICE just reduced' Jump
at this ideal opportunity to
NEWLY redecorated 920 enter the rental income
H/A,
2br,
central
18th
N
market Attractive duplex
appliances No pets features 3br's & 1.4 baths
Deposit/ on 1 side and tbr, bath and
$450/mo
references required _kitchen on the other Now is
753-1266
the time to invest $64,000
MLS 2931 Call Joan at
Kopperud
Realty
----Fe. Rer4
753-1222
Or Leese
3BRIY,bathonBroad 2br
FOR lease 77 acres of mobile home in Pine Bluff
dark fired tobacco Shores 3br central H/A
492-8666
near lake 2br on Ash St
$8,000 Commercial property in city Wilson Real
Estate 302 S 12th
753-3263
2BR stove/refrigerator,
lmi past Graves Co line
Hwy 121N Deposit and
references required.' Nopets $275 489-2440

2 PONIES_ 13.2H, 9yr old
sorrel, 12.2H,'8yr old black
and white pinto Well mannered, trail ridden, shown
hunter/jumper Sorrel pulls 2BR brick in city 753-5446
cart. $500 ea ..2 western
saddles, 15h'$150 and 2BR house with 2 acres. on
$300 One English chilcfs Hwy 641S Must sell'
'Stubben all purpose 492-8574 after 5pm
saddle,
$200 28R with carport Low
502-382-2773.
maintenance Near UniverBULLS AND HEIFERS' sity $28,000 753-3293
PERFORMANCE TESTED 3BR, 21, BT home 3 mi
Simmentai Gelbvieh, and west of Murray in Oaks
Maine-Anjou crossbred Estates Large kit & family
service age Bulls and Heif- room with fireplace. Dining
ers Only the very top per- room, playroom, utility, and
formers offered for sale All garage Central H/AC,
animals health tested and paved drive, city water, caguaranteed to breed Smith blevision. All appliances inBroadbent Farms, Cadiz, cluded Perfect for young
KY
42211
DAY family or retired couple'
(502)235-5182 NIGHT Call 753-8151 for
appointment.
(502)235-5170.

mantis
or Rant
al HA W/D hoot and appliances
References repets 753-3949

Apply at
217 S. 12th St. Murray

1986 Isuzu Pickup,
auto, p.sJp.b $2,450
1982 Chevy Caprice
4 dr., diesel
conversion, Olds
engine
$1,650

PRICE reduced' Three
bedroom, 1-7, bath, brick,
excellent condition on quiet
street in city Central gas
heat, living room dining
room kitchen/utility room,
large sunroom paved
driveway, carport, detached garage or workshop, feki ba-dt-y—ard.
Lots of extras Call
753-1893, Chuck Foster

1977 VW Van,factory
air
$1,250
1976 Buick Century,
V-6, 4 dr
$650
1983
Audi
5000
Turbo diesel,
bad *nein.,
body ;Ski.
MO.
810' 2 Coldwater Rd
or See J B. Taylor
753-9181

1989 FORD Escort 4 door
AM/FM stereo Air/heat,
cruise. Extra clean. 45,000
miles. Owner must sell
$4900 753-6633

PURDOM
MOTORS
1300 121 Bypass
Murray, Ky.

1988 YAMAHA 350 Moto 4
Shaft drive oil cooled
759-4936
1990 CR125 Honda, like
new 753-9895 after
430pm

NEW and used tires Key
Auto Parts Hwy 121S
753-5500

G.M. PROGRAM
CARS
1991 Cadillac

Sedan Devilles
New $32476

Our Price 123,900

1991 Buick Regal
43, New$'7i25'

Our Price '14,500
1991 Buick Skylark
New $12,800

Our Price '1 0,900
1991 Pontiac
Bonneville Le
$'922'
Our Price '15,500
1991 Pontiac
6000 LE
•.ew

82-91 CAMARO or 228
Daytona style hood $300
437-4076

Our Price '12,900
1991 Olds Ninety
Eight Elite
New 525.625

Our Price 122,900
1991 Pontiac
Grand Am's
New 52550 Our Price 91,500

Our Price '13,900
1975 GRAN Torino AC,
pb/ps, intermittent wiper,
59,500 original miles
$1200. 436-2639
1977 CHRYSLER 2dr
coupe, air, radio, excellent
cond $795-will trade
759-1922
1979 Z28. Sharp, new engine, auto, AC, wheels, etc
$2000 OBO. 753-9580

ABSOLUTE AUCTION

rgy efficient du
w paint, extra
ntral H/A apAvailable now
RE 753-9898

SAT., MAY 11T14 AT 10:00 A.M.
THE BOBBY CROWDER FARM
390 ACRES
IN 7 TRACTS
NEAR PURY1AR, TINNESSI1
Located 4 mile" oval of Purples PI Hwy 110 I5,,.. nortlwreet
Pens, Tenn.'s** IS mile* souttronne el Murray, Kentucky

50 YOUNG BEEF COWS
WITH CALVES AT SIDE

D new brick dua/c, gas heat all
es No pets
8 or 759-4703
• Tracts Ranging From 4.5 To 129 Acres
O Numerous Beautiful Building Sites
IZ1 Miles Of Road Frontage
ILI Fenced • Fenced And Cross Fenced
O Facilities • Buildings & Barns
O Growing Crops Go With The Farm
O Pastureland & Creek Bottom Soils
DOWN

111 30

JAMES R. CASH
The AUCTIONEER 8 REAL ESTATE BROKER
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
15021 #,23-8466 Or 15021 623 6388
FAXI 502)623-8885
!MN flu NO 2241 1314N LAINW 110 030

COICACTAUCTION CO. FOR WALED BROCHURE

NO MINIMUMS!! NO RESERVATIONS!!

1985 OLDSMOBILE Calais. Blue 2 door loaded,
61,000 miles $3750. Call
759-4808 after 6pm
1986 PONTIAC Bonneville
4dr., 6cyl., high mileage,
good condition Firm price
of $2400 753-8664 after
1987 MAZDA RX7 GXL
blue 62,000 miles, automatic, cruise, AM/FM cassette
with equalizer, sunroof,
power windows Would
consider trade 753-2068
CAR Stereo Installation
753-0113. Sunset Boulevard
Music Murray's Alpine Car
Audio Specialist, Dixieland
Center, 1 block from MSU
dorms.
EXCELLENT condition
1986 Chow Caprice. Fully
loaded Call after 5pm.
753-7903
MUST sell! 1981 Tornado 2
door Al electric, leather
seats $1000 492-8384,
PUNCH 45 5225 15th Aniversary Special! Sunset
Blvd. Music Murray's
Rodtford-Posgate authorized
dealer. Dixieland Center
Osestnut Si, 753-0113.

156 GLASTRON ski boat
with 85hp Evinrude and
boat trailer 435-4207,
753-3454
17tt SEARS canoe and
trolling motor. •$250.
759-4158. 1965 RUNABOUT in good
condition with 75hp Evinrude OB in excellent am&
bon $1000 Call James at
435-4425.
1984 CHEETAH ski boat
16'h ft 120hp Mercruiser
stern drive. Life jackets/
accessories included.
$4000 negotiable.
345-2520
1989 ALUMINUM 17ft.
Traveler bass boat with
40hp Mariner motor New
MK trolling motor. Eagle
LCR. Excellent condition.
$5300. Call collect.
502-247-8462.
39' HOUSE Boat. Living
room, kitchen/galley, bedroom and bath, airconditioned Excellent boat at a great price $15,000.
753-6487.

4 Or

198 32 rntn we SI 000 down
plus tax S hcenses

1982 YAMAHA 750 top
condition 6xxx miles
474-2754, 4-8pm

191t CAMPER Fully
equipped Bathroom with
large shower $1800 Airconditioner 14000btu
energy saver, 110/120V
753-6481

753-5315
1991 Pontiac
GrandAm
$9,900

Motorcycles

1973 CONCORD Class A
26ft motor home with
generator 43xxx miles
very good condition
$4995 1979 Coachman
24ft motor home with
generator 43xxx miles.
good condition $9950
753-4389, 753-5960

1980 Mercury
Marquis
4 dr.
$1,250

NEW 3br 2 bath house, in
Martin Heights Lots of stor 1990 300 ZX loaded,
autoage Buy now and pick your matic 753-7441
or
interior colors Call 753-4023
753-3903.

1985 CORVETTE excelcondition.
lent
901-644-0160 after 6pm

room apartment

pier 2br 2 baths
with auto opener,
plus microwave
$450/mo 1yr
orthwood Or No
3-2905

LOVELY country home minutes from town, situated
on 3 large Camelot subdivision lots 3br 2 bath brick
home features quarry tile
floor in kitchen, fireplace in
den Just recently on the
market Low $80's MLS
3224 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

1983 MUSTANG GT
Local one owner, low
miles. Excellent condition.
759-4018.

ment in North/mo 753-3964

r 2bath. W/0 hootral 1-4,4 appi and
n Ref No pets

HILLTOP Home Must sell
3bedrm, 1bath, attached
garage, 4 out buildings
Fruit trees--On Hale Rd
V. acres $25,000 negotiable 502-436-2010

1986 Chevy Celebrity
Eurosport, 4 dr.
nice
52,550

dr. New $17.115

The Sonic Drive-In in Murray, Ky. is looking
for a few good people. Must be neat,
courteous, friendly. Above average pay for
above average people. Flexible hours.

y decorated, near
y Completely
Call 753-4682

ED apartments,
• 1&2 bedroom
ng rooms Also
• May ZimmerIs S 16th St

EXCELLENT 3br value
Charming decor and size
makes this the perfect
home for a small family or
single Good central loca
ton remodeled bath Re
cent appliance replacements Low maintenance
bock and vinyl exterior A
good buy' $40's MLS
3095 Contact Kopperud
Realty 753-1222

5 Points
Auto Repair
& Used Cars

1991 Olds
Cutlass Supreme

INVESTORS • FARMERS • RANCHERS
TENNESSEE'S FINEST!!

basement apart
D hookup. stove/
or Some furry
e to shops and
s
$200 imo

CONDOMINIUM ground
floor unit with garage Low
utilities, wheel chair ac
c,essable For sale or lease
753-3293

FIBERGLAS topper fits
longbed import pickup
Best otter 753-3443 after
5 30pm

Want
o Rent
ent 2or 3br home
in the country
9 home or
Ask for Mary

3BR brick 5 miles south
east l36Osqft. 1 bath 1
acre wooded lot, new well
and septic Mid $40s
436-2742

- 1990 Pontiac
Sunbird Convertibles
New S16.80C

Our Price '11,900
1990 Pontiac
Bonneville SSE

A1A T. ENTERPRISE Excavating. Dozer, backhoe,
trucks. Levies, roads, driveways, parking lots, septic
tanks, foundations, basements, gravel, dirt, ponds
753-0577.
Al TREE Service. Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates. 753-0906 after
5pm; 759-9816, 753-0495.
ALPHA Builders - Carpentry, remodeling, porches,
roofing, concrete, driveways, painting, maintenance, etc. Free estimates.
489-2303.
ANTENNA repair and installation. Replace or install
channel master antennas,
rotors, and amplifiers %ride!! Beasley. Buchanan,
Tn. 901-642-4077.
ANY remodeling, building,
painting & roofing. Free estimates. References
435-4632
APPLIANCE REPAIRS .
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck. All
work arid parts warranted.
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455.
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Bobby Hopper,
436-5848.
BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Junior Thorn, operator. 30 years expenence
Septic system, drive-ways,
hauling, foundations, etc
759-4664.

Services
Offered

Serykes

Services

Offered

Offered

BREAKING and disking
gardens Yard landscaping
and bushhogging
436-5430

HADAWAY Construction
Home remodeling paint
irig, wallpaper, carpentry
floor covering No job too
small 436 2052

BULLDOZING and back
hoe work Call after 4pm
354-8161
Financing
available
CARPET and vinyl repairs
and installation Profes
sional service Glen Bobber
759-1247 leave message
CHIM Chin) Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior citizen discounts. We sell chimney caps and screens.
435-4191.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service Complete service on all central
cooling all makes and
models Cali Gary at
759-4754
CUSTOM garden tilling
with Troy Bill reartine tiller
Small size garden $40 and
lip 436-2003

Backhoe Service

SEWING machine repair
Kenneth Barnhill
753-2674

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
HAULING yard work, tree line of equipment including
removal mowing Free es 60ft aerial trucks and brush
chipper To assure a safer
timates 759 1683
operation at a lower corn
INSULATION Blown In By
pettive cost Free esti
Sears TVA approved
mates without obligation
Save on those high heating Day or nite
753-5484
and cooling bills Call Sears
753-2310 for free estimate T C Dinh Repair and Maintenance Plumbing and
KITCHEN CABINET RE Electrical Cleaning
MODELING with wood Sewer 1210/1212 Main
grain formica, all colors Street 753-6111 office
Free estimates Wulff's Re- 753-0606 after 5pm
covery, Murray 436-5560
TOTAL lawn service Free
LAWNMOWING Depend estimate 436-2744
able person 753-7027

A LICENSED electrical
contractor JAMES C GAL
LIMORE ELECTRIC Corn
mercial and residential fast
courteous and efficient ser
vice 759-1835
MITCHELL Paving Seal
coating and hauling Over
30yrs experience Free estimates 753-1537 or
753-1221

Roy Hill

Services
()tiered

MOODY'S mower repair
Pickup and delivery All
work guaranteed
753-5668

WILL do yard work and odd
fobs of any kind No job too
small 759-4401
WILLIAMS Concrete Fin
'stung Service Low prices
Free estimates 354-9397
WILL mow yards Reason
able rates Free estimates
No fob to large or to small
474-2300

FREE lyr old small female
poodle
mix
dog
901 247 5663

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOOOW OR KING

All Types Of:
Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
.Drop by & see our showroom
409 SUNBURY-MURRAY (Behrod Bunny Broad)
753-5940
ellegiall\_.411.111111.111..„41,

Chimney Chimney
cleaner 492 8561

Junior Thorn,
Operator
30 Yvon Experience
Specialifing in Septic
ranks. Scuffs. Foundations. Hauling. etc.

(502) 759-4664
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FULL time yard mowing
Dependable Free estimates 436-2528
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work
436-2642
GLASS work, glass repair
and replacement For auto,
homes, business Pies mirror, double beveled, and
plain edge Glass top table
repair M & G Complete
Glass Co, Dixieland Ctr,
753-0180
GRASS, GRASS, GRASS
Will mow lawns. Dependable, reasonable, free estimates Call for appointment 435-4213, leave
message
GRAVEL, dirt, sand, white
rock, and all type hauling
Call Kenney Travis
759-1039
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate
G.W. CONSTRUCTION.
Gerald Walters roofing,
painting, vinyl siding, all
kinds of remodeling Phone
489-2267

MURRAY Fence Co Chain
link fence dog kennels residential, commercial Free
estimates 753-9785 or
753-3254
NEED lawns to mow Prefer medium to large lawns
Fourth year, neat and dependable 492-8568 after
4pm

Excellent Downtown Opportunity
This 'like new building features new heat & air,
ndw wiring, plumbing & decor. $63:500- CUMtoday! MLS 2915.

PAINTING remodeling
deck and landscape construction Free estimate
436-2744

711 Main St.

PAINTING-Interior and Ex
tenor Free estimates
Small repairs Reasonable
rates 753 6844

Kopperud Realty
753-1222

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands: window air conditioners
refrigerators - freezer! - washers - dryers
microwaves- dishwashers - gas& electric ranges.

PLUMBING
Free estimates Affordable rate
Same day service All work
guaranteed 753-4200

Factory Authorized Repairs For
Tappan-Kelvinator-Emerson-Brown

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service Call
1136-5255

753-5341 or 753-1270

PROFESSIONAL lawn
care Mowing, trimming
hauling, landscaping Reasonable rates Satisfaction
guaranteed Free esti
mates 759-4440
QUALITY lawn mowing
with references 437-3046
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Roofing, siding
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Call
474-2307
ROGER Hudson rock hauling gravel sand dirt, driveway rock 753-4545
753-6763 759-1823
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15, most repairs
$35, all brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri., 9-2pm Sat
753-0530.

Murray Fire Extinguisher
Sales & Service
759-1999

225 N. 2nd St.

.24 Hour Answering Service.
'Free Pick-up & Delivery.
.We Service Any Types.

*All Repairs Are Guaranteed

inttele-1111britlen, Inc.
WE STILL MAKE
HOUSE CALLS!
If you need any form of Life
Insurance, IRA, Major Medical,
Medicare Supplement or Nursing
Home Insurance just give us a call.
We will check with several
companies to give you the best
possible rate and benefits and
deliver the information to you at
your home. If you decide ta buy a
policy from us, we also give you
free claim service.
Our office is in Hopkinsville Fed.
Savings Bldg., 7th & Main, but
when you need -service, all you
have to do is call

Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199

New S24 400

Our Price '17,900
1990 Olds
Cutlass Supremes
New $16,800

Price 91,900
1990 Cadillac
Seville

Our

New $31,846

Our Price

'22,900

All New
1991 Cadillac's
$100 Over Invoice
Stop by & see the
new 1991 Olds and
Bravada and the
New 1992 Buick
Road master.

1981 CHEVROLET custom
van with raised roof. Nice,
clean $3750 Call after
5pm, 753-2486

1978 CHEVROLET Blazer
4-wheel drive K-5 350-V8,
4spd, 3in lift kit, good Ores.
aluminum wheels
753-9382 after 5pm

BLOCK, brick, concrete finishing. Basements footings, garages, drives,
walks. 30yrs experience
13yrs. in Murray area
753-5476 Charles Barnett
BOGARD Paving Paving
and sealing driveways and
parking lots. Over 20yrs
experience. Free estimates 753-9552 or
437-4391

*

Four Star

*

Mobile Home
Parts & Service
• Get roar tiosne
Reidy For Spring!
Miller Air Conditioners
Doors & Windows
Viny Underpinning
White & Silver Roofs
Shingled Roofs
Floor Repair, Anchoring, Decks, Room Enclosure, Carport
Ph. (502) 492-8488

Hwy. 641 S. Hazel

Best Prices
*Quality Results;
DAVID Palmer Steer
Loader Service 20yrs experience Can accornmo
date jobs in tight places
or
502-489-2181
502-753-4181
DAVIDSON Roofing New
roofs and repairs Tear offs
and re roots Written guarantee Local references
753-5812
LICENSED for electric,
gas, refrigeration Installation id repair Free estimates 753 7203

Now that we are entering our "garage sale season," we
want you to be informed on our policies.

We do work 2 days in advance -to- better serve you
Deadlines are 3 p.m. Mon.-Fri. and 10 a.m. on Saturday.
Yard sales do have to be paid in advance and are $7.50
per day.
For assistance call, 753-1916 or come by

Mtrray
Ledger & Times

classified department
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-Shootingsuspect
-known but not—
found in Carlisle
Mrs. Carrol
L. Roberts

Mrs. Josephine Manning
Mrs. Josephine Manning, 66, of
2002 Coldwater Rd.. Murray, died
Monday at 10:02 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
She was a member of Grace
Baptist Church where she had
served as secretary.
One son.. David Lee Manning,
preceded her in death.
Born Dec. 19, 1924, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter of
the late Clyde rewer and Mavis
Drinkard Brewer.
• Mrs. Mannning is survived by
her husband. Brent Manning. to

whom she was married on Sept..3,
1943; one son, Michael Edward
Manning and wife, Janet, Rt. 1.
Murray; three grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren; several nieces,
nephews, aunts and uncles.
The funeral will be Wednesday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman Funeral Home. The Rev.
R.J. Burpoe and the Rev. Robert
Johnson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesdayl.

Mrs. Carrol L Roberts, 49, Rt.
10, Benton, died Sunday at 8:15
p.m. at her home.
She was former editor of The
Tnbune-Courier at Benton.
Survivors are her husband,
Chuck Roberts; two daughters,
Mrs. Debora Jolly, Benton, and
Mrs. Lou Aulick, Lakeland„ Fla.;
three sons, William Roberts,'Mayfield, Mark Roberts, Frankfort, and
Eric Roberts, Almo; one sister,
Mrs. Grace Dormire, Springfield.
Ill., four brothers, Robert Dormire,
Springfield, and Eugene Dormire,
John Dormire and Ross Dormire,
Kay Smith and husband. Steve. Mount Sterling, Ill.; six
Penang, Malaysia, Mrs. Connie Fay grandchildren.
Memorial services will be WedStalls and husband. Terry. Hazel.
and Mrs. Marty Hefner and hus- nesday at 2 p.m. at Christian
band, Steve, Palmersville, Tenn., Church Camp Kum. Ba Yah,
one sdn, Donald Malray and wile, located on Kentucky 962, east of
ninny, Rt. 2. PUryttr.- Tenn.-:-nITIC - -fairdealing. -The-Rev. John Goeke and the Rev. Billy Williams will
grandchildren.
Also surviving are two sisters. officiate.
Friends may call at the camp
Mrs. Joy Ruth Huddleson, Springfield, Ill., and Mrs. Ruby Burton. from 1 to 2 p.m. Wednesday—,.„
The family requests that
Rt. 2, Puryear, Tenn.; three
of sympathy take the
Expressions
and
brothers. Henry G. Malray
Lubie Malray, Paducah, and Wil- form of contributions to Lourdes
liam H. .Malray, Longview. Texas. Hospice, 1510 Lone Oak Rd.,
Services will be Thursday at 2 Paducah.
p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
Home of Hazel.:Burial will follow
in Paschall Cemetery.
.. Friends may call at the funeral
home after 3 p.m. W'ednesday.

Carlisle County officials are
searching for a suspect warned in
connection with a shooting spree in
Bardwell Saturday night, according
to a published report.
A warrant has been issued for
the suspect's arrest, according to
the repori
The shots, which were fired at
the home of Carlisle County Sheriff Will Ben Martin and at two
Bardwell businesses, narrowly
missed two residents at Martin's
home and damaged all three structures shortly before midnight,
according to reports.
A vehicle matching the description given of the gunmen's vehicle
was found at the suspect's home in
Bardwell but authorities have been
unable, to located the suspect, the
report said.

Ludie Malray
Ludic Malray. 55, of Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tenn., died Sunday at
6:30 p.m. at Henry County Medical
Center: Paris. Tenn.
He was retired from Tennessee
Highway Department, a veteran of
Korean Conflict, and 'a member of
North. Fork Baptist Church.
Born Jan-. 5, 1936, in South Fulton. Tenn., he was the son of the
late Henry G. Malray and Mary E.
Coltharp Malray. His triplet brother
is Lubie Malray and his tripletsister is Ruby Malray Burton. One
brother. 011ie Malray, preceded
him in death. ,
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Willi Kay Paschall Malray, to
whom he was married on July 25.
1957; three daughters. Mrs. Sharon

ii

,

Mrs. Roxie
Wells Holland

Mrs. Mary Mildred Barnett

4

Graveside services for Mrs.
Mary Mildred Barnett, widow of
Alton' Barnett, are today at 2. p.m.
at Murray City Cemetery. The Res,.
Don Farmer is officiating.
Byrn Funeral Home of Mayfield
is in -charge of arrangements-.--Mrs. Barnett, 87, of 217 W. College St., Mayfield. formerly of
Murray. died Sunday at 10:25 p.m.
at Charleston Manor NurSing
Home. Charleston: Mo.
Born Nov. -1-3. 1903, in Graves

Wells
Holland will be Wednesday at 3
County. she was the daughter of p.m. in the chapel of Miller Funeral
the late W.J. Shankle and Ida
Home of Murray. The Rev. Gerald
Roberts Shankle. Twn sisters. Nora Owen will officiate.
Williams and Adrain Smith, and
Burial will follow in Murray
two brothers, Harvey Shankle and City Cemetery.
Lewis Shankle. also preceded her
Friends may call at the funeral
in death
home after 5 pm. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Holland. 81, of 1624 ColMrs. Barnett is survived by one
lege Farm Rd., Murray, died.Monsister. Mrs. Ethel Campanaelli. day at 2:55 .a.m. at MurrayAurora! Ill.; one bcothcr. Ruble Calloway County Hospital. Her
Shankle.-Greenville; several niece_s husband, Marvin • Holland, died'
and nephews.
March 3.- 1983.
Mrs. Holland is survived by one
sister, Mrs. Lorene Wells Ray, and
Melugin
one brother, Tom Wells and wife,
Mr. Melugin, 63, of Femandeno Larue, Murray; four nephews,
Beach. Fla., died Friday at 11 p.m. Tommy Wells and wife, Judy„ San
at Shands Hospital, Gainesville, Anselmo, Calif., Eddie Wells, Baltimore, Md., Gene Ray and wife,
Fla.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Paula. Rancho Fe, Calif.. and BobMaureene Olson Melugin; his by Ray and wife, Pat, Louisville:
mother, Mrs. Ruby Melugin. Mur- five great-nieces and nephews.
ray; one sister. Mrs. Carolyn Jacob.
one niece, Jill Harney. and two
nephews, Phil Harney and Jay Harney. all of Oklahoma City. Okla.;
one uncle, Gillard Ross, Murray.
Darrell L. Riley, 20, of Bardwell, has been arrested and charged
in connection with the theft of
some money from a relative.
according to a published report.
car wreck on Ky. 129 in southern
Riley was arrested at his home
Graves County, which resulted in on U.S. 51 one-mile south of Baldthe death of 20 year-old, Jason T. well Monday and following a
Robinson of Hendersonville, Tenn. search charged with feloy theft,
The trial date was set Monday.in felony receiving stolen property,
Mayfield by Graves County Circuit possession of drug paraphernalia
and having prescription drugs not
Judge Royce Buck
If convicted, Tanner faces a in the proper container, the report
maximum of 15 years in prison for said.
Pan of the $4,400 reported stothe two felony charges, Commonmwealth Attorney Richard Weien- len was recovered in the search,
berger said in the report.
police' said.
Riley was lodged in the
McCracken District Jail and held
on a S10,000 cash bond, the report
said.
semay for-Mrsr- R-oxie

12 year-old girl
dies in traffic
fatality Monday

Bardwell man
arrested for theft

Tanner to stand trial Oct. 29
Oct. 29. has been determined the
date for John Portis Tanner. 19, to
appear in Graves Circuit Court, in
connection with the December
'death of a college - classmate,
according to published reports.
Tanner, of Union City, Tenn. is
the son of U.S. Rep. John Tanner
(D-Tenn.). He has been aCcused" of
second-degree manslaughter, and.
charged with drunk driving after a

Two Carlisle County
men are rescued on
sandbar Sunday
Sunday at 11:20 p.m., two .Carlisir County men were found
stranded on a sandbar just south of
Westvaco facility, according to a
published report.
Fishermen Mark King and Billy
Frye were OK and and "ready to
get home" after rescue workers
found them stranded on a sandbar.
the report said.
King and Frye had tied their boat
to the sandbar- while they, went
fishing and when they returned to
their older model 16-foot ski boat,
they found it swamped.
Family members reported them
missing at 8 p.m.

HOG MARKET

Federal stale Market 'sews serene May 7, 101 Kentucky Porch's, Area Moe Market Report Includes 4
Burnt Stat3ons onpu Aet4'1, F.M.25 Barrows& Gdts
dead', Sows steady
ICISI
is I 2 234256 bs
_Sal tell 44
.
LS I 2 210230 be
110-51.54
2 3 23I.24 11:31
1.40•11.51 OS
is 3-4 :are ft.
sows
...
_.4441.1111-41M
Ins_ _
LS 1-2
$41.06-42.00
_
S I 3 31111-4N bs
542.11-43.54
S I 3 400-525 Ass
54560-41%
is ii 525 and op
514 IS.I000
IS 2.3 3110-514 ass_
Boars 53301 3BMI

ram.

Read the
want ads daily

Paducahan faces
riot charge Sunday
Robert D. Smith, 20, of Clay
Street, Paducah, was arrested Sunday and charged with seconddegree riot after a disturbance at a
Paducah discotheque, according to
a published report.
Police said Smith was standing
in the middle of about 75 people at
the business yelling obscenities and
throwing rocks and bottles at
police, the report said.
Smith appeared Monday before
Judge David Reed ,and trial is set
for June 4.

TOURISM WORKS
21

A 12 year-old girl became the
fifth traffic fatality in Caldwell
County in four days.
The accident occurred Monday
at 5:08 p.m., on rural Board
Avenue, a gravel road in eastern
Caldwell County. According to a
published report, Melissa Clark,
12, was a passenger in 'a golf .cart
operated by her sister, Melanie
Clark, 17,
Police said in the report that the
driver lost control of the cart in the
- gravel. The cart ran off the--shoul‘
der, hit a ditch and travelled about
42 feet, overturning twice.
The cart landed upright on top of
Melissa Clark, reports said.
'Both girls were taken to Regional Medical Center in Madisonville,
where Melissa Clark was pro:
!lanced dead. Melanie-Clark was
admitted to the hospital with multiple injuries, officials said.

Lee Ross
Graveside ntes for Lee Ross
Melugin will be today at 4:30 p.m.
at Murray City Cemetery. Dr. Greg
Earwood. Will officiate and Steve
Littlefield will be soloist.
Pallbearers will be J.W. Cathey,
Paul-Diil; Billy Payne-- Thurthan-,Bill Furgerson. Hugh Eddie Wilson. Hughes Giles. Veter Orr and
John Neal Purdom.
Friends may call from 3:30 to
4:30 p.m. today at J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.

^

AUDIOLOGY

best possible price
The
for the best possible
hearing aid
KM,14 Si"'
444414—
Ijcensed Audidlogist
Physicion on premises
759-4815
300 South 8th Street • Suite 304

SERVICES

Medical Arts Building •Murray

INSURANCE
Lou V. McGary
Does Your Policy -Pay 100%
of the Deductibles'?

MEDICARE SUPPLEMENT

- -Stock Market

You are responsible for the deductibles that Medicare does not pay.
$628 on Part A; $100 on part B. Call me for more information.

Report

eii 1131P IS CLAIM FILING FOB MY CLLENTS

753-7890 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

•

Prices as of 9 a.m.

Industrial Aserage
-1.02 )
Pres loos Close
2941.64)
(Air Products
631/I +1/s
,..44114 45114A •
A.T.C.-Class A
361/1 •Vs 7
AT&T
Bank of Murra y
15513
Bell South
50'/2 -'is)
Briggs & Stratton
HP/. unc.
Chrysler
13'/2 -'/s
CSX Corp.
421/4 4.1/2
Dean Foods.............. ... 4131/. -1/4
Dollar Gen. Store ....13'/.B 141/4A
3's
Exxon .......................
..58'/1.
Ford
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DON'T
I GO TO SLEEP
4•11

Until You Read This First!
All
Bedding
At
Truckload
Prices!

0est investment
\
__\
\
..., is you.

.N..
‘Whallbalr".11`

Quality Bedding

s200"1

at
Affordable Prices

84995
869"

Twin

Member New York, Arreencon and Mu/we. SII0CM
tag:flans*. and S 1 P.C.

Savings
Up to

Full

"
79
$

Ls Pt 1.4 St •
"
89
as Pc la Sr.

King

UNITIE9STATE$OSAM...111C

5-10-15-20
Year Warranties

This.bill good toward the purchase of any regular
priced or miff piked in-stock major appliance
including refrigerators, washers, dryers, stoves.
televisions, VCR's and more!
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It's A Sale You Can't Afford To Miss!
90

Days Same Ask Cash Tolualified

Buyers

a
.

Open:
Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 9-3

LITI1 One Bill Per
Appliance - Otter Ends
May 31, 1991

'Applies Only To
Merchandise Purchased
During This Sale
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Caboodles Cosmetic
Organizer
•Two Trays -Asstd. Colors
Peg lgg7

15 Piece Kitchen Utensil Set
-Contains The Most Popular Gadgets
-Country Blue

Hanging Plant Baskets
-Annuals -Blooming Varieties

Revlon
Unforgettable
• Cologne
•1 fl Ounce
-Free Lipstick
Reg 15 76

Rubbermaid Refrigeration
Set

:41..
11111
Rival Crock Grill
-Made In The
-Easy Clean

-25 Piece Set Including Lids
-Microwave Sate

$11 7
96 Low Price
Every Day

Gitano 4 Pack Socks
-Cushion Cuffed Anklet
-Asstd. Colors

Ladies'
Print
Dresses
-t
Clairol Lock'n Roll Hair Stylers
Ladies' Purses
-Asstd Colors and Flowered Prints
By Bag Bazaar

-Asstd. Pattern
Reg. 32.97

-24 Heated Stylers
-Heats In 10 Minutes
/Reg

29-

-9 Functions -Memento #1142

Low Price
96 $2696
Every Day

Revere.
7-Piece
Cookware Set

Natural
Wicker
Furniture
Group

tO pCturtit)

-Heat Spreading
.Aluminum
12667
Reg. 59.97

Bell South
Answering System

Assorted Appliances
-Rival Hand Mixer 8433
Proctor Silex 2Slice Toaster 1T-620D•Rival 31/2 Q Crockpot 13100

!4 Piece Set
.2 Chairs,
Loveseat,
and Table
Reg. 178 00

Fourth grade students write letters to mothers
CARTER ELEMENTARY
Beryl Whaley's
4th grade
Dear Mom,
t love-youso much I'd rather give
my heart away than to loose you. I
love you so much I'd rather give my
head away than to loose you. I Vie
you so much I'd rather give my hands
away than to loose you. I love you so
much I'd rather give my health than to
loose you. You are the best mom in
the world.
I love you so!
Your Son,
Michael B. Parker
Dear Mom,
Mother's Day has come,
So time to have some,
Ice cream topped with chocolate
syrup,

Then hopefully you will cat it all
up.
What a tong day this will be.
Even for me,
If I keep this poem going all day
I won't even have time to play.
Love,
Stephen S. Breeding
My Mom
My mom is nice.
She's so nice she might melt like
ice.
My mom is weird and creative. She
can come up with an idea right out of
the blue.
My mom is sweet. She'eso sweet
she has a daughter named Candy.
Love,
Louie

us. You help me with my homework she is nice but sometimes she is mean.
when I'm stumped. Sometimes you She works here at school some times
are bossy, but I get over it. Mom,you and I help her. I love my MM.
mean everything in,the world to me.
Your daughter,
By: Rebecca Metir
Angela
P.S. To Mom and Step
Dear Mother
Dear Mom,
Love will always find you where
I think you are the best mom in the eve(you May go. Whether you go to
world because you are loving,eating. Chicago or Idaho. Love will still find
„kind, smart, nice, creative, funny, you!'
talented, pretty, helpful, neat, clean,
Love,
Mothers
happy, and lots more. Your the best
Virginia!
Mothers arc sometimes
mother I could have. I love you mom. P.S. You'r as sweet as a red rose.
Or a little lazy.
Your daughter,
They're pretty.
Dear Mom,
Julie Hightower
And happy.
You are the best mom ever. You are
Mothers are smart.
nice, funny, neat, weird, funcky
My Amazing Mom
And loving.
My mom is the best mom in the giggly,cool. Sometimes you are mean
They're nice,
hole world. She buys me Michael but not all the time. You help me with
And funny.
Jordan clothes and shoes. She lets me my homework and everything.
Mother I love you.
have lots of animals-i•ike 2 dogs 2cats
Love always,
Happy Mothers Day!
2 mice,rabbit, bird:horse. She travels
•Kari Leigh
Love,
alot and let's us go with her. She takes
Sarah
us golfing, swimming, and to play Dear Mom,
['like you being my thorn because.
basketball and baseball. She lets me
Dear Mother,
you
are nice to me and you help me
I have a poem for you! Listen. have friends over She is nice I love with my homework and you help dad
her.
Roses are red violets are blue you
with his work and you try to make me
arc more beautiful and may god bles • By Becky Greene
be good.
you. I love you very_ much to.
Love, Kevin
Love
A Mother's Day Gift
• Love
Some people have weird moms,but
Love
my mom is an all around mom. She
Love
worries alot, but that's ok! She's nice
Love
when I'm nice. She's also loving and
Love
caring. Happy Mother's, Day.,
Love
Love,
Love
Misty
Your Son,
My Mom
Bryan
I have a mom she is nice, she is
funny,she is creative,she helps me do
You are special because you tell me all kinds of things like sometimes she
what's right and what's wroung. Mom will help me with my homework. She
you are nice, neat, and considerate of likes to play with me. Most of the time
She has small feet.
She is very funny,
And she gives me money.
She gets grumpy,
And sometimes jumpy.
She always worries.
And is in a hurry.
She is loving and forgiving.
Happy Mothers Day
Love,
Stacie

Dear Mother,
• You're like no other, •
You're nice and neat
Ever sia sweet
And I love you- very, very much. Happy Mothers Day!
----Love,
Cassandra
Dear Mom
I'm doing this poem I hope you
don't think Its wierd from roam. And
you didn't need to yell when I broke
your bell. And you don't need to get
mad when I'm bad.
Lukas
My. Mom
Nazy, lazy smart and crazy that
describes my mother. She is funny,
grumpy, helpful loving and bright.
Kind and caring too.
Love,
Your son
Andrew Griffin
My Mom
My mom is very nice. She is the
best_ mom in the world. My mom

Exquisite Form

Bras & Girdles
20% Off

This Mother's Day bring Mom to our
restaurant and let us help you make
Mom feel as special as she is!
--Mom deserves -only- the- best__
let one of our specialists
custom-design her new bathroom.
Come in and see
our new showroom.

HORNTON
ILE & MARBLE

All Mothers, accompanied by her
family will receive a

50% discount on her dinner.
We're more than just Seafood!
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worries a lot. She loves ine. My mom
is very funny. She can be happy. She
is a very sleepy head. My mom is a
picky mom. We have a lot of fun
together. I think my mom is very neat.
Your son
Casey
My Mom
mom is like a flower when she
blooms it spreads joy through the
rooms. She is nice to mice and other
,living things. Andevery time I look at
a flower it reminds, me of her.
Your son,
Daniel

some way. it you aren't there you will
find somebody to watch over me and
you always put clothes on my body
.and that really makes me feel good.
But some times you just don't have
enough money to buy some of the
things.
Niarkise Foster

Dear Mom,
If I could grant you one wish it
would be for You to have all the
money and love in the world. Your the
best mom a girl could ever had. I love
you with all- my heart.
Love,
Ashley Downey

DeaL Mom.
I think Mothers Day is great because I get to do nice things for you. I
am glad you are my mom because
other people I look at don't look like
they would suit me very good. Your
the best mom. better than any mom.
Your Son.
Tyler

Dear Mom..
Mom, I think you, are special
because you are my favorite person in
the whole world. I'm glad you are my
mom when I was a baby. I'm so proud
of you that if my favorite person only
you all the time. I won't forget you all
the time.
Your Daughter,
Vinci

Dear Mom,
I love you very much. lam glad you
CARTER ELEMENTARY
are
my mother. Hove when you hit the
Thurman's
Nancy
tennis ball really hard. You are a good
4th grade
morn. Happy Mothers Day.
Dcar NIum,
Your Son,
Morn, I think you are special
Shane
because you give me things that I% ant
and you take cart of me. If I'm sick
you will take care of me. You're just Dear mom,
- One of my favorite memories of
so sy:eet to me. So the only thing 1.LLY.
you- and-me together is when Guido,
8:q I lo
you thom1oever and ever.
Claudio
and dad arn't home. Then we
In the furture I still Will love you but
watch a movie and I make cookies,
some times you make me feel so
I hope you
nappy Ijust want to thank you a lot for brownies, and more. And
love what I give you for Mother's
that mom. So just keep up the good
Day!!!
work. You are just so special to me
Love,
and we just really have to thank you
Tatiana

DIAMOND„
CIZ
ILUATElb
Limited Supply So Buy or Layaway NOW

(SSO PER MONTH)

ONE HALF$399
CARAT*
332 PER MONTH,
ONE FOURT1S1
•

CARAT

LIGHTNING '
BOLT
1 4 CARAT' = $199
1 2 CARAT• = S399
1 F Ott. CARAT' = S599

MOTHER'S DAY

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1991

Dear Mom,
I think you are special because you
let Jennifer, Tatiana and Teri spend
the night. Thank you for letting me
have a birthday almost every year.
Thank you for moving me to Carter
because there are a lot of good friends
there. If I could grant you one wish it
would be to give you a million
dollars! And especially for being my
mom! Happy Mothers Day!
Sincerely,
Andrea
Dear Mom,
On. Mothers Day you will do no
work because we will. We will leave
you alone for the hole day. You will
get a present. We will go out to eat to
the nicest restrant and not McDo-

Send A
Porcelain
Treasure.

nalds. So better look forward to very nice to me. I hope you have the
Mothers day.
best Mother's Day anyone could ever
Love,
have. I love, going to the lake on
Adam
Saturdays, but I like being with you
most of all. I love you very much and
Dear Mom,
I'm glad you're my mother. Have a
I hope you have a wonderful wonderful Mother's Day!
Mother's Day. I am glad you are my
Love,
mom because you let me have friends
Kristin Kopperud
over whenever I want, you let me do
whatever I wanr to and you are very Dear Mom,'
nice. I love you very much. I feel sorry
Mom I think you are special befor you when Nikki wakes up in the cause you are the beast mom I could
middle of the night anclyou have to go ever have. You help me with my
take care .of her. Have a Happy homework and hard time and rote
Mother's Day.
time and sad time and happy time.
Love,
You are -thair when I naed you.
Alison
Love,
Jonathan Graves
Dear Mom,
I think your special because you Dear Mom,
wash my clothes and all that stuff. I
One of my favorite memories of
am usually glad when you buy food you and me together was when we
for me, dad, and Nick. And I'll love went to the Murray pet-center to buy a
you in the year 1997 when I get my fish and an aquarium. Even though
'car.
everyone else gave me a fish for my
Sincerly ,yours,
birthday I still liked the one you gave
Josh Morris
me best. Thank you.
Love,
Mom,
Lisa
This is a poem for you:
Mother's Day comes once a year, Dear Mom,
But that's O.K. cause there's still
You are nice I am glad I am your
cheer.
son. The things you do for me I can
On Mother's day we give her never forget. When you get me
surprises
clothes and shoes. You let mc play
Which often scare her out of her what I want. I hope you dont die.
wises.
Without you I won't be living.
Silly putty, super string, what else
Your son,
can we use,
Rohit
You know of course,there's never a
Dear Mom,
bruise.
If there was just one thing I could
Five parties a day, but heh,
do for you it would probly be for me to
It's Mothers Day,
make you proud. Even if you can't
So party away!
Happy Mothers Day.
take me fishing or play baseball with
The Lefty in the family,
me. You still have other qualities like
John
washing dishes, going for walks and
taking me to the mall. Sometimes you.
Dear Mom,
You are special because you are (Cont'd on next page)
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Let Mom know she's on your
mind by sending the lovely
Carousel Horse Bouquet.
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CLUSTER
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Flowers
705 S. 4th
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alonce and taking me places. One of Dear Mom,
(Coned from preview page)
my favorite memories of you and me
I love you very much. You are
let me do things that other mothers together is going to the mall.
special to me because you are one of
Love You,
won't lettheir kids do,so thanks a lot
kind. You're terrific and wonderful!
Heather Schroader
Lots of love,
You're a great mom. I never want a
Jennifer M.
mother any different from you. If I
Dear Mom,
could have one wish it would be that
Thank you for taking care and you could be my mother forever.
Dear Mom,
. Mom, I think you are special loving me all my life. I am very lucky You're the very best I LOVE YOU!
because you take me anywhere I want to have a mom like you.Thank you for
Your Loving Daughtc
to go. I know it has been-hard to live doing all the things you do for me.
Brooke
with me you got about 15 more years You will never know how much I love
to live with me.(Thais not veary long you.
Dear Mom,
hat ha! ha!) I love you and happy
Love,
Thanks for doing most of my
Anne Bligh
Mothers day.
chores. I-know this is a day to rest
Your son,
Thanks for taking me to movies when
Dear Mom
Brach
1 want to. You're the greatest! Thanks
I'm glad you're my mom. You cook for cooking too.
for us, clean the house, clean outside
Dear Mom,
Yours truly,
Me and you are the best people. of the house, help me with my study,
Jason Bright
You are the best cook and you are the buy me things, and tell me things that
funniest and the best cleaner I ever are important. I think you are a very Dear Mom,
saw. I like it you play with me. I just good mother.
I will have a suprise waiting for
Your son,
want to. say I love you.
you at home. I hope you like it. Well
Chris Yoo
Your son,
"see you later alligator.
Matthew Boyd
Love,
To My Mother
Andrew
You have small feet,
•
Dear Mom,
You are so sweet,
Mom I like you when your nice but
Dear Mother,
So why do I ask you
when your mean I don't. I hope this
You area walker,! play soccer. I go
Can't be beat.
mothers day I can buy you something.
boom.you go boom. I thank you mom
I ment to buy you flowers last year but • You are-so fessed
and fig for a house, food, and cloths.
When 1 take
I didn't have enuf money. You are the
Love,
A test so now I know
nicest persOn I know.
•
Michael
Your better than the rest.
Love,
Mother your the
Dear Mother,
Amanda
By Challiyis Mann
I've been thinking I'm sorry for
Dear Mom,
every thing I've done and try to never
Fm glad you are my mother be- Dear Mother,
do it again. You are nice to me so now
Your mom #1. Mom, I think you it is my turn to be nice to you. So you
cause you're always there. When I
need help with homework I „can are special because you don't get mad wont have to holler at me again. That
always depend on you. I'm glad that at me when I make a bad grade. I am is all for now.
you're my mother because you're glad you're my mom when I need you!
Your Loveing Son,
always kind and Toying. If I have a One of my favorite memories of you
Philip
problem you're the first one that I'll go and me together is when the two of us
to. And that is why I'm glad to have went to the lake. Mom you are Dear Mom,
understanding all of the time. If I
On Mothers. Day I'm thinking of
you for a mother.
could grant one wish it would be no you. And all the things youe done for
Love,
such thing as divource.
me. I am happy when I am thinking of
Matthew Brown
Love Always,
you,just to know I have a great Mom
Dear Mom,
Allison
makes me happy. Have a happy!
I think you are special because you
take me everywhere. You take me to
the golf course everyday after school
and take me lots of places.
Your son,
Jacob Rayburn
Dear Mom,
Happy Early Birthday for the big
40! Hope its fun but this letter is to
celebrate Mothers Day. I hope you
have a nice one!
Love,
Trevor
CARTER ELEMENTARY
Barbara Cain's
4th grade
Mom
I love you because when I'm sick
you make me well and when Fm hurt
you take care of me. I love you cause
you keep me strong and healthy, rich
and whelthy. I love you cause you are
bcutifu I and the nicest mom on earth.
Mom theres only one way to put your
the best Mom anyone could have.
Love Your Daughter,
Keisha
Dear Mom,
Thanks for takeing care ofrue. Let's
go to Florida and leave i)ie:boys_at
home. Thank you 13r giving pie •

Free
Mother's Day
Card
With,s10 Gift 41111111*o.
Purchase
OFF
%
STORE WIDE

happy! Mothers Day!
Love,
Josh
Dear Mom, •
Thank you for giving me money to
go to the movies and to rent nintendo
games and buying me clothes and
cooking for me. I love you. Happy
Mother's Day.
Your Son,
Jerad Morris
Dear Mom,
I love you because you're my mom
and nobody is like you. If I could
grant you one wish it would be to get
Grandma to move back to Murray.
The special thing about you is you can
cook good. You're the #1 mother.
Your loving daughter,
Lauren A. Miller
Dear Mom,
Hove you very much. You're a very
nice person and it maks me proud to
be your son. You do many different
things for me. Some of them are
washing my clothes, helping me with
my homework, buying things I want
or need, discipling me when it is
needed, loving me, being kind to me,
and keeping me company when no
one is around.
But, there is one thing wrong with
you. You had my brother Caleb. But
I'm just happy that You're my mom.
Your Son,
Jacob

Dear Mom,
I thank you for taking care of ;ne
and Kim McNeely my beloved sister
and cute old dad. Oh!I all most forgot
hove you a whole whole lot! Thank
You MOM!!!
Love you lots,
Steven Brian McNeely
Dear Mom,
Thanks for keeping a roof over my
head and you give me a $5.00 allowense and other thangs.
Your Son,
Justin
Dear Morn,
• I really appreciate how understanding you have been all my life. Some
mothers don't have. much time for
their kids. You normally have all die
time I want. I just wanted to thank
you.
Love,
Gretchen
Dear Mother,
You are all ways good to me and
you let me go places and you let me go
ride around and you let me go skating
and I am glad your are my mom and let me watch movies and cat pizza and
go skating and go swimming.
Love you.
Jessica
Dear Mom,
Hope you have a Happy Mother's
Day. I would give you a hug but since
I'm in Kentucky and you're in Wyom.

To Special Mothers

EVERYWHERE
*lekk•Ogl
,
12**10/ (
Mother's Day was observed in 1907
at the request of Anna Jarvis of
Philadelphia, PA, who asked
her church to hold a service in
memory of all mothers on the
anniversary of her mother's death.
Throughout the years, Mother's
Day has become an annual opportunity to thank Mom for being the
wonderful person that she is. Don'
miss the chance to tell your Mom
thank you on Sunday, May 12.
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(Coat'd from previous_ page)
ing I guess!can't give you a hug. Well
sorry I can't give you a hug. Miss you.
Love,
Charity

.
WA14:04

CARTER ELEMENTARY
Faye 'Beyer's _
4th grade
My Mom
I like my mom.
She is sweat.
I like my mom.
She is neat.
like my mom,
She is nice.
I like my mom. '
And we all like rice.
By Teri

Howet

•10/11()ois •Cards •Aliffis •A111(.11 More

HOLLAND DRUGS
liol) Dunn, R Pli

buying me mice. But there is one
problem the MiCc have lice b.ut they
like to eat rice. You are very nice.
Sometimes when IM in trouble you
straighten mc in a double. Thank You.
By Mr. X
•
Mom,
Some of the time I feel slime, but
when I'm with you my heart-feels-like
god.
Jared Plunkett
Dear Mom, lam glad you are my mom when I
need help in school. I think you are
really special because you are so great
and caring. I think of all the good
timers we've had. Mom, you're the
best.
Phillip Hocking
Dear Mom,
Mom is like a butterfly. She flies
through the air like a lady on roller
skates. She buys me what I want and
she is so nice. She understand a lot. I
like her because she is my morn.Thais
thc truth.
Patrick
Dear Mom.
Happy mother's day you are my
special mom to me. I know we had
some problems but we forgot it after
we had them.
Brett

WE HAVE THE
PERFECT GIFT IDEAS
•1

MOTHER'S DAY

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1991

Dear Mom,
t m glad you arc my mother because you take care of me and when
Um sick you take care of me more and
more. Thais why I love you so much.
I'm glad you arc my mother to.
Another I think you arc special tecause you put up with me and when I
am had or when I get on your nerves Dear Mom,
all the times.
One of my favorite memories with
Love,
you is when we went to Texas
Anita
together.
I like because you're nice and
you're caring and always there for me.
Dear Mother.
Your one of the most specail people
Here is a poem for you and I've
know.
I
are
Rosses
you.
been thinking of
Love,
red vilets are blue and i love you
Erin
and I dream of paridse when I'm
with you. Rosser are red vilets are
blue surgir is sweet and so are you Dear Mom.
I love you Mom. But sometimes I
Kinser prineser your the one.
fill glum. Wm you're SO nice for
•
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Mom,
I thank my mom is special because
she Likes me places and she rents me
movies sometimes,
Zachary
Dear Mom,
My mom is nice for the things you
get me and the best thing is you're my
mom. But you let me go to my freinds
for a day or to.
Matt

you go places with me and buy me all
kinds of pretty things and pretty
clothes. You are as.pretty as Janet
Jackson. Mom -when I make a bad
grade you help me get it through my
head so I can get 100's -every day.
!Awn I forgot to tell-you. I love you
very, very, very, very!, V.E.R.Y.,
much and mom you are very special to
me. When I was little you was there
for me. When I have a boo-boo you
kiss it and make it better. I don't care if
Dear Mom,
One of my favirote times together--you don't buy me those skates I
with you is when we were in the water wanted at Fisher Price.
Yours truly,
joint in Florida and Angie was scared
Danielle to ride the Black Lagoon with you.So
she rode with dad and you rode with
No. 1 Mom
me. You got scared on the ride and
Some might think your mean,
started strangling me.
But you're really keen.
By?
You are cool
You've broke the cool rule.
Deare Mom,
Just to settle any disbute
This is a mother's day note for you.
You are really cute
I can't wait to see you. How are you?
You're my mom
I'm fine. I made a 64 on my last
You're not a Tom.
English test but.don't worry I made a
You're really No. 1 Big Buddy.
93 on the one before last. The mystery
Love,
is in this letter. Here's a couple poems
Your Little Buddy
for you.
Roses are red, violets are blue, I'm
glad I'm going to come live with you. Dear Mom,
One of my favorite memories of us
How is everybody up.there. My step
when we went camping at L.B.L.
is
mom is going to put a necklace on
wish I would grant you would be
One
lawaway, it has a half of a coin with
for us to spend more time together. I
something on it.
have a poem for you.
Yours truly,
Through the desert,
Elijah
And across the sea,
Nobody can beat you and me!
Dear Mom,
From Wesley
you
One my favorite memories of
and me together is when we go places
together by ourshelves because we Five Important Things About Moms
Moms are people who are alway
have fun together. I'm glad you are my
there
for you. Moms are people who
mom when we go to the fair and we
are
always
feeding,you. Moms arc
ride rides together and you buy cotton
always caring for you.
are
who
people
one
you
If!
grant
candy for me. could
who come to your
people
are
Moms
wish it would be we could be rich and
for you. Moms
applaud
and
concerts
live in a rnanchane forever and have
we
kittys
want.
and
puppys
all the
Mom,I think you are special because, (Coned on next page)

The Best Mom's
Step right up take a 7-up, See the
best mom money can buy.They may
thank you, you might not say thank
you when they do something nice and
wash out the lice in your hair. But
Donna Reid is old Roseanne is sold
and Marge Simson is just a cartoon
you bafoon. You that looks like a
prune.

1
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Chinese & American
Buffet
11 a.m.- 3 p.m.

Gifts
Your Mom Is Special...So Are Our
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MOTHER'S DAY
cleans my messes.
Love,
Dcannc Phillips

IER'S DAY

(Cont'd from previous page)

Id buy me all
; and pretty
etty as Janet
make a bad
t through my
s -every day.
u. I love you
,!,
'cry special to
ou was there
boo-boo you
I don't care if
ose skates I

are people who take you everywhere. Dear Mom,
Mom yours truly,
My mom is a sweet wgman_Shc_ Dear Mom, •
Brian Settle
love my Mom Because she is very
cooks, cleans, and works, takes care'
I
of 4 people. She helps me, my sister nice and she will let me get any thing
Dear Mom,
to.
cook
good
a
is
She
And
won't
on our homework. She is the sweetest
My very best thing you did for me
Love,
person on the earth. I love you mom.
would
you
when I was a child was that
Justin Morris
Love,
always come when I needed you.
Mom,
Dear
Susan Renee Blalock
Every time I had a problem you
I love my Mother because she is
always would understand. I love you Dear Mom,
nice to me and she helps me when I
because you're my speacial mom and
Because she is my mother and only have a problem.
that's the real truth.
mother. She is always nice to me,and
Love,
Love your daughter,
Christopher Lee Mohler
because you are special. I love you
Sarah L. Broughton
Mom.
Love,
Dear Mom,
Dear Mom,
Mitch Chapman
My mom is a good cook. My mom
you
For most of my infant years
is
nice to. My mom helps me with
stayed with me alone in a hot dusty Dear Mom,
work. My mom plays with me
home
mobile home. You saved my life
I love my mom because she cares and mom goes places with me to. My
several times even from a scorpion. for me and help me with my home- mom loves me alot too.
We've been through quote,"The best work. And when I get good grades she
Love,
of times and the worst of times" does something special with me. And
Brad Walker
unquote, together. I even wrote a little most of the time she play golf with me
poem.
and she also helps me at Jr golf. And Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she's nice.
Even while the world loves and thats why I love my mom.
Love,
She helps me with things I don't
hates,
Thomas 'Devall Eike Jr
I love you Mom because you're
understand..And teaches me things.
Love,
great.
- Dear Mom,
Kennette Cleaver
By Master Haplord
I love my mother because when me
or my sister has a birthday or some- Dear Mom,
Dear Mom,
I love my mommy because she is a
I'm sorry I could not get you what thing She goes through so much
mom. My mom get's me things
special
you wanted for mothers day. He had trouble and I love her because she is
I love her so much. I love
why
that's
he
and
my mother.
too much sun tan lotion on
she is nice, sweet, thankbecause
her
Love,
hands.
my
of
out
slipped
She is the best mommy
carful.
and
ful,
Kaci Greer
Your. son,
world!
the
in
Love Corey
Dear Mom,
Love,
I love my mother because she cares
Sabrina L. Emerson
Day
Mother's
Happy
I like you because you are nice. for me. And she makes sure I don't get
hurt. And she takes me places. And
You buy me lots of things.
(Cont'd on next page)
cooks for me. And because she
she
duatghter,
Your
Robyn Myhill

Our

mean,

en.
ol rule.
sbute

Big Buddy.

.mories of us
ng at L.B.L.
rou would be
ie together. I

and me!
4bout Moms
io are alway
people who
I. Moms are
iring for you.
.ome to your
r you. Moms
!e)
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HAPPY MOTHER'S DAY!
'

THANK MOM FORA
JOB WELL DONE.
Send a special message to mom from our
full-line of Mother's Day cards.

Pharmacy
tk Roy's Discount
753-2380
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Olympic Plaza
MOTHER'S DAY

Warnth and ligptaretothe ailygftsofsumma
f

Dear Mom,
When we fight,
I do not bite.
When I play,
I do not throw hay.
Because I love you,
And you love me too.
If- I had a $1,000,000
I would give some to you,
Because I love you.
By C.G.
Mom,
Your my mom and I love ybu
alot. Becauese you are the only one
I've got. Even if there were 2 of
you. I'd love you the most, even if
the other one was knew.
Sometimes you embares me
you're always understanding when
I make a C.
If there is a test that I dread, you
help me study and get the information stuck in my head.
I love you very very much.
You're _really got the speacial
touch.
Love your daughter
Kim
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Air Conditioner
Murray's Video
Super Store

5,000 to 25,000
BTU Models
Available

Shea Darla/Amon S?F4. Uku Sktn ProtectorSPF23Deep Ebony Waterproof Mascara
air1 Light Seff-Tanniqg Maisnrizer lit•cai than out

MERLE

noRmAn.

CO-SMETIC

STUDIOS

Sunshine Companions Yours to enjoyfree with any MA Norman punrhme.of$1450
STORE HOURS
leprday-Thunday
10 11./0 -9 pm
FfwAry-S•urday
10 em 10 p•
Surday
p n,• p.m.

Dear Mom,
Why I love my mom: because she
buys me clothes and shoes. And she
helps me when I need help. And she
cooks for us.
Love, Larry
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NORTH ELEMENTARY
Mr. Wilson
4th grade
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(Coned from previous page)
Dear Mom,
,tie cooks supper for me. She takes
me to school. She. give mc courage.
And shcs there when I need her. And I
love her.
Love.
Michael Allen Burkeen

,

a

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1991

MOTHER'S DAY

Dear Mom,
Dear Mom,
She cooks me delicious meals She
She let my go to a New Kids
concert. She loves me very much. she '1 cleans my room "every now and
takes me palces. She will buystuff for - then",She takes care of me. Shes a #1
Mom!!
me.
Love,
Love,
Derek Lynn Crouch
Melody Wojciechowski

Dear Mom,
I love my mother because she takes
Dear Mom.
I love mother because she helps me care of me and she does alot of things
with my homework. She is nice to me. for me.She cook's my food for me and
she's real nice and let's me do alot of
She cares fur me airit._
things. I love my mother alot.
Lose.
Love,
Ashely Henderson
Rebecca Carson

-Dear Morn,
I love my mom becuse she buys me
toys and clothes she makes good food
And sometimes she takes us out to eat
she is petty and very understading I
love you Mom
Love,
Kenney Hathcock

I *I

Dear Mom,
She cooks my meals. And helps me
do my homework. And I love her for
that. And Mom I hope you love me to.
Love,
Eric Ray Payton
Dear Mom,
Shes nice, caring, loving She lets
me go to my friends house. And lets
me stay at my Grandmas house when!
want to. And she buys me a lot of
things and She gives me a lot of
things.
Love,
Chris Wilder
Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she is nice.
I alsebve my Mom because she's
special. She is very caring to everyone
even if she does not now them. Also
because she loves me!
Love
Sheila Brame
Dear Mom,
I love my mom is becouse she
cooks for me she helps me with my
homework. But best of all She loves
me.
Love,
George Alexander

Dear Mom,
Because She buy me things, and
because she cooks me what I want to
eat, and she cleans up the house.
Love,
-Kevin Suiter
Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she is
sweet I love my mom because she is
nice to me and my friends. She takes
her time of to be with me. I love her
she's my mother.
Love,
Shawna Rushing
Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she, takes
me everywhere with her. Shes the
best! And she takes time to do stuff
with mc. She's the sweetest person on
earth she's even sweeter than sweet
tarts. I love you mom
Love,
Jared David Bill
Dear Mom,
Because she is the best COOK.
Because she is special. Because she
knows best.
(Cont'd on next page)
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16 Wolff Tanning Units
For Your Convenience

Here are just a few of our
features:
'Cleanliness is our
#1 Goal.
03-New Sundash Tanning Beds. The newest
and hottest bed around.
$1.3$43
7 Visits

10 Visits

$22'
340 Minutes

$25"
One Month
$35°°
25 Visits

$50"
Students and
Senior Citizens
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.6-New Wolff SW-24
Tanning Beds.
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o2-New SL-28 Tanning
Beds. The biggest bed
available featuring 28
staggering bulbs for an all
over tan!
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'3-Stand-Up Units for
the person who always
seems short of time!
—Plus many, many little extras!
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Any Questions!
Give us A Call!
We Make Tanning
Our #1 Priority.

10% Discount
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Get Personal Attention From The New Management
' At

System
Tanning
Center
Wolff
Olympic P12173
753-WOLF

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy ki
Open Mon -Fri 9-7, Sat 9-530: 24 Hour Service Available Nitif
Glendale at Whitnell - 753-4175
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(C'ont'd from previous page)
Love,
James Clinton Todd

ause she is
because she is
nds. She takes
me. I love her

use she, takes
her. Shes the
e to do stuff
Lest person on
er than sweet

Dear Mom,
She cooks for me. She buys me
cloths. She buys me toys. She helps
me do my homework.
Lave,
John Cilton Gore
NORTH ELEMENTARY
Mrs. Cunningham's
4th grade
Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she
brought me into the would. When I get
homework she helps me. Shes the best
mom in the whole world.

Dear Mom,
I love my mom a lot because, she
loves me and takes care of me. When I
need help she is always there. Even
when we disigree we still love each
other.
Love,
Jessica Chadwick

Dear Mom,
When I want something from the
snack bar she buys it for me. She buys
me toys and close to wear.
Love,
Stephanie Hester
Dear Mom,
She's nice, kind, loveing, caring
and she loves kids. Bin she loves mc
mostly.
Love,
Samuel Dick
Dear Mom,
Because she is the one that brought
me on this earth and takes care of me
and works so hard to feed the family
and she is nice thats why I love my
mother.
Love,
Shawna Lawrence
Dear Mom,
She always there when I need her.
She makes me feel so great. I love her
because she makes me feel wanted.
Love,
Bobby Lester
Dear Mom,
My mom is very special. She has

Fragrance from Estee Lauder.
Gifts that make
her day wonderful.

Send the special
russage of
Estee Lauder
fragrance.
Sophisticated
*mantic
BEAUTITTIL.

Classic

.witra rimEx

MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE • MAJESTIC ROYALE

Please Call

frrellext nontnc

*May awn:

At The Holiday Inn
641 S., Murray, Ky • Ph. 753-1505

:etc
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sometime
Love,
Ciclita Stubblefield
helped me my whole life. She has
Made dinner for me my did and' my Dear Mom,
sister, and a lot of company. She
My mom is a Superman. She
cleans my cloths. She is my best and works,cooks,cleans and still has time
only morn.
for our family. She is very nice. My
Love,
mother is very tired when she gets
Austin Wyatt
home from work, but she is still very
nice.
Dear Mom,
Love,
I love my mother because, she is
John Clayton
e.
comunin
have
sweat and she lets me
I love my mother because, she is Dear Mom,
She plays catch with me. She takes
going to let me have my birthday
out to cat. She's rcaly nice to me
me
the
at
party
party and my summer

(Coat'd from previoas page)

'rThe Pow
of Attraction"
When a woman buys from
-The Daisy she buys
something uniquely special.
•Corbin • David Brooks•Ruff Hewn
•Vrvanti • David Smith •Karen Kane
• Leon Levin • Adam Douglas
We specialize in Peeta's 2-14
Meese* 4-1S and Large Sizes 12-24

Spring Merchandis
30% to 50% Off

We otter the ultimate
in ladies reedy to wear acceseonee
114 Southern Vane

South Fulton, TH. 349257
901-479-2550
10-6 Mon-Sat

•11,

MOTHER'S DAY

TUESDAY, MAY 7, 1991

Ml

g warm place to live. And she loves me.
she plays games with me. She lets me me although it might be a colorin
Love,
spend the night with my friends. We book.
Dorothy McIntyre
Lose
go one walks and she helps mc with
Kristina BohalurOn
my homework.
Dear Morn,
Love,
Shcs funny and telegent and I love
Dear Mom,
Robby Hatchcock
better than anyone in the world
her
She is nice to me and she tells me
Mothers Day.
Happy
never
is
She
y.
she loves me everyda
Dear Mom,
Love,
what
get
usally
I
me
and
to
mean
ever
1 love my morn because she is
Jasha Duccan
much.
sweet. She spends time with me. She I want if it doesent cost to
Love,
feeds me good meals. She also cares
Dear Mom,
Jennifer Lamb
about me. And I love her slot.
Its because she helps me do my
Love,
Dear Mom,
homework.She provides food for me.
Sarah Mann
Beacouse. She's nice and smart. She is nice Thats why I love my
she's pretty. And she loves cat's - mother
And
_
Dear Mom,
She's supermom.
Dog's.
and
Love,
I love my mom because she's nice
Love,
Chrstina Adams
and spends time with me. She is my
Gibson
Nathan
girl scout leader. She takes us diffeNORTH ELEMENTARY
rent places. She help's me with my Dear Mom,
Mrs. Hick's
I love my mother because she helps
homework, gymnastics, and other
4th grade
things. She takes me different place's me with my homework. She will
and let's me have people over. Thais watch T.V. with me and she loves me.
I love my mom Betty because she
I love you mom.
why I love my mother.
gave me a 4 wheler. She also let me
Love,
Love,
have a pet Boa Constrictor and she lets
Jason Lane Hill
Heather Saxon
me do things I like to do.
Love,
Dear Mom,
Dear Morn,
Jeremy Boyd Darnell
I love mother because she was there
She is very nice to the,she gives me
for me. And cares for me. And puts a mony, lets friends stay the night, and
• I love my mom because she is nice
roof over my tread. And she feeds me, most of all she loves me!
rne and buy's me close, food and
to
and she clothes me. And because she
Love,
things. She lets me join sports
other
e
else.
didn't give my up to someon
Michelle Scarbrough
me candy and other things.
buys
and
or
drink
don't
she
And because
Mom,
Dear
by
smoke.
I love my mother because she's nice
thomas W
Love
and she helps me
,
warm
hearted
and
Paschall
_Andrea
Why I love my mother? Because
with my homework and she buys me
is nice. She lets me do fun thing's.
she
mother.
'my
Dear Mom,
cloths, thats why I love
she is realy funny. That is why I
And
I love my mother because she's nice
Love,
homemy
love my mother,
to me. She helps me with
Allysia Futrell
for
can
Love,
she
what
genes
she
work and
David Todd
Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she gave
page)
me birth. And Because she gave me a (Cont'd on next

Don't let Mom's Special Day go
unnoticed Bring her to August
Moon for an authentic oriental

dining everience.

Mother's Day Special
Buffet

$6.99
Tai Chieng _Chicken
Beef with Vegetables
Hot & Sour Soup
Egg Drop Soup
-Egg. Roll & -Fried
Rice
Etc.

August Moon
Sunday-Thursday 11 am.-9 p.m.
a.m.-10 p.m.; Saturday Noon -10 p.
11
Friday
Olympic Plaza, Murray
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Buffet Includes:
Sauted Chicken with
Baby Shrimp
Pepper Steak
Festival Shrimp
fvtandrin -Noodles
Sour
&
Sweet
n
Chicke
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she loves me.
(Coni'd from previous page)
Aaron Edward Carroll taves yous
so much. You arc as pretty a fashion
model. Your hair the spring wind.
Love,
Aaron Edward Carroll
Why!love my mother,She is verry
nice. She helps me out! love her alot.
By,
Matthew "Russull" Wyatt

ENTARY
k's
ty because she
he also let me
tor and she lets
to do.
melt
use she is nice
lose, food and
me join sports
d other things.

ther? Because
do fun thing's.
. That is why I

Why I love My Mother I love her
because she is the best mom in the
world. She is so special everyone
would want her for a mom but most of
all she's my mom thats why I love her.
by
Derek Bramcly
I love my mother because she's
always in a good mood. She is always
there when I need her.
by
Marsha Gail Adams

Dear Mom,
Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she took
My Mother cooks for me. And
mom washes my clothes. And mom care of when I Was sick. Because she
makes my bed. And that's why1 love is my mom. And no one else.
Love
my Mother.
Marshall Tucker
Love,
Jason Sullivan

-

Why I love my-Mother. I love my
mother because, she's a good nice
mother and, takes good care of me.
She also gives me a place to live.
by
Mike Tyner Hudson
Dear Mom,
I love my mom because she lets mc
Why I love my Mother. I love my do stuff.
She loves me and I love her.
Mother because, Stirhelps me, she
When she gets mad at me it doesn't
loves me. she cares for me, she's very
mean she doesn't love me anymore.
nice, and she's the best mother in this
Thanks for everything you got me.
hole world.
Love,
By:
Amanda Murphy
Robin Ann Nowak
The reason I love my mother is Dear Mom,
I love you mom. You care for me.
because she is nice, pretty and kind.
She is also hard working. I am glad You help me on my homework. I can
not ask for a better Mom.
that I have the mom I have.
Love,
by
Brad Rowland
Bethany Rae Vander Molen

Why I Love my Mother. I love my
mother
because she is sweet, nice, and
I love my mother because she is
nice. Another reason [love my mother pretty. She also has a lot of kindness.
She is peaceful, truthful, and poweris because she loves me. The reason
ful.
why I really love my mother is
by:
because she's my mother.
Miranda Duunn
by
John M. Downey
I love my mother because she is fun
to be around. She is sweet and gentle
Why I love my mother I love my
all the time because she is my sweet
mother because she loves me, And I
mother.
love her. and I know she well all ways
by
love me.
Laramie Carson
Nichalas A. Younger

Why I Love My Mother, I love my
Why I love my mother? [love my
mother because she takes me to a lot mother because she nice, she helps me
of places I have to be. And because out when I need help. She is very
she lets us do things we want to do. caring. I love her very much!
By
By
Tara Harrison
Adam Ragsdale
I love my mother becase she does
nice things with me. She buys me
things all the time. Shes the best mom
anyone could ever have.
Why I love my mother Because she
by
Is My Mother. Because she loves me.
Amanda Ahart
BY
Why I love my mother. I love my
Michael Smith
mother because she usualy cooks for
me something to tat when I'm sick.
NORTH ELEMENTARY
My mom works very hard six days a
Mrs. Watson's
week so she can pay for her car.
4th grade
By
Dear
Mom,
Clayton Pasek
My mom cooks for me and she is
I love my mother because, she is loved by me.
Love,
nice to me. My mother takes care of
Shaun Fuqua
me to. My mother loves me and
shelters me.
Dear Mom,
by
My mom is very nice and I lover
Joshua Earl Van Waters
her. My mom always lets me do all
I love my mother because she has kinds of stuff. She lets me do fun stuff.
Love,
food for me every day and helps me
Josh Miles
11O-thitigs:1Itiove her TOrever. -

NEW GIFT
DEPARTMENT

__TI liti'cOAY, _MAY -7.4991

BOOKS
BIBLES
CARDS

Dear Mom,
I love my Mother because she
cares, she buys my stuff, she does
things with me, and she takes me to
chruch. I love her a .whole bunch.
Love,
Mindy Edwards

Dear Mom,
I love my Mother becase she loves
me. She is warm and caring. She is the
bcsi Mom to rric and I wouldn't trade
her for the World.
Love
Jennifer Dumas
•

Today's mothers are older, more
mature than mothers of yesteryears
It's a sign of the times. First
time mothers are older than
mothers of just a generation ago.
Only a few years ago, when a
woman graduated from high school
or college, she was probably ready
to take her marriage vows and
become a mother soon after that.
But today, as more and more
young women are completing college and advanced studies, they are
finding fulfillment in jobs and in
independence. Many young women
are determined to put off marriage
and certainly motherhood, until
they have secured a niche in the
business world to which they can
- return.

The result is that the age of first
time mothers has been creeping
higher, year by year.
This may herald lower birthrates
in the future since child-bearing
years grow fewer if a woman first
gives birth in her thirties or forties.
However, some scientists argue
that more mature parents give
children better intellectual starts
which enable them to develop earlier and to fit into society more
quickly.
What's more, experienced
women have more knowledge and
skills to handle the perplexing
problems of motherhood.

, Shop Murray's Pier 1 Imports
In May For Your

.46),.
Pier 1 imports illes
Graduates

Moills

Closed Sunday, May 12
For Mother's Day.

select--tfee—perfect gift
for your special Mom
from our selection of
fine ladies' crohting
and accessories.
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Jarvis pioneers Mother's Day in honor of her own mother
It may be hard to believe, but
once there was no Mother's Day!
But, there was an Anna Reeves
Jarvis — and Ms. Jarvis had a
wonderful idea.
Mother's Day, as we know it
today, was her invention, shortly
after the turn of the century, a concept inspired by her own mother's
death. It was a concept so right, so
meaningful. that it was to sweep
the country. and then the world,

with its simplicity, its honesty and
its symbolism.
Back in 1907, just two years
after her mother died, Ms. Jarvis
described her notion to establish a
Mother's Day in honor of her
mother and all American mothers.
A year later, Mother's Day
became a reality when it was first
observed in WI Jarvis' hometown
of Grafton, West Virginia.
But then it took a year of urging,

I
V All Lamps and Prints‘
20%-50%
Decorative Accessories
I 30'-50'0„
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As
Easy
as...

cajoling and pressunng important
people in her adopted hometown of
Philadelphia, to develop the idea to
an embryonic but successful conclusion. She did have moral support, right from the start, from John
Wanamaker, the Philadelphia merchant philanthropist and civic leader. Where he led, others followed
— the clergy, civic groups, leaders
of commerce and industry.
Even before Ms. Jarvis, there
was a failed attempt at establishing
Mother's Day by the Boston activist, Harrier Beecher Ward, following the cruel and destructive
Franco-Prussian War in 1871.
Ward was moved to try to develop
an organized group of mother, all
over the world, as a force to prevent future wars. And, though the
idea made a bit of progress, after a
few struggling years, Ms. Ward's
Mother's Day withered and passed
into oblivion.
So, when a new Mother's Day,
born of love, devotion, respect and
understanding dawned on the
United States, its acceptance was
spontaneous and immediate.
But why was Grafton, West Virginia the site of the first Mother's
Day on the second Sunday of May
in 1908? Because the Jarvis family
came from West Virginia where
they were diligent citizens who had
devoted time and energies to such
civic enterprises as rehabilitating
discharged Civil War veterans.
The first Mother's Day sermon
was preached. in a little country
church that still stands, a public
shrine and monument to the message of the day, now revered
around the world.
In 1913, Congress enacted

Mother's Day as a national holiday, forevermore to be observed
the second Sunday of May, and to
be so proclaimed by the President
annually. It was President Wilson
to whom the honor of issuing the
first Mot'Aer's Day proclamation
fell first.
Originally, Mother's Day was
commemorated by a special visit to
mother, or a letter or note, written
expressly to mark the occasion, or
a gift of some wild flowers. In
1908, less than five percent of the
mother of the country worked outside the home; today, over 75 percent of mothers carry the double
duty of bringing home part of the
income and running the household,
as well.
The complexities of today's
schedules leave little time to write
personal letters. But over 125 million greeting cards, hardly envisaged in leisurely 1908, fill the
gap! And though many people live
too far away from their mothers to
make a special Mother's Day visit,

To this day I can't tell you why
that Cub Scout roller skating party
was so important to me. For some
reason, I was absolutely obsessed
with going to the Rustic Rink with
all my fellow Cubs and lacing on a
pair of heavy black roller skates.
But there was a problem. It was
a Cubs-and-parents affair, which
meant that I had to invite Mom and
Dad. Which was OK, except for

'The Home of
Beautiful GOW71.5
and cifts•

Gifts Mothers Want

zc
The
Panhandler
1/PS Delivery

Bel-Air Center

Murray

ist...and an avalanche of gifts of
apparel, jewelry, cosmetics and fragrances, and appliances that total
up to a value of about eight billion
dollars.
Created from love, Mother's Day
was nurtured into an event of international significance. Could it be
done today? Maybe not, given the
pressures and damands of 1991, but
83 years ago, when life moved at a
slower pace, the time of Mother's
Day had come — and we have
been bequeathed a legacy of love
that will be with us always.
Don't forget, Mother's Day is
Sunday. May 12 this year,!

Mother's love on wheels:
a story of devotion, sacrifice

•

•'
/f-.•-•••

the telephone helps to fill this gap.
And who knows? In a couple of
years we may be able to see as well
as talk tO mother 1- 41-the fledgling
picture-phone!
Instead of some wild flowers,
today's mothers are on the receiving end of millions of
commercially-grown floral tributes,
courtesy of the friendly local flor-

753-5679

one thing.
I had long since figured out that
my parents were a little different
than most of my friends' folks. For
one thing, they were quite bit older
— Dad was 53 at the time, Mom
was 47 — and less active than
other parents in the neighborhood.
My friends would go skiing and
camping with their parents. Mine
let me watch "The Mickey Mouse
Club" nearly every day.
Which is why it surprised me a
little when Mom responded so
positively to the skating party when
I finally found the courage to bring
it up.
"But I've never been roller skating before," Dad protested.
"Then it's time you learned,"
Mom replied. "Besides, you used
to ice skate."
"Wanda, that was 40 years ago."
"Oh, you know how it is with
those kinds of things," Mom
assured him. "Once you learn them
you never forget." She placed her
hands lovingly on my shoulders.
"It means so much to him, Bud.
Don't you think we should at least
give it a try?"
Dad looked at me with mock
frustration. "OK," he said with a
shrug and a.)..,ruckle.
Then he pointed a finger directly at me. "But you better plan on
following right behind me so I can
land on you when I fall."
Actually, that job fell on Mom.
Since she had actually roller skated
a couple of times when she was a
little girl, she had been designated
as the couple's Skating Expert
(Conf'd on page 16)
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Flowers: today's
more popular
Mother's Day gift
Anna Reeves Jarvis, whose
Mother's Day concept was first
celebrated in 1908, endorsed wild
flowers as the appropriate way to
remember mother. It was something more than a letter or extra
visii
The tradition that began then
has lived and matured through
these 83 years, and today, giving
flowers on Mother's Day is
commonplace.
In fact, according to Mother's
Day Council research, after
something to wear, flowers are
the most popular gift choice.
Cut flowers, bouquets, corsages and living plants that keep
on giving are all popular and in
demand. And, in the early spring,
many colorful flowers abound to
brighten her day.
Flowers are easy to give. If
you can't find time to make your

16)
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own selection, you can call your
local florist to deliver your selection just in time for Mother's
Day. And, if your career finds
you settled far from home, you
can telegraph mother flowers, and
be certain that she'll get them on
time, and that she will appreciate
your choice.
Flowers come in a large price
range and there are bouquets for
every budget.
The average mother gets twoand-a-half gifts each Mother's
Day, so after you've given or sent
flowers, you still have the option
to give her something else to
punctuate your thoughts on
Mother's Day, May 12. You
probably know best her preferences. But if you want to go with
the tide, you might send roses,
America's most popular bloom,
and also our national flower.

The legacy of Great American cooking
lives on.. in Revere Ware. Generations
have trusted its outstanding cooking
performance. And so can you—
with special savings!

Don't forget Mom on
her special. day!
15% OFF Gift Items
Friday, Saturday & Sunday

'Home & Patio
Accessories
'Lamps

Revere Ware Copper Clad Cookware combines lustrous stainless steel
and heat-spreading copper bottoms_ They're easy to clean and practically
indestructible'
Covered Saucepans feature stay-cool knobs and handles and tightlining lids that hob retain moisture. Oven safe.
Mfr.'s Retail NOW
23.50 11.15
A) 1-01 Covered Pot. 1401
32.00 16.00
8) 2-01 Covered Pot 1402
40.00 20.00
C) 4-01. Covered Pot 1404

•Windchimes
*Bird Feeders
'Planters

F)10-In. Covered French Cher. Skillet cooks your favorite dishes
quickly, evenly from steak and eggs to nouvelle cuisbel Hanging ring
5454
Mfr.'s Retail NOW
47.00 23.50
104n. Skillet
G)4,4-01 Coveted Dutch Oven cooks delicious meats on lop of the
range or in the oven. plus you'll love its convenent suet 1424
Mfr.'s Retail NOW
. 45.00 22.50
41.-Or. Dutch Oven
6-Cup Whistling Teakettle is summon vow with Mier bottom 1121

All Fiestaware®
Crystal and Canister Sets
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In Ecuador. a country with an annual per capita income of only
$1.000 and an inflation rate of more than 30 percent, this mother
and child are beating the economic odds. Through a small business
loan from CARE, the world's largest private relief and deselopment organization, Carolina Valdez has become a successful produce wholesaler and is able to pros ide her family with food, shelter
and clothing.

•

Give Mom A Break...
Let Big B clean
her Sunday Best,
and you take
her out to lunch.

"Nhatit
•

Cleaners
I rntrI hopping rnter
‘1,11 .} ri
a. m.-4 p.m.

V

Mothers are driving force in third world

753-9525
Sat. 7 a.m.-2 p.m.

Perhaps no mother deserve
more credit than those in the
world's developing countries.
Despite enormous obstacles, they
are the driving force in their fam-
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YoU've alvka)s had the best. Now give her the best.ourTreat
all-

_

FREE cf;)hreemsoemC,ake

BARBIZON
matching gown
& coat

..

-

.

Day Special`

Mof
7 oz. U.S.D.A. Choice

Rib Eye Steak

2/$1 4.99

•
Includes Free
Delicious Hot Food,
Salad and Soup Bar,
Choice of Potato and Hot Roll
Ice Cream & Sundae Bar

0

Sleep comfortably
in warm weather
in soft, cool polycotton gown with
matching coat.

1.

•

Gown, sizes s-m-I
Coat. sizes s-m -I

Open 10:30 Mother's Day

vbf

her summer
favorites...
from
Barbizon

4,1

Morn to The Stockade. She can choose from any of
American USDA Choice steaks, chicken or seafood entrees
and all-you-can-eat Smorgasbar. Give Mom what she's
alvv.i.v.s given !,oul- the best. The Stockade. 7

•

ilies' daily struggle tor survival.
According to reports from
CARE, the world's largest private
relief and development organization, women provide more than

111011
STOC
Family Steak House

•
-rs

753-0440
HOURS: Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
& Sat. 11 a.m.-10 p.m.
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Bel-Air Center, Murray
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Downtown — Murray

75 percent of all labor throughout
Asia, Africa and Latin America.
Yet, despite their hard work,
societal constraints often make it
difficult for women to be taken
seriously as an economic and
social force. Thanks to CARE
and other organizations, this is
changing.
CARE focuses nearly three
quarters of its $300 milion in
annual programs on desperately
poor women throughout the developing world.
"This is crucial," says Tamara
Tiffany, who manages CARE's
Small Business Programs in Latin
America, "because women play a
key role in their families' wellbeing."
Statistics gathered by CARE
show that nearly one of every
three Third World households is
headed by a woman. These
mothers are usually their families' sole source of support.
Because of societal restrictions,
these women often lack the reading, math and business skills that
will help them build a beter life
for themselves and their children.
"In addition to many women's
lack of skills," Tiffany said,
"they rarely have the collateral
that makes it possib‘le for them to
obtain credit. This makes it difficult to begin small-businesses
that can generate enough income
to make a real economic impact
on their families' lives."
Through CARE's programs
designed to help the world's
poorest people become entrepreneurs, CARE is giving more than
81,000 women a chance to build
better lives for themselves and
their families. These programs
make more than two-million dollars in loans easily available and
provide training in cash manage(('oni'd on page 16)
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Gifts ideas for mother have changed
Despite the rapidity of innovations over the past generation,
innovations that are interpreted
into gifts for mom, favorite gift
categories remain favored, year in
and year out.
Something to wear has been
the top choice, almeiSt from the
beginning of Mother's Day giving. Once- the blouses were prim
and ruffled and had big mutton
sleeves. Now they might be knit
or tailored, but new styling makes
them comfortable, more adaptable to current lifestyles.

vi

Not so long ago, that something to wear had to be cotton or
silk. Today, easy-care, blended
fabrics that literally defy wrinkles
have a dominant place in the
apparel spectrum.
Old-time favorite
Candy, always a Mother's Day

world

ever, though it's no longer necessary to go inzo the countryside to
gather them. Now, it's so much
Jewelry is still very much a
more practical to call the local
favorite and gaining popularity
florist, or wire flowers from the
every year- Now designs may be
experts who make it all so easy
more tailored, and whether ear;
and beautiful.
rings, bracelets, rings, necklaces
Modern gift ideas
or pins, jewelry reflects fashion-Today's cameras and camcortrends as costume jewelry
ders are but modern adaptations
increases in popularity.
of the "high-tech" Kodak Brownies of yesteryear. Progress is
Saving mother time and work
giving
made without changing the basic
has always been a gift
gift preferences.
goal. Now, it's so easy, with all
Perhaps you can best update
the new electric and electronic
your ideas about what mothers
appliances available. In 1908, an
want by remembering that over
electric iron was a gift of
70 percent of them are employed
momentuous importance. Electric
outside the home, while still manirons are still important, but now
aging their households. You may
they spray steam, have adjustwant to give something that's.
ments lor a variety of fabrics and
and practical, not capriuseful
prevent
to
off
turn themselves
accidental fires.
Flowers remain as popular as (Con('d on page 16)
favorite, is now likely to be of
the designer variety.
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Jewelry and other articles remain one of the more popular ideas
for Mother's Day. Anna Reeves Jarvis, the founder of Mother's
Day, intended the day to be celebrated primarily with the gift of
flowers for that special mother. Today, innovations make choices a
great deal more hard to make but all that much better for mothers.
As Mother's Day gifts, flowers have given way to rings, necklaces,
candy, clothing, appliances and other extraragant gifts.

Sunday
May 12
Cali For
Reservations

Famous Name
isses Coordinates

TheNruire Brass Lantern menu will be offered cu noon as
well as in the evening. The Brass Lantern is famous for its
finefood. rustic-elegant decor. and Carol's sterling silver
Jewelry,fashion watches and a "world" ofgifts for Mom.
'(select that special Mother's Day gill &fore or after dining)

Open at 5pm
Wednegday thnt Sunday (open nightly in Summer)
On Maw as in Aurora.. Kentucky
1-4742773

Take An Additional

Take An Additional

25% Off

25% Off

Alfred Dunner * Cathy Daniels
& Others.

Junior * Misses * Ilalfsizes

Central Center

Stffitrehigis. reserre for 10 r)r. more

•

Pocket T-Shi s

Mon.-Sat. 10-8, Sun. 1-5

5.88

Reg. 7.99

Knit Leggins

9.88

Reg. 16.99
Assorted colors.
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Mother's love on Wheels...
(Cord from page 12) It was her duty to support Dad
as he made his herky-jerky,
clackety-clacking way around the
rink, and to go down with him
whenever he fell — which was
about once every 20 yards or so.
The two of them would sit on the
floor for a few seconds after each
fall, giggling like teenagers. and
then they would struggle to their
feet and begin again.
Clackety-clack. Thud. Ha-ha-ha.
Only I wasn't laughing. Most of

the other parents skated pretty well
— the Thomas twins' dad could
skate backwards, for Pete's sake.
But there was my roly-poly
Mom trying to support my nearly
white-haired father, who didn't
seem to have any comprehension of
the concept of gliding on skates.
They went down — often — in
an awkward gale of laughter, making enough noise . that you could
barely hear the Beach Boys music
blaring from the rink's
loudspeakers.

TwoWaysTo
MakeYour
Mother's Day.

_

1.
Regular Rib Eye
Dinner with
Salad Bar
Onlys7.99

She had slipped a disc and was
in traction, which to me at the time
looked like something straight out
of a torture chamber.
Her head was held in place by an
ugly assortment of wires and harnesses that kept her from looking
anywhere but straight ahead. And
her feet were somehow attached to
a stack of weights that pulled constantly at here, like she was the
rope in a dastardly tug-of-war.
And I put her there. For all I
knew, 1 could have killed her. For
the first time I understood how
selfless her concern for me had
been. And how selfish I had been.
Was.
"Mom..." I could barely speak.
And when I finally saw her in
"Joey? Is that you, son? I'm sorthe hospital, I was almost over- ry, I can't see you."
Again she was apologizing for
whelmed with guilt.

I don't 'think 1- even told mi.
parents "thank you" as we drove
home from the party that night. I
vaguely remember hearing Mom
joke that her back was a little sore,
but mostly I was up to my ears
lobes in self-pity.
My humiliation turned to despair
whenMom awakened in the middle
of the night, her back in agony.
Dad gave her aspirin. He rubbed
her back until it was light outside.- As he prepared to take her to the
hospital, I heard him sadly tell my
sister that is was his fault for being
so darn clumsy.
But I knew whose fault is really

something that wasn't her fault.
figured it was my turn to ask
forgiveness.
"Mom...last night...the roller
skating..." I couldn't even form the
words.
"Oh, yes — the roller skating,"
she said. Then she smiled as best
she could in that harness. "We did
have a wonderful time, didn't we?"
Mom eventually recovered from
the injuries she suffered at the Rustic Rink. But her back was never
the same.
And neither, I hope, was .1.

Gifts

••
•

(Cont'd from page 15)
cious. "Cutsey" gifts may be fun
for you to give, but think how
happy you can make your mom
when you give with her needs in
•••
mind. They again, mom may welenough money to put nutritious come a whimsical or indulgent
food on her family's table.
gift she's too practical to give
herself.
"Cassano is typical of the
small business owners CARE
It's the thought that counts,
works with," Tiffany comments. really, but a little thoughtfulness
"The payback rates on their loans on your part beforehand can
are astonishingly good.
make your gift of love a gift she
"To date," she continues, will really appreciate. And do
"more than 80 percent of our bor- take time to write her a special
rowers have paid off their loans letter, or send her a creative
completely and on time: I doubt greeting card. But no matter what
many First World banks can you do, don't forget your mother
boast of a similar track record." on Mother's Day, May 12.

Mothers are driving
(Cont'd from page 14)
ment, accounting and basic business skills.
In one of the poorest slums of
Lima, Peru, Maria Elena Cassano
runs a thriving shoe manufacturing business she started with a
CARE-sponsored loan of less
than $50. Through her hard work,
Cassano was able to pay back the
loan in less than one year's time.
Today, her company nets a profit
of more than $200 each year,

USIA Choice

2.
Free A.1:Steak
Sauce Cookbook
•

Available in Bone Multi
and- White Pastel Multi

Bring Morn in for dinner between
May 10th and 12th and she'll
receive a free A. Steak Sauce
Cookbook. What better way to
.make your Mother's Day?

Kinn% ,k
Martha
JOhnvin
,filitatriManagt•rs

Available in Navy, Red
and White

GOLDEN
CORRAL

/1

719 S. 12th
Murray
753-3822

GreatTaste,Great Prices,Great Value
.•.11.11ffieN, MA

a.. rrortl

C 1191 Caii•Creni(

gym n

SOuthside Shopping Center
753-8339

